Excellent care. *Dr. Dasby performed 2 procedures. We are very pleased with his care & excellent bedside
manner.
*Dr. D. & his were outstanding in all areas. Never in a rush good educators.
I needed follow up surgery on both eyes. *Dr. Kirztner was wonderful about this both times - once on a Sunday!
We love *Dr. Mann. He was highly recommended and is always pleasant and explains everything.
*Dr Chhabra was exceptional!!
Both my wife family & myself, we were all treated like we were royalty. Very good staff we love *Dr. Culp.
Very good experience at the new center. Staff was great, *Dr. Kirzhner is very thorough.
I'd like to thank you for the care I received & continue to receive from *Dr. Ferguson & his staff everyone has
treated me with very sincere care & respect.
*Dr. Ward gave me excellent care. The anesthesiologist NP, *Ann Wisman, was very helpful and took careful
note of my claustrophobia issues.
*Dr. Caldwell is an excellent physician. I trust him & his staff completely.
*Dr. Singh is extraordinary.
Again *Dr. Singh is superior.
*Dr. Kennedy was excellent and professional as well as personable. I requested her because of this.
*Dr. Mann is excellent.
*Dr. Jamie Kennedy is absolutely fantastic - she must be one of the best doctors bar none.
*Dr. Ferguson is very good & so is his nurse practitioner.
The doctors and nurses at UVA are outstanding. Compliments to *Dr. Darby, he is top notch.
*Dr. Evans is TOP - NOTCH. I always feel like I am the only patient he has. Very professional and attentive. LOVE
HIM!
The nurses were wonderful & *Dr. Chhabra is the best.
Like I said *Dr. Newman is a good doctor in his field, but the resident I had that day was "I believe his name was
*Dr. Doer" very good and courtesy.
*Dr. Ragosta was excellent - personable and thorough.
*Dr. Shami is always on time!
*Dr. Shami is one fine physician - UVA is fortunate to have her on board!! _____.
Nurses made me feel at ease since I was very nervous. Special thanks to *Dr. Powell & *Jackie!
*DR. SHILDKROT and *DR. WARD was excellent in our son's surgery. They made sure we were informed on
everything they did.
*Dr. Park had a face-to-face discussion with my husband which was very nice.
Nurse practitioners were great - talked to *Sadie also *Dr. Mangrum's nurse *Felicia was very helpful.
*Sue - nurse practitioner was EXCELLENT at explaining procedure & results.
*Dr. Chhabra is superb as was anesthesia.
Great doctors - *Dr. John Kern and *Robert Gibson.
Excellent care from *Dr. Malhotra.
I CAN'T SPEAK HIGHLY ENOUGH about *DR. DALEY - also my RECOVERY ROOM nurse was OUTSTANDING.
*Dr. Kirzhner provided tel. number to call if I had issues.
*Dr. Park was professional, compassionate & knowledgeable. Truly a class act.
I love *Dr. Stephen Caldwell, nurse and all other staff. Everyone is so very kind.
They were very helpful and caring. *Dr. Caldwell and *Jodi, his nurse, can easily be reached and are VERY caring.
I would absolutely recommend the Surgery Center and *Dr. Caldwell to others.

The card that was given to me of *Dr. Netland & staff who help in anyway during. My surgery & recovery was so
heart felt - I will forever keep it in a special place. *Dr. Netland know I want to come to his office for all my
appointments. Thank you, all so much I am doing great!!
I could not have asked for a better experience in having this operation. *Dr. David Diduch, the anesthesiologist,
and nurses were all excellent. *Dr. Diduch is the best of the best.
*Dr. Mazimba is the best! I'm 73 years old and never experienced such a great physician.
Keep up the wonderful work *Dr. Mazimba!
We love *Dr Weder, his entire staff & everyone else @ WAMC everyone is always friendly, professional, skilled
& knowledgeable.
*Traci L. Hedrick is by far the best doctor in the world, because she is knowledgeable - FRIENDLY - helpful and a
gem. Her bedside manner is wonderful. She makes my worries go away, about my loved one going to the
hospital.
We both love Charlottsville UVA - Kudos to *Traci Hedrick! We love you.
Again thank you *Traci Hedrick and everyone who helped.
This was a positive experience was exceptionally friendly &helpful. *Dr. Leslie Olsakovsky is an outstanding
surgeon. She is an asset to her profession.
I was switched to a *Dr. Mann and I felt he was excellent.
*Dr. Cooper is and has continued to be an outstanding doctor!
I was seen by *Dr. Hullfish and *Dr. Castro. I felt very positive going into surgery as I felt all of my questions and
concerns had been addressed by *Dr. Hullfish. I felt very prepared and confident that i was in very good hands.
My overall assessment of my experience was VERY positive! *Dr. Hullfish (my surgeon) and UVA staff that cared
for me during my stay.
*Dr. Kathy Hullfish. UVA is fortunate to have *Dr. Hullfish as a surgeon and associate professor. She explained
the surgical procedures in terms that my husband and I could understand and visualize. I never felt rushed with
my questions and she always addressed my concerns. She has a great bedside manner and how wonderful for
your medical students to see an example & competence and caring.
*Dr. Shami is top-notch!
*Dr. Gwanthmey did a great job along with all the staff.
*Dr. O was great!
*Dr. Sauer is terrific.
Of all the drs. we have seen since May 5, 2015, *DR. PARK is by all means the best, best bedside manners, acts
like he really cares about his patients.
*DR. PARK even worked my husband in for OR that day, He does not rush listening to concerns of patients, takes
his time when performing procedure in office, as to be easy on the patient. Very happy with *DR. PARK
throughout the whole process.
I highly recommend *Dr. Cantrell she is an excellent surgeon.
This was our first visit to UVA and the service given to us was above & beyond! *Dr. Singh was outstanding
EXPLAINING THE PROCEDURE.
*Dr. Darby and his entire staff _____ great representatives I had super care from super professionals.
*Dr. Strand always and has showed care and compassion for me! Really thankful.
I had excellent care at UVA Hospital from a top-notch staff. Thanks to *Dr. Ferguson for a successful procedure
although I'm a DUKE FAN!!
Wonderful I am very pleased *Dr. Levine and staff were great.
All drs. (radiologist, anesthesiologist) and RNs, medical staffs, all work together with Gamma Knife director, *Dr.
Sheehan, like a team, provide the best care.

*Dr. Sheehan, RN *Greg, OR nurse very close monitor, provide the best skill and best care, and all information I
need.
*Greg RN did very good job.
*Dr. Jason Sheehan, PhD Gamma Knife Center director, is my best neurosurgeon, best dr. I'm lucky know him
about (near) 10 years. Whenever I have the medical problem r/t his study area, when he received the
information, no matter what time, how late, he always call me or email back to me in few minutes.
*Dr. McDaniel took plenty of time with us discussing procedure before & after. We never felt rushed!
*Dr. Diduch - the best. HIGHLY recommend.
Great experience and *Dr. Ragosta and his staff are so wonderful!
*Dr. Ferguson explained the procedure to me in detail and answered all of my questions. He did not rush me, but
was very kind and pleasant.
*Dr. Intagliata was friendly and professional. Everybody was cheerful & helpful.
*Dr. Gaspar was excellent, comforting and friendly. All staff members were friendly and very helpful.
I found your entire staff and especially *Dr. Levine very informative and very professional!
Anesthesiologist *Paul De Mario was excellent!
*Dr. Kennedy is wonderful physician, and all the doctors & staff in heart transplant clinic provide caring
professional service.
Outstanding professional staff. They know their medical procedures. *Dr. Newman is a gift physician.
They are always efficient and answer any and all questions - *Dr. Sauer is a great doctor.
*Dr. Sauer, his nurse *Irene and all the others are an excellent group and work together very well.
*Dr. Haye was terrific.
Every experience with *Dr. Mann is great, he takes time to talk to your & he is very caring.
*Dr. Wang excellent.
Needed more info about post-op pain management; *Dr. Amoto provided it.
*Dr. Bauer was very good at explaining everything and we were very confident of his expertise.
*Dr. Saver is very easy to talk to and seems genuinely concerned for your problem.
*Dr. Saver is the best.
I would absolutely recommend the Outpatient Surgery Center and all of the staff, especially *Leigh Cuntrell and
*Megan Welch.
*Dr. Deal is an excellent physician - she performed two carpal tunnel surgeries & is quite competent.
Nurse *Morgan was great - Friendly, helpful...!!
I can't tell you how happy I have been with *Dr. Lippertt and her team. She was a God send.
*Dr. Gimple, give your staff a pat on the back for me. Thank you.
*Dr. Matthew McLeod (plastic surgery) was excellent! He was professional yet very personable & caring! *Dr.
Erin Talman was also very good!
They were very professional, they explained everything they were doing. I know I was in good hands. Thank you
doctor *David Burt
I've been at the emergency room 2 times. They and my doctor took very care of me. My *Doctor Evan Heald is
a very nice man.
*Cassie Dawson very good.
*Dr. Shah was extremely thorough, knowledgeable, courteous and took great care of my scared 8 yr. old. He
assured me with confidence, she will be okay and she was. Thanks doc!
*Dr. Shah was excellent!!! Highly recommend him.
*Dr. Sutherland is an outstanding doctor who goes beyond the normal routine for the good of the patient *Dr. Syverud remembered me from April 2014. He is an excellent, caring doctor!
I thank *Dr. Lui and staff also *Dr. Yang and staff and UVA for saving my life back in July 2012.
Dr. *Erin Talbot was great.

Exceptional experience. *Dr. Sturz came up to us immediately & said he knew what was wrong w/my little girl &
would fix it immediately, & he did. He was terrific.
*Dr. Thompson & *Dr. Rodgers were amazing! I've had many other MD's & surgeons @ UVA say what a great
job you did w/suturing my forehead. Thank you!
*Dr. Glass was great and we really appreciated his care & concern for our son.
*Dr. Glass was very gentle & encouraging to our son & to us. We really appreciate him.
Thanks to *Dr. Nevel.
*Skyler was great!
*Dr. Gimple, *Dr. Bevins and *Dr. Christina were fabulous.
*Dr. Alawadi and his staff were outstanding.
I would like to commend *Dr. Mark Shaffery and his staff. The ICU nurses were dedicated and competent,
especially RN *Jacob (don't know his last name).
*Dr. Mike Mangrum - wonderful! Very efficient!
Nurses and delivering doctor (*Dr. Denise Young) were amazing to work with and I absolutely loved the care I
received from them!
I could not be more pleased with the entire staff. *Dr. Upchurch and his group are the best.
*Dr. Mann is a wonderful Dr. Everyone was so nice to me.
My family and I are so thankful for my nurse practitioner, *Maheswari Murugesan. She explained every
questions any of us had. The hospital is lucky to have her. She is worth twice what she is paid.
A special thanks to *Dr. Cherry & staff for the EXCELLENT care I received during my stay.
I could not have asked for better care or treatment during my stay. I would very highly recommend UVA, *Dr.
David Kahler & his staff to anyone.
My stay and care while at UVA was completely satisfactory. *Dr. Browne an staff were outstanding would highly
recommend *Dr. Browne & staff.
*Dr. Ashok A_____ & associates were just great! & nurses were so COMPASSIONATE!
*Dr. H. Guha was excellent - follow up a patient. He was there 12 or 13 days in hospital. he is excellent doctor.
*Dr. Wang, staff, hospital doctors, nurses - techs were five-start. I couldn't have been treated better.
*Dr. Jane was wonderful.
*Dr. Gangemi, *Dr. Battle, 4 West nurses, and their staff were professional, knowledgeable, & caring. Absolutely
wonderful people. May God bless each one of them.
My doctors: *Dr. Vance, *Dr. Oldfuld, and the endo staff were excellent.
*Dr. Tracci - outstanding. *Dr. Tracci - nurse practitioner - outstanding.
I would like to thank all my dr.'s & nurses for their excellent support, especially: *Dr.Carrie Sopata, *Dr. Megan
Klavins, and *Dr. Ali Kazemi. Also, the med student *Spencer Moore, who attended my labor, was wonderful!
He is going to be a great dr. some day.
*Anne & *Jason & *Greg & *Dr. Battle were awesome. They took good care of me and made me feel as if I was
the only patient they had.
My surgeon was absolutely wonderful - I will recommend her as the best - Her staff is equally great. Name of
*Dr. Linda Dukas.
*Dr. James Browne was excellent and provided updates to my family out of the area.
*Dr. Chisholm is the best obstetrician at UVA. He is confident and knowledgeable but still compassionate and
kind. I never once worried about myself or my baby because I know he had everything under control. *Dr.
McDaniels from peds was wonderful.
*Drs. Johnston and *Alvarez were exceptionally good as was nurse *Ryan.

My experience with the UVA System has been excellent I came to you with a specific diagnosis that could not be
addressed within the hospital system that I work for. My PMD received *Dr. Lee Jensen's name from *Dr.
Ireland at WCMC & he referred me there very quickly. They said she was "the best" and was very proficient @
dealing with my type of aneurysm. I have also had many follow up phone calls from *Lois Fulks Np & *Patty
S______ NP; they have been on top of getting certain medication levels to the correct ranges. It's been quite a
journey. Thank you again for everything!
*Doctor Smith and the anesthesiologist team was excellent. I could not have asked for any better care. Thanks.
Had a great experience. *Dr. Chhabra and his staff were phenomenal!
I am extremely grateful for the care and concern I received from *Doctors Sue Brown and *Philip Smith. They
are superb practitioners and caring persons. Their guidance and skills have improved the quality of my life
immensely.
My "experience" at UVA Medical Center was so good I wish I could have stayed longer. Special thank you to
*DAVID STRIDER.
*Dr. Gilbert Upchurch should be on the list of the best vascular surgeons in the US of A or the world, for that
matter...
UVA best hospital in the world. Dr. *Tache, *Leon- best surgeon. Very calm and professional.
*Doctor David C. Shonka Jr. MD and his medical team did and outstanding job as well as the nurses provided
good care for me! For I would like to thank them.
*Dr. Jane Jr. & *Sarah Roberts are amazing. They listen & are fully committed to your health.
*Kendall w/anesthesia & team really help to make a scary procedure more relaxing. Thanks a bunch. *Dr. Leigh
Cantrell and *Dr. Brad Bateman than you so much I understand everything going on they were truly
professionalservices were outstanding.
*Dr. Tracy Krupski is an amazing and caring physician she provided excellent care for me prior to during, and
after my surgery! She has called me numerous times since being discharged. Best doctor ever! She took extra
time to talk to me and my familiar about my care.
*Dr. Bauer is the best surgeon ever. He was very professional took great concern for my care.
Dr. Elins is the best any body could ask for! God bless you all. Thank you! Multiple brain surgery recuperant
*Dr. Ted Burns and staff @ Als Clinic are exceptional nurses during this stay were also exceptional. Thank you!
I had a fabulous labor and delivery experience. Special thanks to *Kathy Kent and *Dee Winston - they were
both fantastic!
*Dr. Denise Young and *Dr. Katherine Kent were amazing! *Kim Welham and *Caitlin Dreisbach were absolutely
fabulous, too!
When you can arrive at UVA Hospital at 0600 one morning with a cancerous prostate, and leave the next day
without it, that's a very good deal. Gotta love that *Dr. Kawaski and her team!
*Dr. Greg of OB/GYN is an excellent MD and educator to her residents. *Dr.'s Lankin and *Grear took excellent
care of me. I felt safe and respected...
Communicate listen convey information prescribe couldn't be much better. *Drs. Castro & *Khanna.
They are wonderful. ESPECIALLY *DR. BLEVINS!
*Dr. Smith was very nice and amusing.
*Dr. Rosin spent a amazing amount of time with me.
*Dr. Jane and his neuro team was exceptional. I can't say enough good things about UVA.
*Dr. Stephen Borowitz was wonderful.
All the nurses & doctors were exceptional and *Dr. Belyea was flawless!
*Dr. Bartholomew Kane did my son's surgery. He and his associates were great!
Everybody took very good care of our son! *Dr. Gangemi is an amazing dr., and I will highly recommend him to
anyone. Thank you all so much for making a very scary time in our lives a little less scary. You are all wonderful!

*Dr. Gangemi & his team were amazing!! Very professional but yet you felt he put his heart in his work & care
for our daughter.
Her ped. orthopedic physician was *Mark Ronness & he was excellent!
Nurses were amazing!! All were great but (2) *Kelly's were awesome. Also *Connie!!
*Dr. Gander was so great, great bedside manner. Very comforting! Felt lucky to have him as my daughters
doctor.
*Dr. McDaniels was wonderful!
*Dr. John Jane, Jr. & his staff were AWESOME!
I had an excellent experience with staff nurses/assistant especially *Ms. Charlene Exline. She treated me with
courtesy and respect.
I have been seeing *Dr. Ted Burns for my speech/bulbar palsy for 14 years. I cannot begin to express how
wonderful, dedicated, empathetic and personable he has been to me and my family so patient and
understanding. There is no way I can praise him enough.
*Dr. Marshall has been a very good health care provider.
*Dr Denton is one of the best doctors I have ever meet. UVA is lucky to have him. He and *Dr Mann saved my
life. I thank both of them for that. My case was very hard for any doctor but am getting stronger daily.
*Dr. Battle is always prepared by reviewing the record before my visits and _____ led me through my progress
and changed recommendations as appropriate while easing my anxieties about possible negative _____.
Wonderful team, thanks!
*Erika Roeder is a professional! During each of my visit every aspect of my operation was covered. The follow
up was the same.
*Dr. Erdbruegger is an exceptional care giver.
*Dr. Laughran is very professional and friendly. Takes all the time I need to get answers I want.
*Dr. Kirk & *Dr. Culver, were very helpful with my concerns *Dr. Culver has called me back to check on me plus
helped with any problems I have had.
My doctor (*Dawn) is wonderful, she listens and (suggest how to help me she is great help to make me a better
person!
*Dr. Jenkins has been the best urologist I've dealt with at UVA since I began having issues. This is terms of
actually listening to me and addressing my concerns.
Been to *Dr. Brown before! Always treated with respect and proper information.
*Dr. Macik is amazing, my favorite doctor ever. I never want to see another.
*Dr. Shaffrey and his staff were amazing to me. I was incredibly impressed by the level of care they provided. I
would highly recommend him to anyone in need of a neurosurgeon.
I am and always have been impressed with *Dr. Marguerite Lippert and her staff.
I have been a patient of *Dr. David Rubendall since 2005 and his expertise in helping my pain is remarkable.
*Dr. Rubendall is courteous and he has an outstanding bedside manner. _____ would recommend his staff who
are the best.
*Dr. Grosch is part of my life. He stays on top of new medicines that could benefit me. I am very pleased to
have him and his staff to take care of me. I have nothing but positive comments to make. I will always
recommend them to anyone going through cancer.
We traveled form Maryland so *Dr. Romness could operate on my daughter's leg and I am so glad we did! I was
thoroughly impressed with *Dr. Romness, his nurse *Pat, and all the staff we interacted with before and after
the surgery.
Excellent experience. *Dr. Lepsch is an excellent doctor.
This was my first visit. I was very pleased and so was my daughter. I live in Suffolk, VA and she drove me there.
I do plan to keep other appts. with *Dr. Densmore.
*Dr. Kim saw me 3 hrs. early so we could drive home before big snow storm.

Dad is 93 yrs. old and has colon cancer. We have had 2 consultations with *Dr. Friel and 2 CT scans. *Dr. Friel
and his nurse *Linda Via have gone far and above to answer my questions, make appts. and call me with test
results.
I love going to see *Katy Catheart. She always makes me feel good after talking to her. She genuinely has a
"caring heart" and listens to problems, and I do not feel like I am being rushed out of the office.
*Dr. Chisholm is an awesome doctor! Without him, I would never have achieved my VBAC. He treated me like a
person instead of a patient.
I love my UVA team! Everyone from the receptionist to *Dr. Rhindos. *Dr. Rhindos is an amazing care provider.
I feel she truly takes the time to discuss every aspect & addresses my questions! Thanks for all Y'all do.
*Dr. Padia and the office staff are always very professional and pleasant.
With as many patients she sees in a day, *Dr. Bauman always acts happy to see me & we have great
conversation in between examination and subsequent determination. Always a pleasure to go to the dr.!!
*Dr. Gurrola and *Fannie Utz, NP, were very sensitive to my concerns about having a procedure. Both were very
caring and professional. They walked me through and explained everything thoroughly. No pain at all!
Awesome experience with 2 very caring individuals!
Our family loves *Dr. Bailey. Because of him, my son has been seizure free for 10 mo! If *Dr. Bailey is not sure
of an answer, he will find out and get back to us. Always so nice and takes his time, we never feel rushed. Most
important, our son really likes him.
*Dr. Goldstein & his nursing team are outstanding.
*Dr. Dacus provided stellar care and understanding. The results of the surgery he performed would not have
been as good if done by anyone else. We will not use anyone else for hand issues.
We really appreciated how much *Dr.'s G. & *T. (fellow) were willing to take the time to answer our questions
and how well they explained the likelihood of injury versus what is unsure leading into surgery.
*Dr. Scott Commins and his staff are fine people and know exactly what they are doing. All the doctors and
nurses are good in the clinic with *Dr. Commins.
My entire family thought the process was exceptional. The office & *Dr. Diduch was awesome. He was very
_____ and great bed side manner. I would recommend this practice and hospital to everyone.
*Dr. Galbraith has gone above and beyond our expectations. Since we have a family of seven, it is a lot of family
members to care for. We are so happy to be a patient of *Dr. Galbraith's. He is an exceptional dentist with
great demeanor.
*Dr. Pinkston is awesome. We love her. You are blessed to have her!
*Dr. Seki Balogun is the very best!
*Dr. Yang & the whole staff were great! Everyone was so very kind & went out of their way to make me
comfortable on the day of my surgery & after it was over when I awoke in recovery. All of the doctors, nurses &
staff have been wonderful since I have been coming there. I'm so glad I chose UVA concerning all my health
problems.
Before my visit to *Dr. Kirzhner office I expressed concerns to my eye doctor. Both recommended I see a
surgeon. *Dr. Kirzhner pointed out two problems contributing to my concerns and recommended solution to
both; I was so pleased! The whole experience was very pleasant In the 14 years my husband and I has been going to *Dr. T Brown's clinic we have received nothing but excellent
care.
I admire and appreciate *Dr. Dokun and am pleased that I can see him in Crozet! Did not have a problem.
I am so blessed to have *Dr. Showalter & all the staff at UVA Hospital in my life! They are the best!
*Ashton Franklin is in my opinion, a top provider in her mental health field. I could not be in better hands!!
I have a high regard for *Dr. Portell's ability to interpret meaning & implications of test results. He was thorough
and gave detailed interpretations of my PET scan -

I have found my visits at UVA to have been the best possible. All personnel were excellent. I fill *Dr. Payne is a
wonderful doctor. I am so much better after each visit. All personnel are an asset to UVA God bless you.
I like *Dr. Babar very much. He is thoughtful & considerate. The staff is great! The office is really clean. I highly
recommend *Dr. Babar.
*Dr. Daniero is GREAT as well as his staff!
*Sue Brown is outstanding! She treats holistically while providing excellent care for my multiple endocrine
problems (osteoporosis, diabetes, and thyroid).
*Dr. Evans is attentive & thoughtful. Professional and very thorough knowledge of my condition. He spends the
time necessary with me to assure I get the best possible care rather than jumping out the door when the allotted
time is over. I appreciate him so much.
*Dr. MacKnight is courteous, thoroughly professional, detailed and articulate and communicative. He is a caring
person and outstanding doctor who I highly recommend to anyone.
I am very happy with my 2/25/2015 visit to clinic and to see *Dr. Hamill-Ruth.
I have been EXTREMELY BLESSED by *Dr. James Isbell I am truly grateful for his professional talents!
Very grateful for the skill used by *Dr. Deska in creating a positive result.
I can only say *Dr. Bauner and his staff were wonderful. I always look forward to my visits.
*Dr. Luna is a very _____ doctor and friend. *Dr. Luna goes over everything w/you and listens to everything you
say - *Dr. Luna is very polite and efficient, always on time I have a lot of respect for him - University of VA is very
fortunate to have him.
I would not want anybody else for my heart Dr. - I also have a daughter that goes to *Dr. Luna. Thank you.
Every thing has been very good and I like coming here. And I like *Dr. Schectman.
*Lorrie is a great provider I will wait a longer time for an appointment to be sure I see her.
Dr. *Levine, *Shanika, ex all are nothing short of amazing. I have great respect admiration for them all. I could
have been treated by anyone/ anywhere else but ask yourself, would you take your Mercedes Benz to just
anyone? Or only the best in the world? Can't forget Dr. *Reed and *Wilson and *Ortcutt in Rad. top notch care
there too! I drove/ drive 2 hrs. to see these MD's.
*Mrs. Roeder and *Dr. Smith and all their staff are the best of the best. They truly are amazing. Thanks.
*Dr. Miller is very kind & knowledgeable.
*Dr. Crowley and his staff get an A+ from me.
*Dr. Lee is very professional and just a great person.
*Dr. Purow and his staff are extremely helpful & give us lots of information and listen to our questions &
concerns. They are a GREAT TEAM.
We love *Dr. Marcus-Potter and the other members of the Northridge office!
*Ms. Hunter, is a really good provider!
I think that *Dr. Davison, a wonderful dr. also the staff he is very understanding and will talk to you about your
problem. No problem. No complaints.
I am very grateful for all the help with the staff and *David Mercer my overall appointment was great thanks for
your medical and emotional concerns.
*Dr. Portell is an excellent dr. Think the world of him. Very knowledgeable & skilled.
My physician is *Dr. Ragosta but was given appt. with nurse practitioner because of time... to see someone.
Thank you!
*Dr. Elias knows what he is doing he is the best there is as far as surgery.
*Dr. Susan Laurie is an amazing Doctor. She is a very friendly, caring and compassionate physician. I recommend
her to anyone!
I was satisfied. *Dr. Carter is excellent.
*Dr. Jameson is compassionate, knowledgeable and has a sense of humor. His resident was attentive and
professional.

I have been very impressed with the clinic and w/*Dr. McCall in particular. We have learned a great deal about
diabetes since I have been his patient.
*Dr. Amy Tucker is a very caring physician and I look forward to seeing her at my appointment time - She is so
interested in me as a person. Other doctors in Northridge that I've seen are very much the same way - It's a
great place.
I have always been please with the services at U. VA *Dr. Rembold's office & the cancer clinic.
I really like this *Dr. Shetal Padia she's really good don't full around in and talk and out.
*Dr Commins was excellent in listening, discussing & adding recent research information about my allergy &
recent anaphylactic reaction. Must have spent 20-30 min. with me & my husband. Office staff was very good.
*Dr. Gurrola & his staff are wonderful. I've had cancer and he is very thorough and I appreciate that. I have a
PET scan and another appointment with him on July 30th. My family is very happy with my care.
*Dr. Hedrick was my surgeon for my ileostomy. She did a great job, and she is a very personable doctor. Very
caring.
In addition to the excellent care given by *Dr. Hullfish, her nurse *Lee Anne and assistant *Bobbie are
commendable for their friendly professional care.
*Dr. Cooper is great!
I made many trips to UVA hosp. in the mid-90's with my elderly mother who was dealing with PAD. *Dr. Irvine
Kron took excellent care of her. I was extremely thankful to *Dr. Kron & the UVA staff. In 2006, *Dr. Kron
performed carotid artery surgery on my husband - Again a VERY positive experience. When I was recently told I
needed to have a thoracic specialist available for a thyroidectomy - So I wanted to come back to UVA and once
again see *Dr. Kron. He enlisted *Dr. Smith on 2/10/15 as my ENT surgeon. I was so very pleased. To me, the
staff at UVA is quite remarkable - Very special! I am very happy that I will be having my surgery there.
*Dr. Carlos Tache-Leon successfully completed a difficult, potentially life threatening surgery - one which
another surgeon - not at UVA has refused because of all my negative "symptoms" i.e. - high blood pressure,
diabetes, _____, and age. I think I owe my life to him and his team! Thanks.
*Dr. Potter took time to listen to what I had to say and he broke every things down to me and my husband. He
showed how much he really care by calling to check in on me on a Saturday even with his office being close. This
is what you call a caring person and doctor.
*Dr. Potter I truly would like to thank you for everything.
Very pleased with all the services provided by *Dr. Crosby nurses and staff.
*Dr. G and his staff are the ultimate. I would love to recommend him to everyone, but then it would make it
hard for me to see him. So my wife and family have him and his staff as our care givers. We all give him an A++.
I have been a resident at the Colonnades Retirement Community for 4+ years, and *Dr. Diane Snustad has been
my primary care physician. I have respected her, appreciated her excellent care, and am most happy about the
level of health care being provided.
I was referred to *Dr. Daniero of any ENT doctor in _____. He is an excellent doctor & I feel very comfortable
with him.
*Dr. Shaffrey and his staff were very professional and helpful. Since my brain tumor was found and surgery
scheduled and done within one week, their attention to my situation and all of details was unbelievable. I could
not have asked for more.
*Dr. Schiff's staff is excellent. They return phone calls promptly and are very responsive to our needs. *Dr.
Schiff always takes the time to spend with me during my visits for cancer.
*Dr. Mikel Gray performed a bladder test. For *Dr. Culp. *Dr. Gray was very considerate in the test when it
came to discomfort. My experience was great. UVA has best care I have received, ever.
Dr. *Loquidice is a "GREAT DOCTOR". He found out a medication was giving me problems and took me off med.
Great doctor, very knowledgeable and compassionate.

*Dr. Stevenson is such a compassionate doctor. He explains things well and is always looking out for the best for
our son. *Dr. Stevenson truly cares about my child and looks at the whole person.
I talk about VA all the time to anyone who will listen. Everyone has been so friendly and professional to me and
my family members. *Charlene and *Dr. Sheehan are the best of the best. I always know am in good hands.
I enjoy my visits with *Dr. Susan Laurie she is a very friendly person always has time, I do not feel rushed very
nice person!
*Dr. Bertram listens & explains information very well. Particularly listen. I've neve had a doctor listen to me as
much as well/or as closely as he does.
Before I started seeing *Dr. Mason. No one could find out what my problem was. I was very impressed at how
quickly my problem was diagnosed & taken care of. I think in the long run she saved my life.
*Dr. Paul Yates has always been very concern about my eye condition and is watching my eye and letting me
know how much my eye has changed and will let me know when it needs anything different done to help me.
He is a very good eye doctor and will keep him as long as I need to.
*Dr. Shen GREAT doctor!
*Dr. Black is the best & I don't say this about any other doctor I have seen or my family members have seen at
UVA. *Dr. Black calls himself. At the end of appt.'s he asks if he can answer any other questions we have. He is
model doctor - he is respectful, thorough, & very knowledgeable. It amazed me that *Dr. Black calls & not his
nurse - he answers all questions the phone too. He's in touch with medicines& his patients.
I'm very glad and I feel very fortunate to have found *Dr. Doudell. She is nice and she has helped me with a lot
of physical and emotional issues that I have had. She was great. I'm lucky she is my doctor.
*Kate Robertson, *Dr. Brown's PA, has been particularly helpful.
*Drs. Calhoun mainly *Robert whom I saw more often), is without a doubt the finest, friendliest, most capable of
all physicians ever to be found in a family practice!! He will be sorely missed when he & family leave for the
mission field.
Excellent experience. I had seen 2 pulmonary physicians at another hospital. *Dr. Shim was thorough and took
adequate time.
*Caroline Metsch is very serious about her job.
*Dr. Gonzalez is the best doctor I have ever been to he takes care of most of my family.
This was my first visit with *Dr. Upchurch. I rate him excellent. I have found this to be true at UVA and any
health _____ Health. Thanx for the opportunity to respond.
*Dr. K. is the best!!
We felt that the serve was excellent. We would recommend *Dr. V's office to others. We are quick to let people
know how well we think that our dad was greatly cared for.
*Dr. Dent an outstanding doctor - I have utmost respect and confidence in his abilities.
I have great respect for *Dr. Balogun and her staff. She is a caring and compassionate physician who has my
admiration and total confidence.
*Dr. Purow and his team are, wait for it... awesome!
I have more trust, faith, and experience with *Dr. Lockman than this survey could possibly cover... (I consider
myself to be one hell of a lucky patient to have him for my PCP.)
*Dr. Freilich is an excellent doctor and I feel very fortunate to be under his care.
*Dr. Dillon & his STAFF always courteous thoughtful, caring, professional, polite, informative - GREAT group of
professionals.
*Thao Dang is a very kind doctor. She make you think she really cares about your needs.
*Dr. Osama Rahma and nurse, *Allen Cupp provide excellent comfort and care, always answering questions and
available as needed during this time with pancreatic cancer.
*Dr. Woolen is the perfect dr. for my care & I value he & his staff highly.

*Jenny Mentore is great and I recommend her to anyone who is looking for a provider that listens genuinely and
takes her time to get to know the patient she's has a great bedside manner and am glad she was my first
encounter with UVA she did set a standard that I expect going forward.
*Dr. Kirby is a credit to her professional UVA is very LUCKY to have her. Great doctor & human being we need
more like her.
*Dr. Brenin is a great doctor! Very happy *Dr. Brenin is my surgeon.
Everyone was great!! *Dr. Intagliata was awesome!! & patient!! W/my son & us!!
I am continually impressed by *Dr. Cirenza and his entire staff. They are very caring and carry out their duties
perfectly.
*Dr. Shami was extremely helpful with my issue of ischemic colitis. I was happy to have seen her.
*Dr. Pinkerton is a very professional and caring physician. I had an emergency crises and she answered the call
superbly. She called me @ 8 p.m. from her office and saw me @ 8:20 a.m. the following day.
*Dr. Pinkerton is a top-notch provider. She is well informed about recent medical research in her fiend. She is
thorough and professional in her approach, she listens, she is an asset to UVA Hosp.
*Dr. burns has worked with her sense she was little she loved him more than anything. So we are very happy
with him.
*Dr. Forbes is excellent. He is caring and really takes the time with you! He explains everything in details. He
makes you feel as though you are the only patient.
*Doctor B. Calhoun is a wonderful physician *Dr. Heysell is a really good doctor who knows what he is doing. He is REALLY helped me out in the last few
months.
I highly recommend North Ridge for female medical care. My partner see's *Dr. Bray also & we think she is an
awesome GYN/surgeon. We love her!
*D. Lipson & *Melli have seen me for several years so they are always courteous, helpful, concerned and
professional.
*Kathryn Robertson was really good and I would definitely see her again.
*Dr. Reid Adams and his staff was wonderful, caring, friendly and made you feel like you were their family. Love
UVA Hospital and all the doctors I have been to.
I love *Dr. Adams and all his staff. They all treat you like family, and shows that they care about you and your
care. I would recommend *Dr. Adams and his staff to all I know that need this office of *Dr. Adams.
I am very pleased w/*Dr. Deal, it makes me feel like I am the only patient.
*Dr. Brown is a great endocrinologist. I've ALWAYS been able to get appointments when I need and she ALWAYS
listens to my concerns and makes me feel heard.
*Dr. Ellen Keeley is a surgeon who performed a catheterization and stent installment after I had been admitted
to the hospital for a mild heart attack. This appointment was a follow-up with *Dr. Keeley, a caring and skilled
surgeon. I do not see her on a regular basis.
I have been seeing *Dr. Northrop for many years now. His service to me has only gotten better. He has gone
out of his way to help me. In fact he is helping me now with a chronic illness that I have.
I am very satisfied with my *Dr. Balogun and with all who work with her.
*Dr. Andrew Southerland came to see me on his day off & stayed 1 1/2 hours!
*Lisa Braden was wonderful! Always answered emails quickly - thank you for everything!
*Dr. Carlos Tache-Leon is an excellent surgeon. I would recommend him to anyone I knew that needed surgery.
His personality and bedside manners are superb. His staff is very caring. Thanks to him I feel and look like a new
person.
Our visit with *Dr. Grice was professional, caring, and provided great relief. He is an exceptional physician.
Thanks for his great service.

*Dr. Davison has been my doctor for years and he ALWAYS asks & listen's to me. He offers counsel on issues and
his care and concern are exceptional.
*Dr. Alexander Salomon is a great doctor. He listens and takes time with his patients. Very satisfied with *Dr.
Salomon.
I am very pleased with the care I receive from *Dr. Engel. She always has a smile on her face and shows concern
for my health issues. I feel very comfortable speaking with her. She is also very professional in her demeanor.
6/30 was my first visit with *Amy Lieser, who is filling in the vacancy left by the move of our much loved *Dr. R.
Bentley Calhoun. I was favorably impressed by *Amy's friendliness, efficiency and knowledge of the problem I
saw her about, and feel confident about the quality of care that she can provide.
*Rebecca Lehman is one of the most professional people I have ever met & her kindness & compassion mean a
lot.
I feel I received the best care possible. I am extremely impressed with *Dr. Crowley and UVA Medical Center.
Having dealt with a number of office assistants in medical practices, I can say that *Dr. Duska's office staff is by
far the best. They were efficient, pleasant problem solvers. Over & over again, I was SO THANKFUL for them.
*Dr. John MacKnight is brilliant, kind, understanding, and treats me like a thinking person. I have had many
doctors in my 69 years and only one who was *MacKnight's equal.
My experience with the sleep clinic & *Dr. Davis was wonderful. What a great, smart, (caring) doctor!
*Dr. Black is excellent - very caring.
*Dr. Abel was fantastic. He spent with my daughter and personally put on her cast.
*Kathleen Haden is an excellent provider. She is warm, put me at ease, non-judgmental, very knowledgeable.
She communicates clearly, with compassion, and specifically provided helpful ideas re: Behavioral change. She
is top notch.
I have always liked *Dr. Daniel Becker I hate it when he will stop doing what he does.
*Dr. Netland is a superb physician. He shows great care and concern for his patients and discusses health issues
in great detail and with very clear explanations. He is always very aware of past history. He is extremely
courteous.
I was referred to *Dr. Lawrence by *Dr. Ivanick in UVA's pulmonary department. I could not be more pleased
with *Dr. Lawrence and her staff than I am at this time! I would tell anyone I know about her I appreciate the face that *Dr.Russell called me personally with the results of the biopsy. He carefully explained
my options for treatment following my surgery. He gave me options for .... Tell I had great care!
*Dr. Deal & her team were friendly, competent & knowledgeable. I actually looked forward to my appointments
with *Dr. Deal & her team. I highly recommend *Dr. Deal. She is very knowledgeable, friendly & caring.
*Dr. Deal was always available for any questions I had.
Very pleased *Dr. Carlson was attentive, caring & professional.
*Dr. Kirby is perhaps the finest physician I have ever worked with. She is kind, professional and extremely
knowledgeable - She takes the time to involve you as a partner in care. UVA is blessed to have her on staff!
I have numerous health issues and have seen MANY UVA providers but *Dr. Kirby is the best of the best and
should be recognized as physician of the year. She is always knowledgeable and up to date. One of her many
strengths is her ability to communicate and really listen to clients concerns and issues UVA is fortunate to have
her.
*Dr. Uthlaut is a very caring provider. One thing that I have been extremely impressed with is the follow up. He
CALLED with information AND we often communicated by "MyRecord" email. He always promptly replied. This
gave me a secure feeling that my dr. was - available when I needed him The EMG tech & the needle test tech were both very kind & professional. Very efficient. *Dr. Gwathmoy was
also. She explained test results thoroughly, listened to my concerns & recommended I see *Dr. Shaffrey. Very
happy with everyone.

Every time I go to *Dr. Rubendall I find him and all the staff from clerical to nurses to be the best. They care
about how I feel and answer any questions I have. They are friendly and courteous.
My son started having seizures on Oct. 17, 2014. He was dx with brain tumor 11/26/14. We were sent from
wing MD to *Dr. Elias. *Dr. Elias was a great surgeon. He explained what procedure would be done. He showed
respect, compassion and caring for my son. I am extremely grateful for the care my son has received.
My visit with *Dr. Hanks was a very nice experience.
I feel comfortable and confident with the care I am receiving from *Dr. Crowley.
So pleased that *Dr. Gravatte is my primary care physician. He is concerned not only about my physical health,
but all areas of my well being.
I found *Dr. Boyer very helpful and concerned about my condition.
Was well treated by *Donna Markey and her staff.
*Dr. Granette is an unusually personal, caring, informative and intelligent doctor. My wife and I actually look
forward to seeing him. This is no ordinary man in any way - - Spectacular individual and physician!!
*Terran Sims nurse is excellent - top notch.
*Dr. Smith was top notch. Staff was courteous and helpful. I was very favorably impressed.
I have seen *Dr. Kirk for over 15 years. She has been a tremendous source of information and guidance and gives
excellent guidance!
My appointment was with *Dr. Moorman. Everything was fine. I have no complaints. People were pleasant and
helpful.
Staff at UVA have been excellent, and very accommodating I live in Williamsburg and am being treated for
Barrett's esophagus. *Dr. Sauer is a twin, and so am I. so we connected right away.
Best in every way for medical help - Better than any hospital I've been in! *Dr. Todd Wolf is TERRIFIC in
everything!!! So polite - interest & educated! Also *Donna Markley very, very good in every way - Smart & good
(NP)! I'm blessed for all *Dr. Glaudeman and staff are all giving their time, friendliness, concern for patients needs and understanding of
their problem.
*Dr. Lau was a wonderful surgeon. We had complete faith & confidence in her diagnosis & treatment. She is the
best.
I would like to thank *Dr. Ballew.
A highly value *Dr. Asthagiri & am confident of his ability, skill, & knowledge to treat my health issues. I consider
myself "lucky"; "blessed" to have him as a health care provider. Excellent staff & clean as well.
*Ms. Eddins is an excellent nurse practitioner - She is very knowledgeable and able to explain procedure,
diagnosis, treatment in very clear terms. There was a medical student present, also, who did a good job.
I am thankful for *Dr. Gampper and his team for they have done their best to heal my face injuries.
Always a great visit, very lovely facility - *Dr. Cantrell is the most loving & dedicated Dr. ever - Love her to death *Dr. Houpt is truly a excellent physical and his kindness has gotten me through some very rough passages in my
life with this MAC.
We've always had a good visit with *Dr. Carter & his staff.
I had the best experience w/all the facility & UVA. *Heather is awesome. I drove from SC for my surgery, UVA is
a lot in my book.
*Dr. Mark Romness is wonderful. Kind & caring. Provides info to me & to my child. Always recommend to
other FAMILIES! Thank you.
*Dr. Post and her staff (lab staff, *Joyce (PCA) are the BEST! So is *Dr. Pinkerton and her staff. They are THE
MODELS - UVA is lucky to have them as care providers and role models.
This was my 2nd appt. with *Dr. Kent and he did wonders for my foot problem.
We love *Dr. Goodkin. Two of our kids see him. Wonderful doctor. Great listener, very professional.

*Pat Cob is a treasure - *Dr. Druzgal has been stellar!
I am from Lynchburg and I am very impressed with UVA's Hospital. I was here for a fistula operation by *Dr.
Schenk I would definitely request for anyone to come to him for any procedure he does .
I don't think I have ever had a bad experience w/*Dr. Lyons or anyone else in the office.
So glad my Dr. recommended *Dr. Hullfish! Great team and I now understand my options.
*Dr. Christiana Brenin personifies all that is good - she is knowledgeable, compassionate, a good listener, she
explains how and why we are doing procedures, medications etc., and I am very thankful for her care.
Feel VERY good w/ *Dr. Goldman. She seems very knowledgeable & works WITH us.
*Dr. Thomas Brown and all of his nurses & all the people around him was the most wonderful people I have ever
met. He did a knee replacement for me. I am a new man. Think him and all of his people for the good job. May
God bless all of them.
*Dr. Modesitt and her team are very compassionate about the care and concern they have for their patients. I
feel I received the best care possible. She is truly concerned about the patient and the care she gives. She
listens and gives answers in such a way that you can understand the answer. "She is great!"
*DR. DOUVAS is great!!!!
*Dr. Dokun (diabetes), my other UVA providers: *Dr. Samuel H_____ SDFP (family dr.), *Dr. Max Luna, (heart). I
certainly have been extremely fortunate to get these 3 doctors to help me with my health. All three are so
appreciated ______ we work together to help w/health.
*Dr. Derald Grice is the best at what he does and you can always get to him with Epic he will always get right
back to you that same day.
Good experience w/*DR. Khan and her staff.
I was very pleased with the care & attention I received on my visits with *Dr. DeVencentis - She is exceptional!
My wife agrees with me that *Dr. DeVencentis is the best.
I feel that we were very blessed to be seen in this clinic by *Dr. Kenneth Norwood and his staff. I feel if it was
not for him and this clinic our son would be a lot worse off because I had no idea about autism or pica.
*Heather provided pre surgery consult on 5/27/15; surgery performed by *Dr. Jane Jr. on 5/28/15. Saw
*Heather again in post-op follow up w/*Dr. Jane's team during rounds. She is a professional in every sense of
*Dr. Carson is a great dr. with and excellent beside manner.
I feel very comfortable with *Dr. Cathcart. She is very through and I do not feel rushed through. She follows my
procedures & labs and treats me accordingly. I like her, as a person and care giver.
*Dr. Carson & his staff are fantastic. Could not ask for better care.
*Dr. Parente was very personable and kind. She diagnosed my condition treated me fitted me with glove and
brace for my hand, exercises were given. Injections were given. I have had much needed relief.
*Dr. Samira Zamon is an excellent doctor. Loved her care. She is very knowledgeable and cares a lot. Puts you
at ease even though you are a stranger. Great!
I feel fortunate to live in an area with such an excellent facility. I am very happy to be *Dr. Cantrell's patient.
I also really appreciate *Dr. Evans attention and responsiveness. He has a wonderful bedside manner, even in
difficult circumstances, and I feel I am in very good hands. I feel lucky to have found *Dr. Evans.
I have been a patient at _____ Family since 1976. My *Dr. Wallace retired 12-2014. My next visit in April - 15 I
saw *Dr. Zareen Baber, she is great she will be my dr. from now on! Thank you *Dr. Baber.
*Dr. Chris Shaffrey has given me excellent care always - I would never want to see anyone but him for my back
issues. He has referred me to other drs. that have given me excellent care also!
We (I) think very highly of *Dr. Ferguson and his staff. Nurses helped us with getting my prescriptions filled.
Thankful for such a great hospital.
*Dr. Mehuad has been thorough and with his examination, and able to explain my situation to me.
*Beth J. Landis has been a positive influence in my life. She has always shown great concern for my well being.
*David is as good or better to me then any dr. I have seen, as well as *Dr. Purumal.

*Dr. Douvas is a very thorough doctor and he goes over every medical concerns with me. *Dr. Michael Douvas is
an excellent doctor and also caring. I wouldn't go to any other doctor.
*Dr. Christophel is a wonderful doctor. I'm so thankful to have seen him. He fixed my nose issue. Thank you
*Dr. Christophel.
*Dr. Behn a great doctor. I was going to bathroom 7-8 times a night. Never got sleep always tired. Now I go 2-3
times. I'm tickled to death. Hats off to *Dr. Behn!!!
*Dr. Carson was very thorough in answering all our questions - *Michael Morris is always extremely helpful with
scheduling, etc.
*Dr. Joyce Gailker is mine and my husband's GP - - we love her and her staff - they are awesome.
I love *Dr Derbarta office, she great all her staff is great. I really am glad she my dr.
*Dr. Schiff is a very good dr. I first saw him at the beginning of my brain tumor.
I think *Dr. Rubendall is the best doctor I ever had. He has help me recovery _____. He treat me with courtesy
and respect. *Dr. Rubendall help me with a great treatment plan to help my speedy recovery to return to work.
I was very impressed with *Dr. Frye. I stumbled across *Dr. Frye out of frustration with another provider. *Dr.
Frye is open and provides a very pleasurable experience despite the reason that I am seeing *Dr. Frye.
*Dr. Joel Schectman - always very friendly, a very caring doctor - any question you ask - he always answers - very
good. A great doctor - any time you have test - he calls with results.
*Dr. McCullough is a great doctor, he is thorough with everything he does. If he doesn't have an immediate
answer he will get one in a short amount of time. He has all the qualities that one should look for in a doctor. I
am very pleased with my relationship with him.
I have had several visits & one serious diagnosis & two surgeries. I have had superior care from *Dr. Carlson, &
*Dr. Shimer. I have total confidence with all UVA experiences. *Dr. CARLSON is awesome!!
*Dr. Vance; *Dr. Oldfield; *Monte; *Heather McFadden; everyone I saw was excellent. Surgery team - excellent!
After care nurses, etc., - excellent! I would tell any one with the issue I had to go to these people with no
hesitation! 100% A +.
I will always be grateful to *Dr. Trowbridge's 3-member team who rushed to my assistance at UVA's emergency
room after I tore off the bandage protecting the external _____ therapy device.
I came to UVA for consultation on problems with diabetes. I am grateful to and delighted with the
professionalism and care of *Dr. Anthony McCall & diabetes nurse & educator *Kim Morris.
*Dr. Diduch is the best orthopedic doctor out there. I will be needing a knee replacement, and wouldn't even
consider going to someone else.
*Dr. Russell and all of the other doctors and staff were great to work with. I have great confidence that I got the
best care possible and would have no reason to go anywhere else.
*Dr. Black and his staff are absolutely outstanding.
As you can see, I value and appreciate the care I receive from *Dr. Abdel-Rachman and his staff.
*Kim Bednar is a very fine nurse practitioner and always gives a thorough exam.
*Dr. Jones and his staff were very professional and tentative to my health situation. they answered all my
questions and did not dismiss anything I had to say.
*Dr. Bowman is very personable, knowledgeable and kind. A good doctor all around Our visit was exceptional. We have visited providers all over the country! *Dr. Liu was everything you could ask
for. A good listener, kind, courteous, and responsive. He was open minded and helpful and viewed us as a
unique individual. I will be definitely recommending him to others!
Very pleased with the level of care shown by *Dr. Brenner.
I feel content with my health care in the hands of *Dr. Rose. He is very thorough and concerned about my
health. I have learned prevention from him, yet feel confident that when I call him, there is no hesitation for a
response.

Both *Dr. Kozower and *Dr. Ted Burns have been excellent! After surgery *Dr. Kozower was not only concerned
about how I was doing but wanted to make sure my incision spot looked good cosmetically. The care I have
received at UVA far surpasses any care I have ever received in the Richmond area. My husband and I are very
grateful to have found such skilled doctors with such kind and caring personalities.
We are from Staunton, VA, and although we could have chosen a provider closer to home, we decided not to
after we met *Dr. Repaske. I will gladly endure the extra travel time for my son to be treated by him. This
diagnosis was a tough blow but the compassion shown by *Dr. Repaske helped our family get through the initial
shock and depression. He and his staff have put forth great effort to make sure my son is okay and I appreciate
them all.
*Dr. Casey is one of the best Family Med doctors I have ever been seen by. I recommend her to everyone! You
rock *Dr. Casey!
*Dr. Engel is a very skilled doctor and very concerned for her patients. I feel very comfortable and taken care of
with her. Her nurse *Jennifer Smith is the greatest. Very caring and knowledgeable. They are the perfect care
team.
*Dr. Carson is wonderful as well as his staff. I trust him to do the surgery on my knee.
The doctor called me twice to give me reports. Usually the secretary or nurse does this. I am VERY impressed
with *Dr. Padia!!
I found *Dr. Kowzover to be _____ professional and his staff to be very helpful *Dr. Foff is an excellent practitioner. She treats patients as individuals and approaches medical symptoms in a
holistic manner. She is one of the few physicians I've experienced in my life who inquires about the
fundamentals: food/diet, exercise, mood and tempers her approach to match the patient's personality &
tolerance for diagnosis & medical jargon.
UVA staff & *Dr. Herndon are the best doctors we have every worked with. *Dr. Herndon makes sure I fully
understand all things involving my son.
*Doctor Fishato, attending Resident for *Dr. Levine was outstanding. *Dr. Levine was very good at discussing my
health issue. His demeanor combined with his knowledge and experience provided for an encouraging outcome
prior to surgery.
*Dr. Lepsch is an outstanding & thoughtful doctor. As a patient I never feel rushed & he always listens carefully
to my concerns.
*Dr. Amy cares like a sister or best friend would. She seems to genuinely enjoy her patients. I have received
cortisone shots in my wrist from her, and she has the smoothest, swiftest technique in town. Love her!
*Dr. Post is an extraordinary physician who is focused on not just the physical but also the mental & emotional
health of her patients.
The Traveler's Clinic & *Dr. Pearson were top-notch! *Dr. Pearson is the epitome of a kind & knowledgeable
doctor. I would recommend him & the Traveler's Clinic to everyone.
I am very pleased with my new *Dr.Reid!!! He was sweet to me. I am grateful!!!
I could not have asked for better service and expertise than what I received from this group. I have the deepest
respect for *Dr. Hullfish and her staff.
This is an excellent practice (urology) of doctors & professionals. I refer others to *Dr. Trowbridge often! Top
notch all around!
*Dr. Browne is excellent.
I feel very fortunate to have *Dr. Payne as my ENT physician. He has improved and helped me maintain my
health immensely. Along with my other UVA docs, *Dr Payne gets an A+ from me!
Always felt comfortable with *Liz and her team. Very professional.
*Dr. Mangrem and his staff demonstrate the utmost professionalism and expertise. After each visit I am more
impressed.

My doctors are *Matt Goodman, *Bob Battle and *Maggie Noland and they are all terrific. And I rarely wait
more than 5 minutes.
I see the severe heart failure team at your facility & have for the last 5 yrs. *Dr. James Bergin most of the time
but regardless of who I see I am always treated very, very, kind & with the highest respect.
*Dr. Seaton KNOWS ME, (my interests, my family) now what a doctor (holding my chart) knows - - - ALL MY UVA
DOCTORS have been GREAT and have (_____ had _____ time. My complete confidence and trust.
UVA Cardiology give outstanding care, far beyond the care I have received at other cardiologist's offices and
while in appointments with them. UVA and *Dr. Gibson are exceptional.
I was very pleased with my visit with *Dr. Bauer. He was patient, professional and friendly.
*Dr. Brenin is excellent *Marlese PA is a great addition.
I have been seeing *Kim Leaks for almost 3 yrs. now. She is always so concerned & compassionate. I know she
cares about me & my well-being. She is an amazing care giver.
*Dr. Pinkerton and *Jackie and *Dr. Hullfish are awesome. Would never go anywhere else.
*Dr. Lyons spends time with me which is important to me. She is kind & considerate & listens to me speak. I
believe she cares about my health & that's important to me.
I am very pleased with the medical services provided by *Dr. Jun Kim. I also value *Dana Hannah.
*Dr. Damewood researched my medical history for past 21 years. He also called me at home after hours and on
Sunday to give me test results - He is extremely thorough, listens, and gave me all the time I needed - I believe
he is one of the best doctors I was just there to "meet" *Dr. Crowley for a biopsy I could not have been taken care of any better!!!
I feel well cared for from both *Dr. Slingluff and *K. Haden NP. *Dr. Cropley is personable and thorough.
*Dr. Eve Bargmann is the best primary doctor that I have ever had. She is very concerned about her patients and
does not rush through her examination. She is the BEST.
*Dr. Brown has been a terrific health care dr. - The best I could have ______. She always took time to review the
newest research on my condition and the treatment options, listened carefully to my needs, and respected my
decisions. I trusted her judgments 100% and felt I was in excellent hands during the last 4 years.
My husband and I both go to *Dr. Voss and are most pleased with him and the VA staff. *Dr. Voss is genuinely
interested in his patients and their health issues. There is always follow-up and in depth explanations on areas
of concerns.
*Dr. Voss is very thorough, and answers all questions I ask. He is most professional and informative. Every staff
member was most courteous and professional as well. Great medical facility!
*Dr. Daniel Becker is one of the most caring doctor he call you at home to check on me when I was sick.
I am pleased to have *Dr. Hatter & his nurses. *Dr. Hatter is such a help and is always here for me when we
need him.
The dr. & nursing staff was unreal - I've NEVER been treated as wonderful. *Dr. Park is great. Staff EXCELLENT
could not have been any better. THE BEST!
*Dr. Galbraith & *Evelyn are awesome practitioners.
Could not be more pleased. *Dr. Kent and her assistant are fabulous.
*Dr. Garmon is one of the best I've had in 77 yrs.
*Dr. Brenin is awesome! I am so thankful to be under his care.
*Dr. Fullerton is a very personable and caring GP. She takes time to listen and is compassionate. I'm so happy
she is on the staff @ Stony Creek.
*Dr.'s Shah, *Elias & staff have always been efficient & caring.
*Dr. Black is absolutely the best! I have referred others to him & they have been very pleased. He is
compassionate & follows up with test results quickly to eliminate anxious waiting.
*Donna Markey is the nurse practitioner. I see her one office trip & the doctor the next. While I am receiving
treatments the office makes the appointments for me. Excellent office & service.

*Dr. Read and the staff saved my life. He is so cool and the ladies were great. *Teresa, is a saint! They have
become my family. I love them. Cancer was one of the best thing that has happen too me! I know that is hard
to understand. P. S. I was given 20 months to live. I'm cancer free!
My wife & I were treated very well in our visit with *Dr. Shaffrey. His staff was excellent!
I cannot say enough good about *Dr. Purow, his staff or UVA Med Ctr. in general!
*Dr. Davidson is very professional. I have complete trust in her care.
*Dr. Kant Lin is the greatest surgeon. Wonderful care & results from surgery.
I see *Dr. Crosby every 6 mos and he has care for me.
This was my first visit with *Dr Babar. My doctor, N B Wallace retired. I was very pleased with my visit and my
doctor. I want to thank *Dr Wallace for 30+ years of care My visits to *Dr. Escanellas, are always very satisfactory. I am very pleased with the care provided. Overall, a
very pleasant experience.
I am privileged to be in *Dr. Cirenza's care. Everyone is the Hoper Comer Center Culpepper does a great job.
Just can't say enough good things about *Dr. Cui and his staff. All of them are excellent. Everyone at UVA has
been so nice and helpful.
I would definitely continue to see *Dr. Malpass & staff in the future if I had problems.
The treatment that I received for my extremely painful shoulder was very good. Thanks to *Dr. Jodi Wells I can
now use my arm normally. I seldom feel pain. It was such a pleasant experience having her take care of my
needs.
*Dr. Fu and his staff are excellent. I have been very pleased with my health care under *Dr. Amy Evans, *Dr.
Intagriata *Dr. Rise & *Dr. Berg.
*Virginia Kelly is a great asset to UVA Hosp. She is not only great at her job, but a kind a loving person. *Virginia
made my Hep C treatment bearable. God bless *Virginia Kelly.
We were so impressed with everyone we interfaced with. *Monte was so professional, responsive and personal.
Our time with *Dr. Ed Oldfield was amazing - - what a competent, compassionate man!
*Dr. Boyd's nurse was extremely helpful and we would like to give her special thanks.
If all doctor's were like *Dr. Sarah Jones it would so easy to go for your visit. She is a great assets to UVA.
*Dr. Behm and *Beth Woodward have helped me greatly with my health issue. Without her care, friendliness,
and knowledge, I would be in far worse health than I am today. As long as *Dr. Behm is at UVA and I'm in
Charlottesville or the surrounding area, I will continue to utilize the UVA Health System for my GI needs.
*Dr. Southerland and staff are most concerned with the health situation which is truly appreciated.
Also *Caroline and *Dr. Sharma in vascular *Dr. Upchurch and *Svetlana in pharmacy (quit smoking) *Caroline
helps organize visits (transportation problem). These people are the ones who make me feel good about
returning to UVA in the future.
*Dr. Macik is the BEST doctor I have ever had in the UVA health system.
*Dr. Gwathmey is a very talented and focused physician. She displayed a very serious concern for my health and
prognosis. I appreciate that.
I have been seeing *Dr. Rosner for a number of years and he has been very kind and caring during this time.
There are clinics closer to my home but I will drive to Charlottesville for his care. How fortunate I am to be
under his care.
*Dr. Borish and his staff are excellent!
This visit of 2/20/2015 was exceptional in every way. I was being seen by *Dr. DeGeorge within 1 hr. & 10 min.
from the time I called to request an appointment - she listened intently as I described the symptoms that had
caused me to make the appointment and then explained simply and thoroughly what was going on and that I
need not be overly concerned. She was GREAT!
Despite the reason for seeing *Dr. Brenin he & his staff are always welcoming & answers all questions.
*Dr. Weiss is excellent. He always takes time with me and he is very caring and concerned.

I have few needs here. It was a routine yearly check up. Am very comfortable with *Dr. Gleason and *Dr.
MASON.
*Dr. Shaffrey and his team were excellent to work with. I found all of them compassionate, kind and helpful.
Thanks, *Dr. Shaffrey and team.
I saw *Dr. Cooper and it was great.
*Dr. Bauman has always provided the most thorough and knowledgeable care to me. I depend upon her
wisdom, acumen & medical knowledge regarding any concern or question I may have. She's great!
I also saw *Dr. Blake Garman. He is an exceptional physician. IF *Dr. Eve retire I would choose him as my
primary physician.
I see *Dr. Crosby routinely once a year. He comes to the office of my primary care MD. The appointment is
made by UVA and I am notified by mail. *Dr. Crosby is a very kind, polite and understanding gentleman.
*Dr. Hassanzadeh has been wonderful. He always takes time to talk about any concerns and is genuinely
concerned about my problems. He is very up front about all possible outcomes of treatment and surgery. He
obviously cares for his patients a great deal. Besides all that, he did an AMAZING job on my back surgery and I
am feeling fantastic!!
*Dr. Purow & his staff are amazing. Could not be more pleased with the care.
*Dr. Jane and *Sarah Roberts are fantastic.
*Dr. Liu is one of a kind. I have seen many physicians and he is at the top. His willingness to listen, treat me with
respect and help me mean so much! I appreciate his wisdom and kindness.
I have nothing but great things to say about this practice. I would recommend them to other people I usually see
*Dr. Trowbridge, she is excellent.
I appreciate the excellent care I have received from *Dr. Shen - an excellent doctor w/a great team.
*Dr. Kesser is a very good dr. I'd recommend to all my family & friend. All the staff was very good to me.
*Dr. Park personally called to check on my well-being. I really appreciated that concern.
*Dr. Crowly is wonderful!
*Dr. Dean was fabulous! He explained every thing in a way that I could understand, was great with my son,
friendly and professional.
I have been very well pleased with everything and everyone - Have given *Dr. Shimen name to family doctor so
he can refer other patients.
*Dr. Dennis Hatter number one dr. in my eyes would not ask for any better. Would recommend him to all my
family & friends.
From my experience, *Dr. Singh is a superb cardiologist. He demonstrates an exceptional level of medical skills
and knowledge of my personal health situation.
*Dr. Saloman is amazing great doctor.
My Mom has been going to "MJH" and Hope Center for 3 years, Stage 4 Lung Cancer & Bone Cancer and NOT
once have we had an issue! EVERYONE has been fantastic!! *Dr. "G" is the "best" my mom just loves and trusts
her and her group of associates. That makes a "big" difference in her attitude and life.
*Dr. Shayna Showalter is a great doctor & I am so thankful for her care.
I am very happy with *Dr. Brown and his staff.
This was my first visit to *Dr. Flickenger. It was a follow up visit through the Culpepper Hospital. *Dr. Flickenger
made me feel comfortable with her concern for my health.
I've been seeing *Dr. Dalkin for 18 yrs. and would trust no one else. He has done so much for me, he is so caring
& I know I can depend on him.
*Dr. Matthew Green is one of the most, caring and compassionate people I have ever met. He makes you feel
like you matter. He is truly a Godsend to our small county and I hope he will never, ever leave.
*Beth Jager-Landis is a very sweet person she really care about me.

From the moment I met *Dr. Ghanta, I had all the confidence in the world in him, I know God had blessed me
with a wonderful Dr. and his team were just great. The president of the USA could not have had any better care
than I did. Thanks to all, and may God always bless you.
*Dr. Tucker will be my cardiologist, and *Dr. Swaminathan my primary dr. I'm very pleased with both.
All of the doctors I see are top notch *Dr. Battle, *Dr. Levin, *Dr. Sheers (dead), *Dr. Park, *D.r Choi, *Dr. Diduch.
*Dr. Lucar goes above and beyond her duties. She has a vast knowledge of medicine. She is a GREAT kidney Dr.
Very pleased with her and her staff. (*Cindy & *Mary) do not have one complaint. Lovely ladies!!
*Dr. James Browne is the "best!!" Future orthopedic needs will be w/*Dr. Browne.
*Dr. Dsouza was very thorough in explaining each step of her examination. And in asking my opinion about the
medication needed to treat the problem. She did not seem to be rushed and answered all my questions.
*Dr. Courtney treated my mother with the utmost courtesy, professionalism, and compassion. I am so blessed
to have her as my mothers personal doctor.
I have total confidence in *Dr. Foff and her staff to help me with the problems I have.
I only went to *Dr. Dawn Howell because my regular Dr. was off. *Dr. Dawn was very pleasant & helpful.
*Dr. Francis Shen is OUTSTANDING. I PRAY HE NEVER LEAVES UVA.
I have a very good health provider, *Rebekah Compton good listener, talks to me, where as I can understand.
*Dr. Post has been my doctor for 25+ yrs. - she is an excellent doctor to me - I have many problems (medical)
she works well with other doctors that I have, in other departments *Dr. Kirby has always provided the highest quality health care for my medical condition. She is extremely
understanding and thorough!
I think *Dr. MacKnight is a terrific doctor. I wish I had met him a few years sooner, though I have now been with
him - to my good fortune - for many years. University physicians are very, very good, I think.
First visit to *Dr. Gray, very pleased/2nd visit to *Kathleen Lee PA. She is excellent - Took quality time to
understand my medical issue.
*Dr. Damewood, an excellent doctor has called many times to check on me. His nurse *Katey also called.
*Donna Marley did an excellent job! Friendly, professional, & prompt.
*Dr. Susan Modesitt met all of my expectations & eased my concerns. Her practice is expert and very
professional & top-notch!
*Dr. Ballew is the best!!
I first went to *Dr. Michael Ragosta with my problem. He examined me and knew the problem right away. He
said he would set me up with a very good doctor and he did. *Dr. Kanwar Singh and his staff were great. *Dr.
Ragosta and *Dr Kanwar Singh are both great at what they do.
We have a child with a very rare medical condition and a very rare course of treatment (REX SHUNT). *Dr.
Jeremy Middleton has been nothing but wonderful with her and we are very grateful & fortunate to have found
him... *Dr. Middleton ALWAYS takes the time to listen to her & interact with her. He never rushes through his
appointment with us. He is a wonderful addition to UVA and your facility is lucky to have him on staff. We have
been seen by a large number of doctors through the years and he is on the top of our list of wonderful doctors.
Can't say enough nice things about him. THANKS *DR. MIDDLETON!!
My wife and I are very thankful. *Dr. Mosteanu made us feel he really cared and he took oversight of my care
during the difficult situation. He is superb addition to the staff. UVA was fortunate to obtain him.
I was referred to *Dr. Friel by my PCP due to a number of bouts of diverticulitis over a 12-yr. period. *Dr. Friel
was personable, clearly knowledgeable, and very informative. If I ever DO need surgery (which he does not
recommend at this time), I would schedule it to be done by him.
*Dr. E. B. Heald is a great doctor. Best care possible. Also had walk pneumonia last fall - was taken in same day
as requested.
Saw *Dr. Wolfe & resident both were very good. Could not be happier!
*Dr. Clebak was great in treating & caring for my 95 y/o mom. Could not ask for better care from anyone.

I was very impressed with *Dr. Carlson. It was my first visit with him. I will return to his practice for all future
concerns related to this. He was very knowledgeable and thorough during my visit. Excellent!!
I have been diagnosed with MDS and am being treated by *Dr. Grosch and his _____ team at the Hope Center in
Fishersville, VA. The gentle staff has been attentive, courteous, professional and I would not consider any other
facility.
Our contact with *Reid Adams was via email (not phone) - he responded VERY promptly & fully as well as with
two after hours calls - terrific!!
*Dr. Diduch is an outstanding physician. He took extra time explaining the diagnosis, procedure, expected
recovery time and future expectations. As a result of his extra time/care, our son felt empowered throughout
the process from unknown injury to road to recovery.
I love *Dr. Dillingham, she is fabulous. Very kind to me and always concerned about my health. She is a jewel
for UVA. She saved my life.
Love *Dr. Dillingham she is wonderful.
This was our only visit to UVA. We went for a diagnosis Re: Parkinson's and to check out *Dr. Elias's clinical trial.
He was not eligible. We also saw *Dr. Madeline Harrison - she, too, was wonderful and gave us reassurance that
our doctors in Tennessee were on the right track. It was a very positive experience.
*Dr. Kennedy & staff are excellent. They listen and are very respectful.
*Pamela Mason, *Donna Charlebois, are the best ever! I would hate to think that anyone but this team seeing
me they are great.
This was a follow-up visit from surgery & complications to wound from 2-9-15. *Dr. Hallowell and his staff are
exceptional to work with. I am also very pleased with UVA staff in the clinic where I saw *Dr. Hallowell.
I was amazed at how thorough *Dr. Ramsdale researched my medical records to help determine what was
occurring with my medical problem. *Dr. Ramsdale diagnosed and explained this condition so that we could
know the proper treatment. I am thankful to have been her patient.
I received the best medical care from *Dr. Drake I think him very much and his staff.
*Dr. Knox was highly recommended to me. She and her staff met all of my expectations. I will use them again I love to come and visit *Doctor Z. He is such a character!
I was very pleased with my visit to *Dr. Zaydfudim. He was patient with me and my family; took time with us;
and answered our questions. I felt he was very concerned about me and my health problem. I fully trust him to
perform my needed surgery.
*Dr. Trowbridge & her staff were so nice & kind to me that, I will miss seeing them I have never been to a
doctor's office like this one. I really felt like family with the entire staff. I will never forget them!
*Dr. Trowbridge & staff are the greatest group of people ever!
*Dr. Kennedy is an amazing doctor - She is extremely competent in her skills/cardiac knowledge and is
exceptional at explaining things to the layman. She has a great sense of humor and makes me feel comfortable.
Give her a raise! No matter what you're paying her, it's not enough.
I've been through a bunch, I like my *Dr. Uppal from General sense he's an excellent doctor well see after my
tests come back, & where we go from there on out. But everyone's been more then great. Thanks to all.
I love *Dr. Trowbridge - she has made my life better, by that I mean I feel more confident to leave the house.
I had surgery at UVA Hospital on 04/22/2015. I got excellent care at the hospital. *Dr. Schroen and her team
exceeded my expectations. They were thorough, organized, and efficient.
*Dr. Goldman is a great doctor, very caring and will find out what your problem is!
I, as a patient at UVA feel I was treated with the most professional care possible. I am pleased with *Dr.
Sheehan and his staff, meaning all who worked with me, especially my nurse practitioner *Charlene Exline.
*Dr. Coleman is a highly qualified professional.
I moved 2 hrs. travel time from *Dr. Julia and I travel to see her. She is wonderful and on top of things which I
like and trust.

My experience with this physician was very positive. I just recently became a patient of *Dr. Archbald-Pannone.
Very professional/courteous/empathetic staff. *Dr. Macik & staff were very knowledgeable & provided the
answers & solutions that we needed thank you!
*Dr. Kane is the surgeon that *Dr. Neeral Shah of the digestive health center referred me to. *Dr. Shah has been
my main provider there. I am equally satisfied by the professional, timely and thorough care both drs. and their
staffs have provided me. Thanks!
*Ms. Haden was excellent. Very nice, accommodating and took time needed with me.
*Dr. Netland & his staff do a great job!!
I was very impressed by the facility & staff. I saw *Dr. Hullfish because of a referral from *Dr. Christa Kidd.
*Dr. Asrar - is always pleasant & smiling. She is a good doctor - very concerned when I am sick and she'll share
personal stories to try to make me listen to her & stop being hard headed.
*Dr. Alan Dalkin is my best UVA doctor.
I just changed dr.'s. I am very happy with *Dr. Reid.
*Dr. Russell is an expert at performing dermatological surgical procedures and very patient and gracious in
answering questions & providing feed back.
*Dr. Shaffrey is a professional in the largest sense of the word. Everyone in his office adheres to the same
culture of being the best. I am so glad I sought him out; as well as the great facility at UVA!
*Dr. Hoard & *Katheryn were amazing! I would definitely recommend UVA Dentistry to all my friends & family.
*Dr. Reynolds she is the best. Over all very good.
It was very good - did not fully agree but I know she & *Dr. Remboul were right.
*Blake Garmon is an EXCELLENT GP. Concerned, listens well, does not over-react, sensible, intelligent, good
rapport. UVA is lucky to have him. Would recommend him highly to others. I am lucky to have him - my retiring
GP, *John Philbrick, said *Blake is the right dr. for you - He is right!
*Dr. Garmon is EXCELLENT - patient, approachable, conversant, friendly, good listener.
*Dr. Ailawadi is/was excellent.
*Dr. Argo was definitely trying to explain my problem and will be there if needed.
The caring I receive is excellent highest regard *Dr. Rahma as a doctor & as a caring individual.
*Dr. Kesser was very informative & cordial. He treated me with great respect and was very knowledge about my
condition. That was the first time ever meeting. I'm from Lynchburg VA and my doctor in Lynchburg made an
appt. with *Dr. Kesser for me & I thank God for that.
*Dr. Portell is very alert and attentive - if something looks suspicious, he wants to check things out immediately
instead of, like some doctors say, "let's watch it for 3 or so months." *Dr. Portell stays on top of things - thank
God.
*Dr. Pudhorodsky is a very professional doctor. I admire him very much.
*Dawn Howell has been very good helping me get back on track with my diabetes. She is a very good person
and I really like her.
*David Mercer and his Wound Care Group are wonderful! I can't say enough good things about them! I
honestly believe that if I hadn't started seeing *David I'd probably be dead - from all my medical problems.
Again the best NP ever!
*Heather Quillian is EXCELLENT as well as her staff. We ALWAYS feel like she listens, cares for our family, and
gives us the same advice she would give her own family.
*Dr. Snustad is an excellent geriatric doctor. It is a privilege to be her patient.
I was grateful that every one we worked w/especially *Ms. Parentl, was sensitive to my son's Asperger's
syndrome as his needs as a young man facing active _____ so soon after his injury. Thank you for listening,
respecting his need, and trusting us to comply with the treatment option.
*Dawn Howell is my new provider. I've only seen her twice but she is a great provider I like her a lot.

*Amy and staff resolved my injury to the left thumb caused by a large splinter embedded - 5 star team work.
*Dr. Cantrell is warm and caring. She spends as much time with me as I need and speaks clearly and honestly.
She treats me as if I am a partner on my health care team which makes me feel more in control and therefore
more relaxed and informed. I can not say enough about how impressive *Dr. Cantrell is as a physician and
equally as importand to me, as a human being. I feel blessed to be under her care and have complete confidence
in her.
I have had breast cancer & melanoma & my doctors have saved my life twice, *David Brenin & *Christiana
Brenin are the best doctors at UVA Cancer Center. I feel lucky to have had them.
*Dr. Sarah Jones is an excellent physician. I appreciate her knowledge of professionism regarding my health care
needs.
"Everyone was great!! Hey UVA!" *Dr. Ashok Asthagiri, MD was fabulous! Performed a 9 1/2 operation on my
brain, removing mass from brain! Saved my life! *Dr. Ripper was great! *Dr. David Schiff was great!
*Dr. Payne and staff were very helpful and friendly *Dr. Payne is a very skilled and professional doctor. I was
fortunate to receive his care.
Wonderful experiences with *Dr. McCarter and all of the specialists, nurses, etc. at UVA Medical Center. Had
quadruple heart surgery at UVA, home after three weeks in hospital . More recently, carotid endarterectomy
and home after one night in hospital. I am healthy because of these people and facilities.
I would highly recommend *Dr. Smith.
During the past 3 mo. I have had medical needs that I needed to call *Dr. Campbell or his nurse. The nurse
always took my call and relayed message to *Dr. Campbell. He always returned my call with instructions on
what I needed to do - he and his nurse both seem very caring & concerned. I rate them both a 10.
I saw *Molly McElwer, diabetes educator: She is the best!!
*Dr. Wolf - Superb - Professional.
*Dr. Schiff is an accessible MD who spends adequate time with patients, accommodates working and works well
with patients & MD's.
*Dr. Ryen is one of the best I've seen for a long time. He took time to answer all our questions and explain in
detail all the options. He was very knowledgeable and could explain option in a way that someone who is not in
the medical field could understand. He really did a great job.
UVA is the best in the health business... for me! The ID clinic, *Kathryn Dort, *Veronica & all the nurses & all the
staff treat me like family. Thank you all.
My team at UVA are excellent people who care for all their patients, FEELS like family to me. I appreciate them
all. *Dr. Blackhall is a great provider and I value her advice and expertise.
*Dr. Crowley is a wonderful doctor that explained everything and took wonderful care of me during my stay
along w/*Alison.
*Dr. Boyer has been excellent with my care for my cancer - "*Hope" has been so caring of me.
*Dr. Shimer has been a very caring and concerned doctor. When he spoke to me I understood him very well
about what he was going to do when I had my back surgery and he explained it very well to me.
*Dr. Gregg is an excellent physician and she took the time to have an in depth conversation with me about my
treatment options which I really appreciated.
I will be 91 May 16, 2015. *Dr. Diane Snusted is the best doctor that I've ever had! She knows me and knows
my needs better than any doctor that I've had. I am very blessed to have her as my doctor and my friend.
*Dr. Reibel knew the problem immediately and began making arrangements that day (biopsy, MRI, oncologist
appointment, scheduling other scans) to come up with a treatment plan. He was very knowledgeable and frank,
and a true asset to the UVA medical team.
*Kathleen Haden is excellent in her knowledge and behavior.
*Kathleen Haden is excellent, I am fortunate to have her monitoring my situation.
The provider *Dr. Darley when above and beyond my expectations.

*Dr. Anne Tuskey has my highest recommendation. I am very thankful to have her as my dr. I really appreciate
all her help over the last few years. Thanks *Anne!!
*Dr. Weiss is the best!! He is our miracle to have our son walking.
*Dr. Schneider was OUTSTANDING. Several other cardiologists also consulted on our scans. We were very
pleased w/our experience @ the UVA Children's Hospital.
*Dr. Ragosta and his assistant, *Cherie Parks, are excellent providers. They LISTEN to you and provide good
counsel and advice.
*Ashok Asthagiri team outstanding!
*Dr. Kron is the best. I trust him completely, staff also.
Very impressed with *Dr. Black.
*Terren Sims is excellent!
*Dr. Wooten is top notch. It's a privilege to be able to have him as my doctor.
*Dr. Plew-Ogan is my PCP. She is great.
*Dr. Debbie-Ann Shirley is one of the most kind and caring doctors I have ever met. You can definitely tell she
cares abut my boys, almost as if you can see it in her eyes. I'm truly blessed that I have her as my boys doctor.
She is very knowledgeable. I would highly recommend her.
*Dr. Snustad is a professional of the highest quality. She is very caring & very thorough.
Know one likes to be in hospital, but UVA is the best. Everyone was friendly & caring. (Very clean.) And *Dr.
Mark Jameson is the best & his team they really saved my life. *Dr. Jameson & his team are heaven-sent to that
hospital. Theirs no amount of hugs, thank yous, hand shakes, or money could come close what *Dr. Jameson &
his team is worth. He really cares & listen. He explains everything really well too. God bless them all & thank
you UVA. I wish *Dr. Jameson could get some kind of award for his work other than just pride & caring.
*Dr. B Post is the finest and most knowledgeable about my health care.
My self and my wife could not have been treated any better. *Dr. Mark Jameson and his nurse *Cassandra
treats you with the upmost respect personal & medically.
I was well pleased with the service I received from this provider. Will follow up with *Dr. Luna on a regular basis.
A very great facility all was come back the care. P.S. *James E Fredd *Dr. Cuw have a great staff.
*Dr. Weiss has done a wonderful job in repairing my fractured ankle, and did a magnificent job in helping me
keep my foot. He and the other dr.'s and clinics are to be commended for their care and concern for myself and
other patients. I am eternally grateful for their efforts in healing my injuries. I cannot thank them enough.
*Dr. David Weiss and his PA *Ms. Sedlock were outstanding and so helpful, caring and knowledgeable about my
injury. Best care I have ever received at UVA to date.
I am a new patient with *Ralf M. Nass, MD. I felt that the concern, interest that *Dr. Nass showed in dealing
with me, was indeed something out of the norm. I have dealt with my condition for more than 38 years, so
needless to say I've seen many doctors. *Dr. Nass is one of the best, in my opinion.
With *Dr. Hatter he is very concern about me and my family. I can call him and he will see me right away. There
none dr. better than *Dr. Hatter. He really cares.
I am being tired after prostrate radiation therapy. *Terran knows my case, cases for my progress and calls on
the attending physician when and if needed. This has been a great experience and she is readily available
through my chart.
*Dr. Andrew Vranic replaced my previous pulmonologist, *Dr. Patel who moved to another practice. I am
familiar with his staff and I am pleased with them also.
*Dr. Jeffrey Potter IS a truly blessing. He is a A+++ to his profession! My wife & I are truly impressed with his
diagnosis & treatment plans!!!
Care is always great. *Dr. Gwathmey is one of the best dr.'s I've ever had, she is very thorough and caring.

*Dr. Intagliata & team are wonderful. Nurse *Marcia L has been an absolute gem. During Dad is hospitalization
in Feb, the clinician & MD's were knowledgeable, kind & patient. We couldn't have asked for better care.
During my recent visit, my dr (*Slawson) had a doctor in training with him. Due to total deftness the dr in
training also required a sign language interpreter. I was impressed with the whole process - a transfer of medical
knowledge.
*Dr. Deal and resident were very nice I was very satisfied with the care & concern would recommend to anyone
with the same issue.
*Dr. Elias & *Dr. Goldstein did my SCS surgery & always highly satisfied with both this ____ with his NP & staff
also.
I have seen *Dr. Olsakovsky for several years for a cornea issue. She has been professional, kind, and extremely
helpful at every visit.
I think *Dr. Mangrum and his team are exceptional!
I always receive friendly greetings from the office staff. Nurses and *Dr. Singer are prompt pleasant and caring.
We share laughs together and my questions are always answered.
*Dr. Bilchick is my cardio specialist & his nursing staff is the best - timely attentive, & very focused on your
condition. Very professional. Thank you.
*Helen Maria Molnar is a great nurse practitioner - she listens, offers good advice is easily understood and cares
about her people. I feel very lucky to be in her care.
*Dr. Wolf and the staff at HOPE are exceptional. They are caring, sympathetic and knowledgeable. They have
my trust.
*Dr. Linda Duska & her staff & support team are the best!
I have absolute confidence in *Doctor Sarah Jones as she explains how to treat my disease and listens and acts
on my concerns.
My feedback concerns *Dr. Diniero and the life-saving surgery he performed with his team. I had received care
from my personal physician and an ENT specialist; it was the latter who very quickly made arrangements for me
to be seen at the UVA Clinic, the visits at this clinic continued at intervals until *Dr. Diniero came on the UVA
staff. It turned out this doctor had the exact skills and experience to treat my airway defect - "An angel on my
shoulder." *Dr. James Diniero is a fine young physician who is dedicated to his patients and his practice. He is
an excellent teacher with superb listening skills and eyes on the future and how he can improve patient
outcomes. He is imaginative and dedicated and encourages patients in creative ways to follow a plan of care
which has been agreed upon. I always left his clinic with a smile on my face... and that is really saying something
in this speciality! I was treated with respect thoughtfulness and dignity. Having a chance to meet and talk to
the surgical team and *Dr. Diniero in the OR meant so much to me, especially as a nurse.
I felt comfortable and pleased with *Dr. Dalkin's interest in me and my health condition.
*Dr. Kenneth Ballew, UVA is an excellent physician - Knowledgeable, responsive, informed, intelligent and
personable.
I saw *Dr. Cantrell for cancer surgery unrelated to the Rx my experience with *Dr. Cantrell was excellent!
I always have a positive & friendly visit with both *Dr. Brenin & *Christiana Brenin & the nurse *Christina is my
buddy. She is an asset to the cancer clinic & so are the *Brenins.
I'm so happy that I met *Dr. Cantrell & her staff. I was scared of the cancer but, I'm really glad I'm cancer free.
Thank you *Dr. Cantrell.
Very happy *DR. KAHLER was to be my dr. on arrival! Knowing he remembered my two granddaughters, he had
on their accidents many years ago Wonderful and caring staff. Made me feel well cared for at this time of uncertainty in my life! Thanks to *Dr.
Landen and *Dr. Saks and staff!
I am so glad *Pam Oakley Whiting joined your group of doctors.

*Dr. Stevenson is an excellent physician! We hope to see him as my child's neurologist - neuro developmental
doctor for years to come!
To whom it may concern, I am pleased with all services provider (*Dr. Lienbach) has given. I live in the Manassas
Va. area and it is a pleasure to come to the Dept. of Dentistry at UVA. *Dr. Thomas Lienbach & staff are
professional, but at the same time caring; (give them a salary increase).
Everyone at *Dr. Schirmer's bariatric surgery clinic is amazing. The listen and aren't dismissive of questions
they've probably heard a dozen times. THEY CARE.
Nurse provider *Oteng was the only provider who was able to get to the root of my issue and finally resolve it. I
am so pleased with her expertise & her as a person.
*Dr. M. gives her whole attention to the patient and always reviews the past history & reason earlier visits she
gives 100% of her interest & never hurries or shorts time, am recovering from series of strokes.
I respect *Dr. Eve - she always has time to listen.
I have been blessed for many years to have *Dr. Barbara Post as my primary physician. She is extremely gifted in
all realms of her medical practice. Her sense of integrity of personal warmth, of caring and concern for the one
in her care is beyond measure. I am frequently asked, "how did you get under *Dr. Barbara Post." I consider
that to be a highly desired tribute.
I value *Dr. Pinkerton more than any other doctor I have seen. She has supported me through breast cancer,
the death of my son, and many other difficulties - always listening carefully and treating me as a partner. And
she's an excellent doctor!
*Dr. Patterson is an excellent cardiologist. Always takes time to help me with my problems. Very impressed
with her. She is an asset to UVA.
We have much gratitude and praise for *Dr. Bradley Rodgers and his staff. *Martha and *Janice are wonderful.
It will be a sad day for us when he sees his last patient - just hope it not for a long time yet. God bless *Dr.
Bradley Rodgers & his wonderful staff.
My treatment required *Dr. Davis to stay beyond closing time and he was very willing to do that.
I have 100% trust in *Kim Bedman; and her professionalism, knowledge level and care for my well-being is
outstanding! *Kim goes beyond routine visit protocol to find the best solution to my health needs! Every time!!
PLEASE ensure *Kim Bedman and her staff get well-deserved feed back! Thank you!
*Dr. David Kahler is the BEST he has done a lot for me. He is like a God to me ... I trust him with my life ...
My ex wife & I have always been treated well by *Dr. Kron & his assistant. Both are very pleasant to be around
& are caring of my medical issues.
I value my time at UVA. It is a very good place to go for healthcare for me. *Dr. Blackhall is very good at her job,
would go back any time.
*Beth Jaeger-Landis CNP she is very good. She explain thing's very well.
I would like to say that *Dr. Rosemarie Tygee is a real good and understanding Dr. I really like going to her when
I come over here. She explains everything that is going on with me and helps me out.
I would rate *Dr. Fountain a 100. I consider him part of my family.
*Dr. Mary Chandler is one of the BEST doctors I have ever seen in my life! She showed knowledge and concern
for my problem, and helped me in so many ways. Overall great experience at UVA! Five star experience!!!
*Dr. Cantrell is my GYN/oncologist. She is a phenomenal provider. She is always upbeat, caring, interested
whenever she meets with me. Her staff is excellent. UVA is very fortunate to have such an awesome provider.
She has even called me in weekends to see how I am. Her staff has done the same as well.
*Dr. Asthagiri is excellent. Could not be happier w/my entire experience @ UVA!
*Pamela Oakley-Whiting is a great provider. She listens very well. I felt at ease with her.

*Dr. Engel is by far the best family doctor I've ever had. I'm thankful she's our family doctor. At age 51. I can
truly say their professionalism and knowledge ability sets the example. UVA is fortunate to had her working
within their health system / organization.
*Reigle & *Dr. Jamie Kennedy are nothing short of true competence, professional and caring care givers/takers.
As a patient I consider myself lucky and blessed to have them care for me.
*Dr. Helm, the nurse, and secretary were all just super to work with.
Very pleased with my visit with *Dr. Cherry and staff. I remain confident with his treatment plans for all future
visits.
*Terran Sims is the ultimate care giver - she cares, she acts and she is straight forward in her opinions.
Best medical I've ever been too. *Dr. Jameson thank you so much!! Your the man!!
*Dr. Karl Clebak shows compassion and understanding while he listens and performs his examination. I am
always made to feel comfortable and important when I have an appointments with *Dr. Clebak.
Could not as for a better doctor, *Dr. Archbald, nurse *Sandy, and receptionist *Cindy. All work to make sure I
have a good experience.
*Dr. Peterson and *Dr. Belyea have worked extremely hard to figure out what is going on with my child. I
greatly appreciate all their efforts.
*Dr. Dame is great!
This visit was a Post Op follow up visit. The 2nd of which I have had in less than one year. I have been very
happy with the care and service provided by *Dr. Olsakovsky and her staff.
We are very pleased with *Dr. Arsar and her staff. She is an excellent doctor. The facility at Zion UVA is
wonderful and we are grateful is is available for our health care needs.
*Terran Sims is an excellent doctor. I trust her completely.
I had friendly and very professional help from all the folks I interfaced with at University of Virginia Health
System. I am especially pleased with my doctor, *Adam Carlson.
*Dr. Carson is a very good dr. and I wouldn't trade him for nothing in the world.
*Dr. Weiss explained my follow-up X-Ray in terms I could understand and answered all questions clearly in this
routine follow-up visit.
*Dr. Todd was very helpful to my daughter (which was in the room with me) & myself. He is a great Dr.
My surgeon, *Traci Hedrick, is the BEST.
My finding a caring dr. - after moving - after a sad divorce - seems great - I'm thankful for *Dr. Laurie - she's
helping me cope with reality as best I can right now.
I am so fortunate to be a patient of this fabulous medical practice. *Dr. McLaughlin is superior and so
personable. I will miss her terribly as she is leaving this practice to pursue another avenue.
*Dr. Gangemi, *Dr. Battle, 4 West staff, and UVA Medical Center is awesome. God bless! Joy Dunford
My wife & I are elderly people and we believe that we could not get any better care from UVA Health Care... *Dr.
Schorling. *Dr. Schorling is an excellent... and has taken care of my wife & me for many years. We could not...
any... I am 72 years...
I only did this because of my high regard for *Dr. Weiss and his nurse *Jodi.
*Amy is always helpful & interested in my health needs.
*Dr. Skinner is awesome! She truly cares!
I am very pleased w/*Dr. Lin and the fellow *Dr. Kim.
Also *Dr. Mary here _____ is very good and is at the top of her _____.
*Dr. Wilson is the greatest!!
This was my second successful surgery performed by *Dr. Brown. He is an outstanding surgeon and person. I
would highly recommend him to any one.
*Dr. Silvestre's FIRST PHYSICAL, survey was extremely sensitive to the patient - Done with care, compassion.

I am 73 yrs. old w/numerous health issues and experience over the yrs. *Dr. Singh is the most caring, easy to
connect w/dr. I have ever experienced.
*Dr. Hashisaki is a terrific doctor! He is very professional, very nice and such a GREAT doctor!
The visit to *Dr. Christophel on 17 June 2015 was for the removal of 40 + stitches that were put in to close basal
cell carcinoma surgery performed on 11 June 2015 by *Dr. Christophel and *Dr. Nanda. On that occasion,
because of the great skill of *Dr. Christophel my ability to raise my right eye brow was saved through the care he
took in avoiding the exposed nerve. Suture removal is common, great surgery is wonderful & exceptional.
*Dr. Ailawadi & his staff are the best team health care operation I have ever had. Having had 2 major surgeries
on my aorta in 1960 & 1984, I know about major surgery.
*Dr. Lou & staff are a great staff. Plus I use my chart ____ great tool for us. Thanks!
We have been very impressed with how everyone is so nice and helpful. All of our appointments are on time we hardly wait at all. The nurses - especially *Dr. Kindwell-Kellar nurse and stem cell nurses are excellent!!
I am 72 years old and in recent years have had major stomach, heart, and brain procedures/surgeries. *Dr Liu, in
an environment where excellence is the standard stands head and shoulders above all others. My wife and I
consider his role in my health care a real blessing.
I not only feel *Doc Ann is my dr. she is my friend.
I am extremely well pleased with *Dr. Grosch.
*Dr. Abyannadi did an excellent job explaining my condition. He called me the day after appointment to explain
ultrasound results.
*Dr. Frick is very caring.
The transition from my husband's usual doctor to *Dr. Schenkman was seamless from our viewpoint.
When I had surgery on May 19th, *Dr. Perumal did a excellent job on my foot. He's the best foot dr. I have had!
We appreciate the great care and attention I always receive with any *Dr. Gimple office visit! Also, it is very
helpful that *Dr. Gimple always responds to any health questions I have by e-mail.
Excellent. The staff dove right in assisted *Dr. Chandler. Nurse *Lisa was very efficient and caring.
Unfortunately I don't recall the other assistants name (*Megan? or begins with "M") who was also excellent.
Working w/*Dr. Shaffrey & staff and the UVA system has been the best experience concerning medical issues, I
have previously been to Centra, Lewis Gades VA Orthopedic & C_____, Dr. S... are heads & shoulders the best.
My mom took my daughter to this appointment as I had a CT scan and then had to go to work. My mom was
110% impressed with all the care she. The resident also called me to ensure they had gotten the correct
information from my mom. I'm glad that the resident went above & beyond in this scenario. I'm also glad *Dr.
Reed is teaching residents such great care & beside manner.
The visit with *Dr. Engel and staff is very nice.
*Dr. Wolf is professional, yet personal, which is so necessary when your going through cancer treatment. He
takes time to listen and answers your questions and doesn't mind answering them more than once. It is
encouraging when a doctor says there are options if one method of treatment doesn't work - that gives you
hope. Those are magical words to a cancer patient. *Dr. Wolf is a great doctor.
*Dr. Reid "James" is the best physician that I have ever had. Travel 1 1/2 hours as my primary care. His concern
for me as a patient shows.
Excellent provider - *Dr. Perumal is extremely knowledgeable and excellent at what he does/did for me. Little to
no pain. Speedy recovery process.
I am extremely satisfied with the care and advice I receive from *Dr. Weiss. He is caring, knowledgeable and
dedicated to his work. He takes the extra effort to see me if I am admitted to the hospital or to call me when
results from tests are received that warrants attention.
I am in the process of transitioning from Dr. _____. *Weiss at his retirement to *Dr. E. Gaughan. I am pleased
with the way it is going.

*Dr Greer is very friendly & one super derm - he is trying his best to remedy this condition that I have. Hopefully
we will success shortly.
*Dr. Harrison is skilled and compassionate and the entire team makes you feel well - supported and that they
will be there for me and my family down the road.
We were very impressed with our visit with *Dr. Kozower. We think he will be great for the need that I have.
We think he is wonderful.
Extremely pleased with *Dr. Smith and his staff.
Nurse practitioner *Michelle Beard is a lovely lady who presented herself professionally in all matters. I would
be pleased to have her on my team if I _____ a practicing oncologist. She's outstanding!
I really liked everything at UVA Hospital. Every employee was friendly & helpful. The facilities were wonderful.
The parking garage & handicapped parking was so convenient. *Dr. Smith, my surgeon is a wonderful caring
doctor. In a nut shell, "you guys are great"!
I feel at ease every time I have appointment with *Dr. Sana Khan and her staff. I have only praise and for the
efforts and I'm grateful for the combined effort.
It's always a pleasure to see *Michelle. She is so upbeat & positive.
*Dr. Hatten makes certain that he completely addresses all my health issues. His care and concern are so
reassuring. I am so thankful to have such professional health care.
*Dr. Intagliata answered a lot of questions for us and was extremely nice in delivering the news that nothing
would be done in my case. His nurse, *Linda Romeo was always prompt in returning my (daughter's) calls and
answering questions.
*Dr. Kyin & *Rebecca were excellent!
Thank you so much "*Dr. Bruce Prum".
*Dr. Carlson is an excellent doctor - When I first began treatment he spent more time than I had had with any
health problems - I really appreciated his thoroughness - He has helped me tremendously.
Saw *Dr. Kozower to evaluate whether my husband was a candidate for surgery for his lung cancer. We were
referred by *Dr. Richards and really appreciated the complete evaluation by *Dr. Kozower & other oncology
surgeons as well as their communication with us and *Dr. Richards.
*Dr. Andrew Wolf is an excellent doctor. I appreciate his letter following my visits and calls. Over the years, he
has kept up to date with the other physicians regarding my health issues kidney failures (*Dr. Okusa) diabetes,
and the U Va Valve Team (I rec'd a new aortic heart valve in 2013). I am fortunate to have such excellent care!
I love *Dr. Wolf & UMA staff - I'm blessed to have such wonderful care!
I'm very grateful of *DR. DANA Redick.
This doctors office was very professional, and caring. *Dr. Saykaly was wonderful and has helped with my
problem already.
*Dr. Heim and his staff are the greatest!
I have see *Dr. Laura Knox for surgery in the past. I trust her ability. Have two daughters that I recommend for
her services.
*Dr. Pinkerton is an exceptional healthcare provider. She and her team and the entire office stall have provided
me with excellent care for many years. *Dr. Pinkerton is the best!
The staff (including) PA, nurses, and *Dr. Brown (James) are the best! They deserve the positive feed back of my
survey. Kudos to all the staff in this office! Love *Dr. Browne.
I have great respect for the thoroughness of *Lawrence (whose last name I don't know), the gentleman who
does ultra sounds for *Dr. Jenkins.
Thanks to *Dr. Liu & staff for saving my life and *Dr. Helm for my back!
I was very pleased with *Dr. Leptsch. Great doctor!
*Dr. Trowbridge and her team are consummate professionals. She is a 10+ in my book!

*Dr. Brown & his team/staff have gone beyond the "norm" in providing exc. health care before/during/after my
surgeries. Thanks for ALL they do!
*Beth is one of the most caring, concerned provider I have ever had - She takes her time and she listens to your
problems and make sure you are all right. She is the best!!!
Both my PCM & *Dr. Alson were w/me during the appt. *Dr. Jackson has ALWAYS been compassionate,
professional, & caring. I found the same to be true of *Dr. Alson. Both listen to me & care about what I say.
I was told by 4 other doctors that they could not complete a colonoscopy. *Dr. Gloudeman said he would try
and he completed it so I don't have to worry about it any more.
*DR. Carson is a very good DR. The people work with him, are very friendly.
I feel *Dr. James Browne is the best & he tries to help me and my old knee. The entire staff is the best. You can
see they really care for you.
Nothing but praises for *Dr. Diamond-Myrsten - she is AMAZING!
*Dr. Christopher Shaffrey was very informative and gave me the pros & cons of my _____ surgery/_____ &
friendly!
*Bonita Toms is my PCP" nurse coordinator without family of my own, I have *Bonita to intercede on my behalf.
*Dr. Gray was very good to me and very good at explaining things to me. He is a great doctor.
I have a good *Dr. Bargmann she is good and talks with me if I have any question.
I think *Leigh A. Cantrell is a phenomenal dr. she's precise, knowledgeable. Smart, but at the same time she's
compassionate, concerned. She even gives you her email. If ever you have a question she gets back to you
immediately. She has all the qualities you want in a dr. she's clear, thorough.
Respect *Mary M. Noland and Doctor assistance.
*Dr. Dame is a great physician. I feel well supported by her. I feel grateful that she is my physician.
*Kimberly Bednar NP is excellent, caring and sensitive. Very well informed about all the latest in medical news I
have been going to her for years and am VERY HAPPY to have her as my health care provider.
I am very pleased with *Dr. Kent and the staff.
I love *Dr. Ham! Also a student "practiced" by taking a history. He was very nice, respectful, and friendly - hope
he stays with family practice!
*Dr. Beitinjaneh and his staff are wonderful. I have recommended him and UVA to others in my cancer support
group that will be needing a stem cell transplant I cannot give *Dr. Goldman enough praise. Not only was she a fantastic and caring doctor she agreed to come in
on her day off to see me. To me, that is the definition of going above and beyond.
*Dr. Evans is very knowledgeable and provides excellent care! I'm very happy to have him as my doctor!
*Dr. Solenski is one of the best doctors I've ever seen. Everyone is kind, efficient, and organized, as well as
attentive and helpful.
*Dr. Lim is the best of all my doctors, I have! He is so nice with his overall demeanor! Love him and his nurse!
*Jenny Dixon.
My appointments require a 3 hour drive to be seen by my doctor. I would never consider another physician *Dr. Prow has been outstanding from the 1st visit.
*Dr. Post & others in the group of family internists have always been accessible & expert in their relationship
with me.
*Dr. Duska is the very best.
My experience w/*Dr. Russell & his team was exemplary. They were professional, attentive, & very friendly.
I thought this trip to UVA would be one in which I would have to wait, be one of hundreds seen that day, that
the docs would rush etc. It was the opposite, especially since I have a strange health issue. *Dr. Lawrence and
her fellow *Dr. Ward could not be more helpful, kind and compassionate.
I felt very comfortable with *Dr. Shah. I felt he was very knowledgeable and cautious.

I come to your clinic for a rare condition, fibromuscular dysplasia & *Dr. Southerland and other doctors & staff
members worked together for a diagnosis and _____ my concerns with _____ knowledge, & I have been looking
for answers for 20 years.
*Dr. Heather Quillian is brilliant! She is caring and takes the time to discuss all issues concerning my child. She
ordered labs and was to call me that night - but instead called only a few hours later, which was such a relief.
We LOVE *Dr. Quillian and feel lucky to have our daughter in her care!!!
Everyone in *Dr. Drake's office is fabulous: *Mary Chandler NP/*Stacy Hite hand specialist they obviously enjoy
their work.
UVA's reputation as a top notch hospital is the reason I wanted a 2nd opinion. Everyone was so nice and
concerned. I received a thorough follow up. I can only tell my family and friends how great UVA & *Dr. Shaffrey
& staff are.
I feel very safe in the care of *Dr. Oldfield & his team.
*Dr. Mason and the staff was very professional and kind. I am so glad I got them.
*Dr. Shen is a wonderful doctor. Having him do spinal fusion surgery on me last April has given me my life back!!
He is the best!
I have always been treated with most respect & courtesy. They have the answers before I ask the questions "to
me *Terran Sims is one of the best in the medical profession, she is just great for me.
*Dr. Laurie is a great doctor. I've been seeing her over 20 yrs.
After having *Dr. Zadrozny check me out for a heart concern, I have continued seeing him for general check-ups
and blood work. A great doctor.
*Dr. Bray was awesome: my daughter is only 11 and is completely comfortable w. HGR - Highly recommended!
I travel over 200 miles (round trip) to see this doctor. It's important to me that my time with the physician not
be rushed, _____ thorough and the physician knowledgeable. Dr. *Crowlen has done a good job in these areas.
I saw *Dr. Showalter under a very stressful diagnosis & she and her team worked hard and very well together to
schedule surgery and take good care of me. Everyone on staff made us feel important.
*Dr. Grosch & the entire staff are wonderful. They treat you like you are a family member. They are giving me
the best care they can do to my circumstances. I love each & every one of them.
*Dr. Jeffrey Potter is a very great doctor & has a genius concern for his patient.
*Dr. Silvestre is a pain mgt. specialist. Very good & caring. If I didn't already have *Dr. Blackhall as my pain mgt.
doctor, I would request to see *Dr. Silvestre as primary. Thank you.
*Dr. Rahma was very honest and direct in a good way.
*Dr. Lippert and staff have been and still are, the best cancer staff around.
*Dr. Shaffrey one of the very BEST.
Always pleased with *Dr. McCall & his staff.
Don't change a thing. *Dr. Lim and team are awesome.
I have been to *Dr. Landes lots of times and I would recommend him to anyone.
My experience w/all physicians and staff was VERY positive - I came in paralyzed from the waist down and *Dr
Shaffrey operated and I now walk without any assistance! He's wonderful!!
All the doctors worked together well to help me. *Erika Roeder gave me her email address and answered all my
questions very well and quickly!
*Dr Deal & all of her staff are the nicest people I have ever met.
*Dr. Portell is excellent. He is always friendly, attentive, caring and have patience. He really listen to my
problems and answer and explain to all my questions. All the staff are nice and well trained. Good job, keep it
up.
I feel very blessed to have had *Dr. Haynes care for me!

*Dr. Statuta was incredibly helpful & very knowledgeable. She took ample time to discuss & understand my
health concerns. I have never experienced a doctor visit like this in my life. It was a great experience. I have
already recommended her to several people.
*Dr. Cropley has been a wonderful physician to my daughter. He has even gone out of his way to follow up with
us on weekends and outside of normal office hours!
So pleased with *Dr. Argo. He explains issues clearly and HE LISTENS TO ME.
*Dr. Vance took so much time with me. While the end result was what I was already doing (this appt. was a
second opinion), I felt more informed than previously. I loved her!
UVA & *Dr. Commins is a wonderful caring place that helps us to understand manage and care for our son's
condition. He has given us hope for the future and helps us to understand. He works well with our son and gets
down to his level and makes him feel more comfortable with his visit. You guys are great and we appreciate all
that you do!!
Excellent, highly competent and integrated health care by *Dr. Diduch and his staff!!
I have been a patient of Yvonne Newberry since 2002; she is a fabulous practitioner - I would follow her
ANYWHERE!
*Dr. Silvestre is a wonderful, kind, intelligent doctor. I have nothing but excellent experiences and great success
with his management. I am delighted with his work & efforts. He is a great addition to your organization. I'm
glad he is my doctor.
*Doctor Forbes and his nurse always concerned and very helpful while mom is in their care. I went with mom to
her appointments, so I'm able to answer her questions.
*Dr. Sutphen provides great care - a wonderful balance of science, humor, practical life - gives confidence to my
daughter.
*Dr. DeBoer is wonderful. My wife and I trust him completely.
My care team through orthopedics and pain management are AMAZING. I recommend them all the time. *Dr.
Joseph Pang, *Dr. Goldstein & *Dr. Clove have been wonderful.
*Dr. Drake is amazing. I have recommended him to others and will continue to do so. His assistants and nursing
staff were great as well.
*Dr. Belyea is an exceptional doctor. His bedside manners and overall care/concern are outstanding he was very
informative and professional we couldn't have asked for any better.
*Dr. Borish is responsive to my email queries. Friendly & knowledgeable. Know everyone on a name basis. A+.
We have been very, very pleased with *Dr. Boggs - she is very informative, meticulous and caring. We are
grateful to have such a great doctor for our boys!
*Dr. Kerns is the best doctor (Heart) ever. Myself & Family loves him dearly.
*Dr. Cut was real good at explaining my situation and telling what I could and shouldn't do to help my hip heal
properly. He seems to be a great and caring dr.
*Dr. Victo M. Zaydfudim MD very good doctor. Surgery was a bit success for me they say I am cancer free now
also a great team of staff & members. Would send anybody I know to them.
*Doctor Ratliff is a wonderful doctor. She is very caring, pleasant and the receptionists are very friendly and
nice. Thank you all.
*Dr. Cantrell is a very positive and inspiration doctor that is very upbeat and outgoing.
*Dr. Thomas Brown did a knee replacement 9/29/14 on my husband. *Dr. Shen did major back surgery 3/28/15.
I am using this to explain our appreciation for the excellent services we received @ UVA. EVERYONE we came in
contact w/gave us "excellent" care.
*Dr. Bob is a very special Dr. but also someone I can talk to. He explains things so my mom & I can understand this man is so great that when God made him he threw away the mold.

Dr. *Gypson worked hard on my behalf to call my dermatologist when he realized he didn't work on my
problem. He got the rheumatologist to move up my appointment earlier and got some test I could have done
before I see the rheumatologist.
I had not met *Dr. Trobridge prior to this visit. She immediately put me at ease, listened to my issues and was
able to help me. Thank you *Dr. Trowbridge.
*Dr. Post is - - - - - - - - absolutely the best! I've know her since she was a resident - She has been my PCP for
many years, I adore her.
*Dr. Schectman is an great doctor and know more than average doctors and is good at his job.
This was best and most organized of medical help that I've had. *Dr. Kron was recommended highly by
associates of mine, and he & his staff lived up to the recommendations!!!
I just had *Dr. Thomas E. Brown replace my left hip. It was an amazing experience. *Dr. Brown and his team are
amazing. I've actually had worse vacations. What a great team he has at UVA. Good job!
None better than *Dr. Cherry!
*Dr. Emily Feiner is an awesome doctor. I cannot say enough about her. We feel extremely blessed that we
found her as our doctor. Do not ever let her go... my daughter who she sees wants to be an orthopedic doctor.
She is a marvelous doctor!
*Dr. Densmore is a wonderful caring doctor. He has seen me through AML and has always answered any
questions or concerns.
*Dr. Preston Grace is a wonder physician. He goes above and beyond to care for his patient. If my chart him on
a weekend he will answer my questions. He is the most caring physician I know.
*Dr. Halpern is kind, compassionate & very knowledgeable. She has been a huge help to us & we trust her
opinion completely.
*Dr. Seaton is a very kind, and most helpful person in all ways in professional care We - my husband and I, believe that *Dr. Rose is the best of the best.
*Christina Lau is a great doctor. She and her staff are professional and caring people. Everyone I know that
visits UVA has good things to say about the hospital staff and facilities. Thank you for the services you provided
for me!
*Penberthy is REALLY FANTASTIC. Excellent at understanding my problem very quickly, & articulating solutions
in a way that I could understand easily, and were workable & effective.
It is a pleasure to visit UVA for my medical visits. I trust in my physicians knowledge and skills. I feel fortunate to
have found *Dr. Mary Vance and staff. I drive over 400 miles every 6 months and what a VALUE!
I always enjoy seeing the entire staff so much that it gives me a real boost to go to my appointments. many
members of the staff have been there longer than I have been a patients - my mother & brother were *Dr.
Goodman's patients as well. It's like visiting with family!
I thought everything was really good and friendly plus kind and helpful to my dad. I would like to thank you and
your staff *Doctor Crowley to my friends too.
*Dr. McLaughlin is a great Dr.
*Dr. Gwathmey is the best!
*Dr. Harrison is a "wonderful dr. and person."
I have great confidence in *Dr. Balogun and her staff.
*Dr. Hedrick and her staff have always listened and tried to best take care of my concerns and comfort.
Everyone is friendly and do their best to answer my questions.
*Dr. Hall is a good doctor.
This doctor is a class act as is his assistant *Dr. Gomez - Love them both I have _____ a bad lung disease but feel
good with them.
*Dr. MacKnight and staff are exceptional.

Very happy with the practice, especially *Dr. Reed, who saved my life when he expressed to me how serious
some symptoms are even if they seem benign. I ended up in hospital with a PE that would have killed me
eventually, and found out about a rare blood factor that contributed to all that. He was very professional & I'm
glad I got a chance to thank him. *Dr. Engel is great & very interactive. She takes time to be certain I am
satisfied with info & meds.
*Dr. Cooper has been great - he is the best orthopedic surgeon I have been with - he is attentive and cooperative
and very much in tune with his patients.
*Dr. Levine and staff are the VERY best.
I value *Dr. Goodman's knowledge and care. I am very pleased with this office and would definitely refer others
to this practice.
I have been driving about 82 miles each way to see *Dr. Anderson because she is an excellent doctor & will
continue.
*Dr. Duska is very kind and caring as well as very knowledgeable. Her entire staff is great. Highest
recommendation possible.
*Dr. Fu and his nurse assistant *Susanne Burge go above and beyond!!! They are prompt, polite, and always
keep me well informed on all options. They always have a positive attitude and visits to their office are always
pleasant. They are the best both personally and professionally.
My son has been treated by *Dr. Charlton & the pediatric nephrology team since birth (3.5 years). They are all
courteous, respectful, and sensitive to my child's condition with regards to his history present condition and how
best to treat him to keep him healthy in the future.
*Dr. Humberson was outstanding! We also saw a male resident (I forget his name, sorry!) and he had great
bedside manner. He definitely has a bright future in pediatric medicine.
I have been going to UVA Sports Med for years because it is the best orthopedic office I've ever been to or heard
of. They always take great care of me personally & professionally (medically). *Claire is a wonderful provider
and helped me so much in trying to understand my injury & how to recover.
*Dr. Kirby was amazing! It was the best medical appointment I have had in my life. I felt she truly understood
my concerns and discussed the best solution for me. I would highly recommend her and have suggest friend go
see her.
*Dr. Gypson was my daughter's favorite doctor when she has visited due to his caring and sincere bedside
manner and expertise. This has also been the first effective treatment that she has received for her pain, which
she has had for seven (plus) years.
*Dr. Stephen Early is the absolute best! He is my family's favorite doctor while only my youngest son is a
patient. We always look forward to seeing *Dr. Early. He makes my son feel at ease while in his office. He is the
"Patch Adams" of doctors!
*Dr. Drake did a great job to get the function back of my right index finger with surgery. Have over 90% function
ability and being right handed is very important to me.
Very grateful to *Dr. Elias and his staff. Will recommend him to others.
I am grateful for the wonderful medical care I have received from *Dr. Browne. Staff @ this location were
professional & attentive to my medical issues.
*Dr. Krupski & her entire staff are exceptional. She fixed my health issue with sincere, caring, professional and
approachable service. She is an A++ doctor!
I had a total of 4 visits to *Dr. Ghaemmaghami's practice at the "Hope Cancer Center." *Dr. G. is intelligent &
compassionate. A very good dr. My experience with *Dr. G. & her facility was first class all the way!
Never having met *Dr. Russell before I was very pleased with how he treated me. I definitely would return to
him or send friends or family to see him. Found him approachable and caring. Enjoyed meeting him and his
staff!

*Dr. Showalter & her staff are amazing. From the first time we met to consult on my condition I was so
impressed with her knowledge, confidence & level of professionalism while still being completely human &
treating me & my family with such respect. I would highly recommend *Dr. Showalter to my family & friends. I
am so grateful for the care I received.
*Dr. Joyce Geilken has been my doctor for many years. She is exceptional has a wonderful way of
communicating with me. I know she is well trained and smart.
*Dr. Pinkerton is an OB/GYN physician and has always been an excellent caring dr. - and makes her patients her
top priority. I never feel rushed out her office.
I was very pleased with the care I received. *Dr. Jones was great and also the staff.
*Dr. Wooten is very professional! The best doctor for my problem! I respect him very much! Thank you *Dr.
Wooten for what you do for me.
*Dr. Cooper provided the most comprehensive, detailed, insightful, interaction, demonstrating in depth
knowledge & deductive skills of ANY physician I have ever worked with.
*Dr. D'Souze was very easy to talk with. Have seen her twice - 6 month and both were pleasant, informative all
staff were friendly and professional All staff dealing directly with my visit was very understanding and compassionate. My time with *Dr. Spencer
Payne and FNP was very good as well as talking to *Tina to help with all scheduling. I am very satisfied overall.
The Breast Care Clinic staff is excellent - They work well as a team. *Dr. Schroen and *Carmel Nail are each
responsive, patient and detail-oriented. I wish my diagnosis wasn't what it is but I'm glad that my provider team
is so solid.
I just moved to Staunton from Washington DC where I thought I had the best doctor. I was reluctant to leave.
But this visit with *Dr. Jaffee was fantastic. He spent a tremendous amount of time getting to know me and my
neurological issues. I feel totally comfortable with him and feel he is highly educated and knowledgeable.
*Andy Martof & his assistant *Brenda have always taken very good care of me when I had dental problems or
emergencies.
*Dr. Shen, his staff & interns & students were very accommodating & pleasant! *Dr. Shen is wonderful & it is so
nice to have him as one of my doctors! I wouldn't change a thing about *Dr. Shen, his nurse or anyone there!
They are all very polite & caring!
*David Mercer & the two people that were with him provided excellent care concern for my problem & easy to
understand language concerning my treatment.
I have the highest regard for *Drs. Dalkin, *Topchuan and *Dr. Hands. Other doctors here in Fauquier have told
me *Dr. Hanks is the best thoracic surgeon in the country *Dr. Haas was exceptional. She was incredibly attentive and nuance in her approach to care. Given the
sensitivity of the topics addressed, I am so glad that providers like her still exist and are obviously practice an
area of medicine they are passionate about.
My experience with the Endocrinology Clinic has always been positive. *Dr. Santen is exceptional in
personalizing my care.
After being told I had cancer and being referred to a doctor in _____. Who didn't have time for me, whose staff
acted like they had plenty of patients and didn't need re. I checked out doctors in Charlottesville and found *Dr.
Landen. I was treated great by him & all his staff and all who I dealt with at UVA were polite, nice and seemed
most capable. I would and am recommending UVA to any who will listen to me.
*Dr. Gwathmey is very thorough; he took a real interest in my problem; I would highly recommend him.
*Dr. David Jones is very good with explanations, knowledgeable about records and asks probing questions. I am
fortunate to have found him.
*Dr. Pappas has taken care of the medical needs of both of my children, and we are SO appreciative of her. The
staff of office ladies and the nurses are awesome as well. Thank you so much for providing them for us here in
grange.

Having a skin-graft near my eye, taking the skin graft from my eye lid was very frightening *Dr. Kirzhner was
perfect: professional, personable, highly skilled. I feel very fortunate to have had her as my doctor. I highly
recommend her.
*Dr. Weiss is an amazing physician! I am blessed to have him as my doctor. The reason I was not gotten it on
time is *Dr. Weiss completely listens to his patients and takes all the time each one needs so I will gladly wait in
his waiting room for as long as it takes.
I feel that *Kathleen Hayden & *Dr. Slingluff are a great team. I also liked *Dr. Drake & his team. I was
pleasantly surprised at my UVA experience.
I was recommended to *Dr,. Hostetter by one of his pts. approx. 4 yrs. ago. I am well satisfied with him & his
office staff. Due to him & my cardiologist working together I have seen an improvement in my health I'm very satisfied & happy with the care I receive from *Dr. Jaffe - I find her to be extremely knowledgeable &
able to answer all of my concerns and questions - She is also very compassionate.
Everyone was wonderful. I felt very confident with my surgeries. I can't express my appreciation enough for
*Dr. Olsakovsky her office staff and the staff at UVA.
I have been very pleased with *Dr. Behm and especially his nurse, *Beth Woodward. I was very impressed that
*Dr. Behm actually called me himself a couple of times! I know how busy he must be and that made me feel
how much he really cares for his patients!
*Dr. Okusa has been my attending for CKD for over 5 years. I firmly believe he's a large part of why I'm not on
dialysis. I have total confidence in him. I am also very pleased with the care I receive from the entire office.
I have always been very satisfied with my doctor visits at UVA. I have been coming to your facility approx. 46
years. You all have done most of my surgeries. I don't trust the drs. any place else. You all have a wonderful
hospital & staff. I am very satisfied. I am 81 yr. old. I started about 35 years _____ coming to you. *Dr. Robert
Cantrell was my 1st dr. to treat me.
*Dr. Goodman has been my dr. for a long time. He is the best dr. I've been to. He knows my family & take the
time to me everything going on with med I wouldn't have any other doctor.
I am very pleased with *Dr. Cheng and his staff!
*Emanuel Cirenza MD & oncologist is an excellent doctor in my opinion. He took an interest in me when other
doctors did not. Not just for cancer, but other ailments.
I like *Dr. Dame very much for my dr. She is very understanding & caring. She does what ever she can to help
me.
I am very satisfied with *Dr. Dame. She seems concerned when you tell her your problems. Also she doesn't
rush you out. She takes the time she needs. If she thinks you need to see a different dr. She will get you a appt.
I like her a lot.
*Dr. Ghanta was very concerned about health and follow up exam after sug. He was very kind and sensitive.
*Dr. Craig Portell listens very well and is extremely easy to talk to. *Dr. Portell has an excellent attitude and
great bed side manner. *Dr. Portell speaks clearly and in a manner that is easy to understand. I am very
comfortable in meeting with *Dr. Portell. I am very impressed with *Dr. Portell and his clinical care coordinator,
*Sarah Kirby. Thank you for the survey!!
*Lisa Braden provided superior care, advice and explanations of all medicine and treatments. She was
professional, courteous and very pleasant in all interactions. She kept in contact by phone and email to check on
my health status and provide prescriptions all in a timely manner.
Very pleasant as always. Thank you to *Carolyn Friedman and the rest of the staff.
*Dr. K. Cherry and his team were exceptional.
This was our first visit with *Dr. Stevenson and we were thoroughly impressed with his knowledge and caring
personality!
I am very thankful that *Dr. Portell is my doctor. He is an excellent doctor and cares about his patients.
*Dr. Davison is an excellent doctor. I trust him with my life.

I cannot say enough good things about *Dr. Daniero and the staff *Jennifer Mentore always answers questions, concerns, knows what meds I take. She is easy to talk to and I will
continue to see her. The nurse, *Candy Sheets is one of the BEST nurses.
*Doctor Reid is a very good doctor. I would recommend him to my family and friends.
*Dr. _____ Oliver is outstanding - Great bedside manner - calm, smart good man!!!
Both *Dr. M. Williams and nurse *K. Leake have been exemplary professionals at all TIMES during the time to
have been their patient.
*Dr. Uthlaut is not only a top notch physician - He is a good man EXCELLENT. Thank to *Dr. L. Olsakovsky good job. Keep up the good work.
I have the highest respect for *Dr. Christopher Kramer, and his nurse *Peggy _____. They truly care about their
patients. Very professional and they keep up with everything new and even the _____. Explained everything so
you understand. They both are so kind and caring, and warm - hearted. The world would be better if we had
more people like *Dr. Kramer and nurse *Peggy _____.
I have the highest RESPECT for *Dr. Kenneth Ballew. I can talk with him. He shows a deep concern for me, and
I'm sure all his patients. All his staff are wonderful with me. I think I have a wonderful caring doctor and I feel
like he is my friend.
*Dr. Rembold's practice has my entire family as part of it. My husband and I pass on major heart problems to
our 3 children. They started going as young adults to be proactive and to hopefully avoid heart troubles. We all
think that *Dr. Rembold is GREAT.
*Liz Crotty is the best as far as I'm concerned - She has found my problems and gave me the right medicine the
last 2 times I have seen her. Very smart person on medication. Found problem immediately. Please do not let
her leave your practice. Love her.
*Liz is very concerning about your health and seems to have an answer. Hope she here for a long time.
*Juanita was the most knowledgeable NP I have ever been to! Kind, compassionate.
*Doctor Ghaemmaghami after 5 years of being my doctor released me on 3-19-15 blessing me with words - "You
are cancer free." I loved her the first time I met her. She is a wonderful doctor. I left with a very thankful heart
and how to get in touch with her if I ever need her again. She and God is wonderful.
I traveled 6 hrs. to see *Dr. Koyower and if I need to again I will. He is the greatest.
EVERYONE in this service is & always is wonderful to help *Dr. Berger hires very professional people.
I was scheduled to have a new crown set in place on a Wednesday & then my daughter became ill in California so *Dr. Leinbach found time to have me come in on a Tuesday so I could get to California a day earlier. Very
nice.
*Dr. Benjamin Kozower is an amazing doctor always treated me like a person that matters unlike some Dr. The
entire staff is amazing always there to help and listen when I need them. The receptionist *Judy has always sent
records to other Dr. I see & very friendly. The entire staff make you feel like a real person and takes the time the
listen & explain things in a matter I can understand. Love UVA team!!!
I have always received good care at Northridge Internal Medicine. *Dr. Bauman is my PCP and is an excellent,
diagnostician and a caring doctor. All the physicians in the practice, that you would see on an emergency basis,
are also very capable & caring.
*Jennifer Hart is an excellent health provider - very efficient & professional. After her injections in my knees, I
am virtually pain free for months. I am so grateful for her care and accuracy in administering the shots.
*Dr. Bauman has been my PCP since ~ 1993 and I feel that I am in excellent hands with her as my primary dr.
She is extremely knowledgeable and is an excellent diagnostician. She also has a very pleasant and welcoming
manner - She rates a 10+++. Her staff is also excellent.

*Ms. Beth has been a great access to staff. She's caring, understanding & tends to explain every part of
experience I had with her. She took extra care & made sure I received her attention to my my needs when I saw
her & even when I was just seeing her. She made sure I was being attended in every great manner & respect
given back.
This office (*Dr. Bowman) should be used for all offices very impressive.
*Dr. O is great! Things have not turned out the way we hoped but it was no one's fault. Her help and concern
has been the best.
*Dr. Dillon & his nurse, *Jo Ann Philips, have been extremely professional & caring. Technicians & RN's in labs &
imaging have in general been helpful & courteous.
*Dr. Johnston is phenomenal. After a car accident, she has helped relieve so many of my worries with the care
she provided to me.
This was a follow-up from hip replacement surgery. *Dr. Brown has always been patient in answering my
concerns. I had surgery in January. The care from *Dr. Brown and all of the UVA staff was A+. I would
recommend *Dr. Brown and UVA to anyone. Thanks for letting me share.
I was referred to *Dr. Maitland by *Dr. Laurie (Northridge) *Dr. Maitland's attention to detail relative to the
issue at hand was commendable. I especially appreciate her phone call relaying the results of the
comprehensive metabolic/lipid panel.
*Dr. Hatter took care of my parents and has been my doctor for 18 yrs. I told him at my visit that when he
retires I will stop going to the doctors for he his the BEST.
I have been a patient of *Dr. Laurie for 17 yrs. and will continue.
I have seen *Dr. Ferguson for 9 years and am happy to be his patient!
*Dr. Damewood is very bright and appears to be competent however he is a new provider and the patient
physician relationship is a week in progress. My former provider of 30 years (SDFP) retired. *Dr. Damewood
and I have seen each other for 9 mos.
*Dr. Padia is an excellent doctor.
Other than *Dr. Balcall's (my heart surgeon) *Dr. Escanallas is the best doctor I have ever been associated with.
He is so respectful and always listens to your concerns. I can't say enough good about this gentleman and his
staff.
*Dr. Pinkerton and *Jackie are just wonderful. They stayed late to fit me in because they knew how stressed I
was about getting an answer regarding what was going on. They are always so kind and professional.
*Dr. Rosemarie has gotten it ALL right - kind, sympathetic, knowledgeable, warm, caring, effective and efficient.
SCORE!!
I was sent to *Dr. Solenski from another dr. from Ranche. *Dr. Solenski and *Dr. Machado in Hematology are
the reasons why I stayed at UVA after having a baby. I love *Dr. Solenski and my hematology doctors.
This visit was spur of the moment. We arrived at UVA found *Dr. Liu's office, met with him & his nurse. He
ordered a angiogram. Insurance bucked it. He spoke with insurance got it approved. *April was my nurse
during my procedure, she was great. *Amber walked us from *Dr. Liu's office over for the procedure. Everyone
was great!!!
*Dr. Behn is a very competent, thorough, thoughtful GI doctor. I feel very grateful to be under his care for my
Crohn's Disease. His nurse care coordinator, *Beth Woodward is nothing short of FANTASTIC. She always
communicates so clearly with me and has been so devoted o working through my insurance specifics. She goes
the extra mile REGULARLY.
Hi, *Kelsey and her staff, etc. I have a wonderful, understanding, down to earth and & very sweeting loving.
Person, *Dr. as well as her complete staff from the nurse. Receptionist. Therapy, tech. etc. Thanks to you all.

Both *Dr. Potter and *Susanne have been more helpful and caring with regard to my medical condition and
current life situation/circumstances. Not one communication has been had where I am not asked how my
daughter and I are doing. *Dr. Potter called me randomly while I was out of state with her treatment, to check
on me and assess my pain. I can say with 100% certainty, I feel as though they actually care; I'm a person, not
just a patient.
I was seen on 5-25-15 for a heart rate problem and an EKG was done by a technician. *Dr. Darby was not in on
that day. But I saw him for a follow-up of the EKG on 5-6-15. He was wonderful as always.
I have been very impressed with *Dr. Jameson and his residents and staff and I have confidence in them.
*Terran is THE BEST THERE IS!!
*Dr. Wilder spent a very focused and attentive session with me. He obviously cared about my health.
I have visited many doctors for my brain tumor treatment. *Dr. Purow was by far the most informative,
knowledgeable, and caring doctor that I have seen. Even though I live in Colorado, I will regularly travel to UVA.
*Dr. Singer & *Dr. Black are both excellent doctors. I have & will continue to recommend each of them.
I was able to schedule and additional appointment with *Dr. Greer in dermatology through *Terran Sims and her
receptionist. They were also able to correlate these two visits to the same day. This was important to me as I
Live 45 miles away. Thanks for giving me this opportunity to express my thanks.
*Dr. Douvas should be considered a most valuable asset to yoru team. He has been treating me for after care of
AML and a subsequent stem cell transplant. He demonstrates the highest level of professionalism, sensitivity &
care one could possibly expect.
I like *Dr. Babar very much, he meets all my medical needs.
*Dr. Heinan is wonderful. Her time and attention spent on 1 with my daughter is amazing!!! She seems to take
a personal interest in her patients.
*Dr. Mark Jameson has been a true friend to me besides being my cancer reconstruction surgeon. He spends
time answering any and all of my questions, and truly gives honest advice. I trust *Dr. Jameson with my life.
*Dr. Christophel is fantastic!
*Dr. Keipski is very, very, good and I'd recommend her to anyone suffering bladder disease including cancer.
She's a great asset to the UVA.
*Dr. Goldman is fantastic. All the nurses have been great. I began seeing her every 3 months. Now it is every 6
months. I've seen her 6-8 times.
It may seem exaggerated but I'm completely satisfied with my treatment from the provider and the rest of the
staff. It's the little things like always returning phone calls, making sure I have the medications I need. *Dr.
Shattert visited me every day while hospitalized. Nurses and rest of staff included. I'm glad to have them on my
team!!!
I absolutely love *Doctor Simmons! I couldn't imagine a better doctor for my baby girl! I wish she wasn't taking
another job!
My experience as a patient in *Dr. H_____ office was fantastic! The staff were attentive, knowledgeable &
reassuring. I am fully satisfied with the medical service & the positive results from their care.
*Dana Hannah was extremely nice, very informative & helpful. She was very professional - @ 1st I thought she
was a regular doctor that's how great I felt she was All in all the best health care I've ever received. *Dr. Liu saved my life, he's the best and *Dr. Leone is wonderful.
*Dr. Statuts had an excellent job. Within a few minutes he diagnosed my problem and made effective
recommendations. Thank you!
*Dr. Padia is a wonderful, knowledgeable & very friendly practitioner. She took the time to thoroughly answer
all of my questions. I would highly recommend *Dr. Padia!
I trust *Dr. Grice and value his opinion about my health care.

*Dr. Green and nurse *Kelly are very professional and the best.
*Dr. Lippert showed attendance, kindness and skill. I am grateful to her for care and sincere concern.
*Dr. Geilker and her staff have provided me with excellent care!
*Dr. Uta Erdbruegger is one of the finest and most through physicians I have met in the last five years. We are
indeed fortunate to have her services.
I think *Dr. Pinkerton is an exceptional doctor. Her staff is very caring - I am lucky to have her as my physician.
I feel *Dr. Williams and *Kim are a perfect team. I am really blessed to have both of them to take care of my
CLL. I feel if there is something *Dr. Williams need to confer with another specialist on my case he will.
*Dr. Adams was extremely caring. He is an EXCELLENT physician.
I live in PA and travel 5 1/2 hours to continue being cared for by *Dr Jones. His nurse *Pat was awesome.
*Dr. Mazimba has excellent listening skills - really excellent overall "bed-side" manner. He is not only very
competent but genuinely caring.
Everyone in *Dr. Hullfish's office are excellent, compassionate, kind, caring and loving people. I would
recommend them to everyone.
*Dr. Geilker is an excellent physician and I am most fortunate to have her as my primary care doctor. She is
knowledgeable and also has a caring manner. The nurses and office personnel are to be commended - Positive
approach to their jobs!!
Excellent all around. Once surgery was needed my daughter, (grad. nurse at UVA 1983) wanted me to come to
her home in MT so she could care for me. I am widowed. I made the decision after setting a date for surgery by
*Dr. Zaydfudim whom I highly respected and trusted. I had successful surgery on August 11 and, am
recuperating extremely well, for which I am very grateful!
I feel blessed and thankful to have *Dr. Dillion and staff as my oncologist.
This was my first visit with *Dr. Ragosta. I was very impressed with *Dr. Ragosta. I look forward to my next
appointment.
Have been seeing *Dr. Goodman 20 years in this practice. Great doc - great experience.
I was here for a consultation with *Dr. Elias and his team - I was never here before. I felt that his team was very
thorough and caring. They explained everything and answered all our questions.
I was very impressed with *Dr. Strand. He was thorough in explaining things. He has a very good bedside
manor. I was appreciative of the pictures of the colon. It was quite an operation.
I have had no bad experiences w/*Dr. Landes.
My family and I were very please with my stay in the hospital everyone was very pleasant & helpful. *Dr.
Gloudeman was very understanding & pleasant he answered my questions & explain - everything to me.
*Kim seemed very knowledgeable about the type of leukemia I have CLL and was/is helpful in every way.
*Margaret Barclay is fantastic.
I moved to Virginia a year ago. This *Dr. Mosteamnu was the fourth UVA "family doctor" I've seen, and the one I
will stay with.
*Dr. Payne is a great doctor and my experience could not have been better.
I enjoyed meeting nurse *Tyger. She was very professional & knowledgeable answered all of my questions &
just made me feel at ease about the upcoming surgery.
*Dr. Asrar is a wonderful doctor. I take my children there too. I just started there for my check up and other
needs. Very pleased.
*Dr. Escanellas is very compassionate & thorough, he doesnot rush you through & your appointment & explain
to your his details. I have two daughters who has him as their doctor & we trust him completely - I trust him
completely - We love him.
*Dr. Galbraith is perfect for my mom and dad. We are very grateful for all of his care.
*Dr. Courtney is a good Dr. who knows her patients & cares @ their needs.

*Dr. Mike Williams is outstanding. In addition to his expertise, experience and knowledge he is extremely
responsive to the needs and questions of his patient - *Williams is definitely a 10 PLUS and I am known as a
tough critic I have been extremely satisfied with my care/and team of doctors. My general doctor just retired and I am
changing to another dr. in this practice and feel confident in their care. I have made great progress with *Ms.
Franklin and have high regard for her knowledge and practice.
We are truly grateful for the skill and expertise in removing our daughter's tumor. Thank-you - *Dr. Asthagiri &
*Nancy & staff.
*Dr. Bauer exceeds all expectations.
*Dr. Mark Shaffrey is an excellent neurosurgeon, and I will continue to have him care for me with my needs in
this area. His PA, *Lisa Foster, is the most compassionate medical person I have ever had the good fortune to
have care from. Keep up the good work!
We had never seen *Hedy Reese before but she was great and we would love to have her again.
I recommend UVA all the time. *Dr. Norwood is the best for our child.
They are always very nice & concerning about you. I loved my doctor *Dr. Rybicki, he was there for me when my
daughter & dad died. You couldn't ask for a better friend then him. He told me he was a phone call away & if I
needed to talk he was there. That helped a whole lot. To know someone. Was there & had your back.
*Dr. Mark Lepsch is a fabulous dr. and so is the facility and staff.
*Dr. Jenkins & his entire staff have always provided me with the utmost professional care & I value his expertise.
I only wish other areas of UVA were as good as the Urology Dept.
*Dr. Barcia goes above and beyond to care for our child. We are blessed to have him and the UVA team of
doctors and staff to care for us. They are all amazing and wonderful professionals. *Rhonda Lawhorne also is
such a valuable asset who goes out of her way to care for us. She is so amazing. I could never express in words
how thankful we are to have the UVA Medical Staff and team caring for us. It's been 6 years of treatment and I
am just so impressed with the compassion & care & attention we receive. Thank you *Dr. Barcia, *Dr. Norwood,
*Rhonda & the rest of the wonderful staff at UVA!
As always *Dr. Post provided me with excellent care and spent more than ample time discussing my care. Any
concerns or issues I had, she offered explanations and reassurance.
*Dr. Rindos is the most caring doctor I have visited. She has called me with good news about tests to put my
mind at ease. I am very grateful to be her patient.
1st visit to *Dr. Brown and will continue with him as needed. Most excellent doctor!
I love *Dr. Kirby; she extends care to me beyond the office, often calling me at home to follow up on needed
issues with my health. I know she will be accessible if I need her, and that she is genuinely concerned about my
welfare. That is a rare by VALUED quality that she excels in! I am grateful for her!
I think *Dr. Wilson is top notch, very informed, very good at caring too the multitude of issues deriving from
my... Her staff and attending docs and students are very caring young people - her respect for the patient is well
demonstrated in the care given to the patient by those young people who are in her guidance and instruction! I
am always glad to be an example for their learning too (my case is weird - but she really helps them identify the
problem areas etc.). Her "students" are lucky to have her knowledge & dedication & experience! (And so am I!)
Very pleased with my visit with *Dr. Hullfish on June 2, 2015.
Wonder full an so is *Stephanie.
*Dr. Williams is the absolute best caring, compassionate doctor I've ever had. His and his staff's professionalism
is top notch. If I weren't for his knowledge and expertise, I probably wouldn't be here.
I have all the faith in *Dr Hatter. He is the only one I want to take care of me.
*Dr Camillo recommends I quit taking my arthritis meds which was on instruction I missed - *Dr Hatter caught
that and stopped my meds - I am very happy with his care.

*Dr. Kenneth Ballew is excellent, would recommend him to anyone.
*Dr. Davis is wonderful, he listens to me asks questions, etc. I feel very comfortable talking to him about my
medical problems.
I am so blessed to have *Dr. Bargmann in my life. I feel is my chance to live a long productive life.
I've been seeing *Dr. Bargmann for some time & know she is well above average.
*Dr. Balogun has taken excellent care of me from (2011-present). If I ever moved out of state, I would have to
commute.
My health is good because of *Dr. R. Balogun, *Dr. T. Krupski, and *Dr. J. Davison. If I lived 1,000 miles away. I
would commute.
*Drs. Kennedy & *Gay have provided excellent treatment for my PAH. Teaming *Dr. Kennedy with a pulmonary
hypertension specialist is a GREAT idea which should be continued. I believe I have received better care as a
result of this "team" approach.
Every visit to UVA and *Dr. Vollmer has been excellent. People who we interacted with were respectful, kind
and efficient. I would recommend this office to anyone.
*Dr. Wilson @ UVA was referred to me by my family doctor. Ever since I have been going to him, I have seen a
big difference in my pain. He is so easy about giving the shots for my hip as I have bursitis and he explained
every thing to me when he showed me the x-rays. Now when I go down stair case, I can walk back up as I never
could. I thank God for *Dr. Chad Wilson.
*Dr. James Isbell is the best.
After cataract surgery, my vision declined & I continued to have inflammation & problem. saw numerous
doctors & specialists. Still not certain what had gone wrong. *Dr. Newman gave me several test & as a result,
was able to diagnose what I had. I was so happy to finally know why I had problems after the surgery. It is a
condition that I will have to live with but at least I know thank to *Dr. Newman.
*Dr. Whitehurst is the best primary provider I had.
*Dr. Belyea does an excellent job of treating and explaining all issues relating to my daughter, he is definitely
child & patient friendly and my daughter is very comfortable talking with him and receiving treatments, she
trusts him the way we do and actually looks forward to seeing him during our visits to the clinic.
My experience with everyone was great. *Heather and all the others was very kind and help me with everything
I needed help with. I made a lot of calls to *Heather and she always help me and when she wasn't there the
others would help me, I have nothing bad to say.
I have never had concerns that were not addressed. I will continue to recommend *Dr. Goldman. As a nurse at
another local facility, I had second thoughts about "going out of network" but after going, I was glad I did. *Dr.
Goldman excels in her knowledge & field.
*Prum and his staff are trying everything they can to save my eye sight.
1st time in my life a doctor thanked me & said she would be glad to be my doctor?? UVA Cancer Center
provided most of my needs while in active treatment for NHL. My visit to *Dr. Casey was a new patient visit. I
was very happy. She was recommended very highly from *Donna Markey, my nurse practitioner @ UVA Aug.
Cancer Ctr. I trust *Donna's opinion because I know she shares same concerns for herself. She was all that &
then some.
The doctors, nurses, and staff are the finest any where. I would recommend them to anyone sick and have done
so *Doctor Wolf and *Michelle Beard.
I had surgery on 2/26/15. *Dr. Landen was & is an excellent surgeon. My over night stay was very pleasant.
Everything possible was tried and when we couldn't get the results expected, *Dr. Russell check with other
doctors for their input.
I LOVE LOVE *Kathy Hullfish! She is so caring and compassionate. I felt totally secure and safe in her care and
her staff follow her example. They are wonderfully and I will highly recommend them.

*Dr. Blackhall has always been the best in every aspect of being my doctor and caregiver. Not only when I'm in
office during an appointment, but also coordinating with my other doctors and nurse practitioners to make sure
I am getting taken care of. I am very grateful to have her and the rest of the staff taking great care of me and
couldn't ask for anything more....
*Dr. Smagalski and his team were excellent - provided outstanding surgical care.
I am sincerely satisfied and grateful to *Dr. Maria Kirzhner for her service. She has made my face look as good as
it used to be.
*Dr. Cui is an exceptional surgeon, not only has he given me back my mobility, but after surgery (hip
replacement) he visited me while in the hospital every day.
*Jennifer Prol - was very understanding and helpful to me. She asked all kinds of questions. And was willing to
help in many ways. I highly would send any friends and relatives to her.
*Donna Charlebois was so concerned about my health issues that so call my MD to check me over & answer
health questions and concerns. I was very pleased with my visit and *Donna's concerns. 2-thumbs up!!
*Doctor Mosteanu is a great doctor. He listen carefully always and explain very good what I need to know. He,
is excellent doctor!
*Dr. K. DeGeorge is the best. She take great care of me.
*Dr. Rubendall and all the staff @ UVA PMER have been wonderful to work with. They got me back on my feet
and I am walking pain-free again I have already recommended them to a friend.
I find everyone in the office to be friendly & professional. We may be leaving Virginia in the next few months
and I will really miss *Dr. Geilker. She is professional, compassionate, friendly & caring. I believe she is the most
professional physician I have had the pleasure to see in the last 20 years. It will be sad for me if we do leave the
state because I trust her knowledge & judgment.
Very pleased with *Dr. Dillon and his team as I proceed through his recommended treatments. I and my family
feel very confident with the quality of care I am receiving.
I think that *Dr. Dillon and any one on his staff is wonderful.
I came to visit *Dr. Archbold and I was very sick, and had been for months. She knew exactly what to do to help
me, and what tests to have done. I felt great the next day and continue to do so. I enjoyed m y visits and feel
that she is a very caring and great doctor.
*Dr. Netland is a very good dr.
My daughter loved *Dr. Scharf we really enjoyed are time with the dr.
I think I'm lucky to have *Helen Molnar treating me for cardiac health.
*Scott Commins is the most intelligent thoughtful doctor I have ever met.
*Dr. Snustad is a wonderful doctor. Colonnades is so fortunate to have someone as caring and great as *Dr.
Snustad.
*Dr. Lippert is a great dr. I have found all of the UVA drs. to be the best.
*Dr. Uthlaut. Excellent doctor, seems to be very interested in my health.
I was referred by my cardiologist for specific problem, *Dr. Ragosta had talked with him and knew my needs. He
gave me options about medicine and possible future procedure and I will have follow-up with him.
This visit was to the Eye Clinic. They are treating a glaucoma problem I have. They have it under control and one
giving me great care for it. *Dr. Netland and staff are doing an excellent job for me.
*Dr. Kozower and team connected with him in a personal way. We couldn't ask for a better, personal visit.
*Dr. Powell and his staff were very good to me and helped me find out what was wrong with me. I switched all
my medical care to UVA and glad I did. Thanks to everyone there and I look forward to future visits there.
I traveled 3 hours for my appointment. *Dr. Southerland recommended some additional testing after examining
me. His staff went above & beyond to get the testing completed that day so I would not need to make a return
trip. I greatly appreciate that.
*Dr. Vollmer is the best neurosurgeon I have had I 4 spinal surgery. He is a very good assist to UVA.

For more then 4 yrs., I have been seeing *Dr. Rose. He is an excellent pulmonary expert.
Outstanding experience. I went to *Dr. Adams for a second opinion. Was so impressed. I signed onto his
program!
Outstanding experiences. Most professional medical organization I have ever experienced! Great respect for
*Dr. Shaffrey & your organization.
Rarely have a more pleasant & valuable doctor visit. PA *Bourque always takes as much time as needed.
Excellent practice, thanks!
I really liked *Dana Hannah she was knowledgeable, concerned gave good advice about a problem I had and
hadn't seen a specialist for yet and she was right I had a problem, all fixed now though. I was impressed with the
time she spent with me as a patient, staff was friendly & helpful!
After being diagnosed with a frightening cancer I was grateful for the speed and concern with which I was
treated. Despite the circumstances my contacts with the cancer center have been pleasant and comforting. I
was especially impressed with the nurse practitioner *Kathleen Haden.
*Dr. Stacey Anderson has always kept my thyroid condition in perfect balance and I have always been happy that
she is my endocrinologist.
My son has a very complex chronic illness and we actually moved to Charlottesville to be part of UVA Health
Care, from Denver. We are always treated with the utmost respect from our doctors especially *Dr. Norwood.
She is always knowledgeable and compassionate. My son would not be here today if not for UVA Renal
department.
Not only was *Claire Denny just awesome, but one of the receptionists was extremely helpful to me.
*Dr. Portell is fantastic and UVA should feel privileged to have him. *Dr. Portell is kind, shows concern, is
obviously well-informed, and can clearly relate to both me as a patient and my family. He is very professional
and I have felt confident in his care since the moment I met him.
Excellent care, concern and expertise was shown by *Dr. Schroen. She is a great asset to your medical staff.
Follow up was also EXCELLENT. She PERSONALLY called me to relay the results of test.
Many positive experiences at *Dr. Angle's office.
I really appreciate all that *Dr. Shimer and his team have done with me. He had treat me with respect and care
always looking for the best to help me to improve my health. I trust him a lot with my health problem and we
working together to reach our goal.
Could not ask for a better doctor than *Dr. Cantrell. Very knowledgeable, kind hearted, respectful, etc.... The
office receptionist is great, she makes sure I get a call back or answered quickly and she is very polite. *Dr.
Cantrell's nurse "*Anita" is also wonderful, she is caring, concerned, and knowledgeable.
My experience with *Dr. Park was professional and I would recommend him and the staff at UVA to friends &
family.
The Hope Cancer Center at Augusta is a compilation of the BEST nurses around and *Dr. Cirenza can't be beat!
*Cathy is the best & a real friend!
*Dr. Dillingham and all the staff at infectious disease are excellent. They really helped me a lot. Love them all
*Dr. Gentzler has been the most accessible and accommodating physician I have ever known. I feel he is very
much my advocate, and I'm grateful that he is my doctor.
*Dr. Z is keeping me alive and well. To include my vices and diet - well done!
Liked *Dr. Salomon so much I intend to keep him as my primary care physician as long as possible. He solved my
medical problem when my usual medical provider, and FNP, could not.
*Plews-Ogan is a 1st class pro! I don't drive 50 miles for an apptment because I think she's incompetent. I trust
& have confidence in her.
This was my first appointment with *Dana H_____ and I was impressed with her thoroughness and interest in
my health. I would be pleased to see her on future appointments.

*Dr. Mark Shaffrey is wonderful. Everyone in this office have helped us with every question we've ask. Couldn't
ask for a better place to receive care.
*Dr. Hennessy always answered my questions directly & honestly. Her surgical skills, in my opinion, are
outstanding along with her bedside manner. I will ask to be admitted to her services again should another
medical emergency arise again that requires surgery she can perform.
I was well pleased with the care that I received at UVA and in *Dr. Kozower's office.
I am completely satisfied with *Dr. Blackhill and her team.
The four years that I have been under the care of *Dr. Williams & staff have been very pleasant and professional.
He has kept me well informed about what to expect and where he was going with treatment and options
available. My wife and I are very thankful and feel blessed.
Great experienced. 1st visit to *Dr. Kim since my old doctor retired from *Dr. Kim's which I will return for
medical needs to *Dr. Kim.
Was initial visit with *Carlson formerly with *Jeffrey Wilson, retired, Lynchburg. Really felt *Dr. Carlson was truly
interested in me as a patient and person.
I think *Carla does a great job so did BR *Reibet & staff.
My wife accompanied me on this visit. She normally takes a dim view on medical practitioners (including me!)
but she was most impressed with *Dr. Brown - As was I. He arranged aspiration of my knee under _____ &
followed up calling me with results. He then discussed my care... & called... to set up referral. Most impressive!!
Fantastic provider.
I feel the M_A Medical program is outstanding on every possible. *Dr. Upchuch probably saved my life, *Dr.
Sharffery ( Mark) does an excellent job for my back pain and my provider although young got the answers if any
questions.
*Dr. Okusa was a wonderful man to talk with, enjoyed his wisdom!
*Dana Hannah is a nurse pract. and saw me as a follow-up, after my hospitalization! She was excellent for never
having having met me. I appreciated her manner and professionalism.
I can email *Barbara Wilson with a question or send a photo of a possible skin lesion and she responds quickly
usually in an hour.
*Dr Diduch and all of the staff at UVA Sports Medicine were highly qualified, efficient and friendly great
experience, thank you.
Extremely pleased with the care *Dr. Dowdell gave me. She is a wonderful doctor & I would recommend her to
my friends & family.
I have been a patient of *Dr. Hoard and the UVA dental clinic since I moved to starts draft more than 25 years
ago. I wouldn't have stayed around that long if he and his team weren't among the best dental health care
providers I have ever had!
*Dr. Ragosta, and staff are the best!
*Dr. Khan is a wonderful dr. I really like her a lot!
*Dr. Zadrozny and his staff are exceptional - excellent in every way, manner and aspect. This is true of everyone
at the clinic.
For the past 7 years *Dr. Boyer and his staff have provided excellent service and treatment.
I really feel like I received great care and *Dr. Davis is an efficient and thorough physician. He seems to really
care about what he's doing.
I think *Dr. Gypson is a very good dr. and his staff is very wonderful, respectful and helpful. The rest of my health
care workers are also very good.
Listen all my doctors are fantastic - They have been helping me through my problems - I'm not rid all these
problems; but their maintaining my health - And *Dr. Grice is a very professional person - It all for the care of his
patients &... he's one of my care givers.

*Dr. Kirzhner is great. The outpatient surgery center in the Battle Building was also great - efficient,
compassionate, professional. No complaints.
*Dr. Wilson and his assistant *Casey are wonderful! So thankful he comes to the Bristol area to see patients, this
saves us a trip to Charlottesville. I give them both an A+!
First rate service form *Dr. Schirmer, his nurse *Anna, and the nurse explaining the PETC procedure.
Nothing but the highest regard for *Dr. Foff and the neurology staff.
*Dr. Darby is my defibrillator pacemaker dr. 1st one got infected put in, *Dr. Darby seen me about ever 3-4 days
and ever other day, took it out stay in over 5 days *Dr. Darby put new one in Jan 14 2014; he is very caring dr.
My family just love him & so do I one of the best drs he called me at home check on me.
*Susan Wood presented as an excellent, dedicated medical professional. She interacted well with my wife and
myself. She understood my recent heart history and my concerns. She furthered my understanding about my
pacemaker and future expectations.
Practice has shown a marked improvement in coordination of effort between GP and specialists since *Dr.
DeVincentis has joined. *Dr. Crosby my vascular surgeon in very involved in my medical care and treatment. I
am very pleased with this team.
*Dr. Luna and staff were very pro and would recommend to anyone.
*Dr. Wang & all the office personnel was amazing. I am coming back in 3 months for check up & looking forward
to seeing him.
*Dr. James Browne is a wonderful, amazing human being.
This was my first visit with *Dr. Patterson; she was very thorough and professional.
*Dr. Plews-Ogan is an excellent dr. & she knows everything about me.
I see 3 dr.'s regularly. 1. *Dr. B. Clemons. 2. *Dr. B. Bowman. 3. *Dr. K. Sternberg. All 3 are very
knowledgeable, explain things clearly & seem to be very warm, caring people. I like & trust each one of them.
I have had a great care with *Dr. Shimer and trust his work. I would not go to another doctors.
I think that *Dr. Bednar is a very great doctor. She treats me very well and listens to what I have to tell her, she
puts every thing in PLAIN ENGLISH so I understand what she tells me each visit. I am very fortunate to have her
as my provider Although *Dr. Luna is fairly new for me I find him very knowledgeable and efficient. He is my go to dr. for heart
issues.
*Dr. Jeff did a great job, subbing for my regular PCP, *John Masknight.
I have always been treated as though I was the only one there to be taken care of. I have complete faith in my
family DR. (*Rob M_____) and my provider (*Dr. Boyer).
Can only give positive feedback re: *Dr. Zaydfudim. Thank God for him.
*Dr. Yang and his entire staff are top-notch health care providers. The staff works hard and *Dr. Yang's
reputation is great in the health community. I have told everyone about him and the UVA staff around him. A
doctor like *Dr. Yang continues to show why UVA Hospital is the one of the best on the East Coast!
*Dr. Todd Bauer and his staff are excellent. *Dr. Todd Bauer is very caring and encouraging.
*Dr. Zequan Yang MD is a smart, well behaved & well experienced of his surgical field. He is most co-operation
& talks with a smiling face. I pray for his success in life.
So glad I'm in *Dr. Showalter's hands!
*Dr. Luna was most considerate in that he phones my daughter in Penn to assure her what he was doing & what
my physical problems were caused by. His patience is certainly appreciated by our family. I feel he is honest &
completely doing what can be done to deal with my heat at my age, I recommend him to everyone.
*Dr. Cui replaced my right hip on Nov. 4, 2014. This visit was the 7 - month follow-up every contact with
members of the joint replacement team at UVR Orthopedics was exceptional. I was treated with great courtesy
& concern for my pain and well-being. Every staff member did their job very well. *Dr. Cui was way caring and
even moved my surgery up because I was in a lot of pain. I could not have been treated better.

They are the best I have ever been to. *Helen Moinar is the best I feel she really cares.
When I visited *Dr. Cooper I had already had surgery for broken bones in my ankle, and was told my foot should
be amputated. *Dr. Cooper told me it was complicated but he thought he could fix it. Today I am back doing
what I did before my accident. I can't say enough good things about him and his work. I will always be grateful
to him.
*Dr. Galbraith is an outstanding care provider and his professional competence, personal qualities and over all
interaction and abilities are consistently excellent. I and my family feel lucky to have him as our dentist.
*Liz Good is a wonderful, competent, caring, person who is a credit to U.VA. And the Emily Couric Cancer
Center. *Dr. Reid Adams is probably the most caring, thorough, knowledgeable and skilled doctor I have ever
been to see.
I feel very good about my experience at both my initial meeting with *Dr. Davis to set up the study and at the
sleep study, as well as when *Dr. Davis told me the results of the test.
I saw *Dr. Mason and *Dr. Landes over the past 3 months - Both were very good - treating me with respect &
kindness for my problem.
I have a difficult case for surgery and *Dr. Isbell is great. Glad I was referred to him. *Dr. Isbell & *Dr. Jamie
Kennedy have worked closely to make sure my surgery goes smoothly & safely. Great docs!!!
I was amazed at how organized and smooth everything went this day. I was diagnosed on 3/23 with uterine
cancer, I had the appt. with *Dr. Landen on 3/25 then had surgery on 4/2 and am now cancer free.
On 3/25, I had the appt. with *Dr. Landen, consulted with resident and medical student, had exam, EKG, blood
work, xray and anesthesia consult all within hours. Everything worked like clock work.
I can't say enough about *Dr. Paul & have told my friends about him. Several have seen him and one will be
seeing him soon. The staff is great and the X-ray Dept. is wonderful.
Excellent visit. Prompt service, *Dr. Shah answered all questions. We were finished at the time our
appointment was scheduled. Very good service.
I was VERY PLEASED w/*Dr. Russell.
I feel very blessed that *Dr.Netland care for my eyes & have glad ... the damage was done before I became Dr.
Netland's patient & love he stays in _____ VA.
*Dr. Paphitis and all of his staff are excellent physicians & nurses. I would recommend them to any patient
dealing with cancer. They are a very caring group. I think a lot of all of them.
She always please with the care she receives from *Dr. Heald and the staff.
I continue to be impressed with *Dr. Cui and his team at UVA Health System. Both telephone and e-mail
responses to me have been prompt and clear; I have been treated with great professionalism; and, yes, I am
telling all of my family/friends about the patient centered care at UVA.
*Dr. Modesitt was so nice & comforting!
I have been a patient of *Dr. Park's for over 3 years and have gotten to know not only *Dr. Park, but also his
staff. They recognize me by name and make me feel valued and important. *Cheryl is a great asset to *Dr.
Park's team.
A visit with *Dr. TROWBRIDGE & her intern solved my issue VERY WELL.
*Dr. James Reid has always been a great doctor very concerned about my health as patient. I make a 45 minute
trip to see him he is very good. And I have recommended several friends to his office. Thanks.
No problems with visit in service. I feel that *DR Eryle taken good care of me & posts all results/comments in a
timely manner on my UVA medical information website.
*Dr. Early is absolutely the best doctor I have ever seen or known. His team is awesome. I wish he were a GP so
I could see him too. He is so caring - it's like we are old friends. I can not say enough good things about this
man. I am so glad that he is teaching - the students are lucky to be able to learn from him!!
*Dr. Early,and EVERYONE at UVA Health are amazing. I cannot say enough good things. *Dr. Early is the BEST dr.
I have EVER encountered. He actually goes out of his way to help. He TRULY cares about his patients.

*Dr. Battle & *Adrienne are the BEST in the business!
I was referred to *Dr. Elias for a procedure for my back. *Dr. Elias, *Dr. Metsch, and the other staff had really
good communication between them and made this as pleasant as possible.
I got appt quickly R/T medical issue - I received phone calls from *Pam Whitney regarding my health issue prior
to visit - Overall very satisfied with my provider and her new office staff.
*Dr. Scott Seaton is a fine doctor and I feel blessed who arranged this appointment from UVA fro me he will
continue to be my primary dr. in the future.
*Dr. Gay & *Dr. Kennedy always take good care of me & my PAH & CHF... they saved my life & *Nancy Johnson nurse is the one I went to over my medicine & she helped take care of all of it! So thanks to everyone!! See ya
in November.
I've seen *Charlene Exline for the last 4 yrs. and she has been great & has above & beyond to assist me via email
afterward.
I trust *Dr. Rembold & his staff. I have been his patient for app. 20 yrs.
*Dr. Isbell and his staff & *Matt, P.A., have been consistent in their quality of expert health advice. They _____
always... news as well as bad news. I trust them to be true in their judgments about my health.
*Dr. James Browne is the consummate professional - always alert and oriented to the patient and her needs. He
was consistent, reliable, empathetic and optimistic.
I cannot say enough positive things about my experiences at UVA Sports Medicine - *Dr. Diduch and his staff are
always professional, available and concerned - Great OFFICES.
*Dr Mosteanu is an excellent dr. He is very concerned about my health and getting answers and the right
specialist to all questions answered. I would recommend him to anyone that has many health issues.
*Marilise is wonderful!
I love *Dr. Prum and his office staff! They are all great!
Everyone in this clinic - front staff - nurses - doctors - *Dr. Lin particularly. Everyone is GREAT! I've been back
several times & always wonderful!
*Dr. Snustad is an excellent and caring physician - as is her staff in what they do.
Staff and doctor's are the best that I every had for my daughter. I give them a A+++ good job.
*Dr. Denton is the best, and so is his nurse. *Sue at front desk is also the best!
I was referred to *Dr. Grice by *Dr. James Brown for a _____ ablation and I am completely satisfied with the
results of the procedure.
I enjoy being in Charlottesville VA. All the Drs. I have there have really helped me. *Dr. Macik found the
syndrome I have. The Drs. are great.
*Dr. Goodkin and his nurse, *Brooke, are very responsive and efficient with care & requests. Following our last
visit, *Dr. Goodkin called me the afternoon of our visit because he thought of additional items for her care.
I have felt very blessed to have *Drs. Locare & *Lewis to help me accept my RA & other problems. Very caring.
Always willing to listen to me. Both are so very easy to talk to & answers all questions.
*Dr. Gentzler is an associate of my regular oncologist *Dr. Ronald Hall. Although he's my regular doctor, he was
very well trained about my condition and _____ to... concerns with sensitivity & an obvious grasp of the issues *Dr. Platts-Mills and his fellow were excellent!
Appreciate *Dr. Seaton and his staff greatly - my career has been working in medical practices and I know the
importance of being available to patient needs. None of us like automated answering machines and offices that
close one to one and a half hours at lunch.
*Dr. Adams and his team are wonderful! I truly feel blessed to have had his care. The surgery was tedious and
he and his qualified staff deserve high marks for patient surgery and care!
*Dr. Balogun and everyone I come in contact with at JABA is a true professional in every way - also very
compassionate and helpful.

I like *Dr. Hall very much, he explains things to me that helps me to understand. He spends a lot of time with me
& never rushes me through. I am very fond of his nurse *Melissa Etoya, any time I call she always answers my
call. I like all of the... *Dr. Hall's staff.
*Dr. Heald does his job extremely well. I give him a list of my concerns and he with the help of his computer,
addresses each one.
I would highly recommend *Dr. Trowbridge to anyone with problems such as mine. Excellent care.
*Dr. Bowman is very concerned about his patients and explain my condition to me and not at me. He is truly a
great doctor, may God bless him and his staff always.
My experience with everyone was great in every way. *Dr. Kozower was great!! Has nurses was wonderful also.
*Dr. Barnes & *Dr. Burowitz are always wonderful! My son has had chronic issues and they always manage to fit
us into their schedule. *Angie always replies to emails/calls.
*Dr. Davis was excellent! I felt like he listened to all of the background issues associated with my sleep apnea. I
feel he has genuine concern for the whole person.
*Dr. Boggs was extremely helpful during a very difficult time. Thank you!
*Dr. Elias and staff did an excellent job on my back surgery. Very caring and very positive. Thank you.
*Jennifer Hart is one of a kind find. She's the best!! I would want to see her before I see any of the doctors.
She's great - Love love love!
I like *Dr. Glouderman and would use him again if needed!
*Dr. Russell is very good at what he does. He was highly recommended by my dermatologist in Sarasota Fla.
If all doctors could be like *Dr. Goodkin then we would be blessed. He's very knowledgeable and personable.
*Dr. McLaughlin is an excellent primary care physician. He is very personable and does his job in a professional
and caring manner. I could see other PCP's closer to home but choose to drive the extra distance to his office.
*Dr. Shildkrot is an outstanding doctor as a retina specialist. I am most fortunate to have his expertise for my
eye care plus his caring and always utmost attention to detail. He is definitely world-class and a great asset to
the ophthalmology UVA team! I also have highest marks and great appreciation for his office admin. assistant,
*Susan. She has always treated me as a "family member" and I am so grateful for *Susan and *Dr. Shildkrot.
*Dr. Shildkrot always treats patients with 100% percent attention and caring & his great expertise - even when
busy. He treats all patients with same courtesy and attention, even later in the day and after hours. He is truly
_____ and dedicated to UVA ideals of Jefferson - He is a servant to the people. No matter how late in the day,
he is NEVER rushed - always expert and always caring. I am truly blessed to be in his care.
*Dr. Elizabeth Lyons is a very conscientious as a doctor and as a person - I'm very fortunate to have *Dr. Lyons as
my PCP.
*Dr. Tache-Leon is a very good Dr. very professional. 2 thumbs up!!!
*Dr. G. is quite a physician and a lady. I couldn't ask for anyone better.
I feel very lucky in having *Dr. Michael Boyd care for my lungs.
VERY impressed with *Dr. Grosh, *Dr. Kelli Reardon, and surgeon, *Dr. Shin. Also with nurse *Theresa O'Brien.
*Mark Shaffrey is awesome!
*Dr. Stephen Park provided immediate closure to check wound following MOHS surgery. The results are
exceptional!
*Dr. Marcus Potter is excellent. She is respectful of my input, and responsive to my questions and concerns.
*Kim Drewry is a delight, very upbeat and personable.
I'm so fortunate to have found *Dr. Kyin. He has helped me tremendously even to the point that he may have
saved my info. He displayed such a caring attitude on each visit. He has given me so much welcome advice on
how to get my asthma under control. He is the most patient doctor ever! I would highly recommend him to
anyone!

I do not have any complaints with this office service, nor the doctor. *Dr. Frick has been exceptionally kind,
interested and accommodating for which I am most grateful. I'll be glad to answer any further questions whenever - This visit was the first and only time I have seen *Robyn Halsey. I was favorably impressed with her.
*Dr. Duska and her staff are totally outstanding!
*Chad never looked at his watch. Listened to my "fragmented" history of pain. Asked appropriate questions,
made a diagnosis. Gave me a shot. I have had no pain since this visit. Wish I had been referred to him years
ago.
Everything went smoothly so happy that *Dr. Maria Kirzhner was my surgeon - she's wonderful!
In March I had surgery in Roanoke on my eye. *Dr. Warren kept in constant contact with me and offered
suggestions to my surgeon for labs. She is a wonderful physician and treats me as if I were her only patient. She
has a terrific bedside manner and is very skilled physician. I am fortunate to have her on my health care team.
My endocrinologist, *Dr. Zangeneh, highly recommend *Dr. Edward Oldfield and *Dr. Mary Lee Vance to me as
soon as a sizable petruding tumor was diagnosed. *Dr. Zangereh said "I'm going to send you to one of the
world's best - UVA. I'm so glad he did. UVA indeed have a world-class pituitary tumor operation!
*Dr. Reid and his staff are always very courteous. They always listen to what I have to say.
The office staff as always is great. *Dr. Singh, as always, the best I cannot say enough good thing about him. He
saved my foot. God bless him!
*Dr. Post is the BEST.
Absolutely love *Dr. Norwood & all who come in contact with my daughter. We will always travel to UVA Health
System!
We are extremely impressed with *Dr. Garrods follow up after our appointment. Her personal phone calls give
us such peace about our son's care!
*Dr. Boyle was great, took time with me, very nice & professional and answered all of my questions.
*Dr. Slawson and *Dr. Lovett provided excellent care, expertly resolved the issue I saw them in an emergency
basis.
WE are blessed to have *Amy Hull.
*Dr. Pinkerton was a referral from one of my UVA physicians. She was most informative and most aware of my
medical history. She even made suggestions for other referrals involving my genetic history.
I see *Michele for diabetes. She is always caring and listen s to my concerns. I recommend her to friends/family
who may benefit from her care. She assures that my PCP and cardiologist of lab results to me, even though we
discuss it in the office. She is a great practitioner.
Good experience! *Dr. Giuliano: Great doctor, very knowledgeable.
*Dr. Stevenson is one of the best doctors we have encountered. He actually understand and knows our child
very well. He is very knowledgeable. Also, there was a CNA *Heather, who was very sweet to our child. She
took her vitals.
I have been a patient of *Dr. Williams for 21 years. I have received excellent treatment throughout that time.
I have been impressed with *Dr. Cui and his staff. He performed my knee replacements.
*Dr. Ratliff A+. *Patty A+... *Terry nurse A+ _____. *Penny nurse A+ _____. Office staff A+.
*Dr. Hamil-Ruth is very professional and has gone beyond her job to help me. And she has a very good & thora.
staff.
I've always ha the best treatment from every person at UVA. I have the highest regard for UVA and *Dr. Lau.
Thanks so much for taking very god care of me.
I really appreciate everything *Dr. Oldfield & *Dr. Vance have done for me - They have changed my life!
*Dr. Miller and her staff has been very concerning and helpful, trying to find some relief for my back pain.

I appreciated the time that *Dr. Calhoun spent with me. She discussed my concerns in regards to my health &
was very informative. The cared or she uses is with good judgment and not critical at all. She has a great
bedside manner and uses a positive and knowledgeable response when answering questions.
*Dr. Fu is a good doctor.
*Dr. Yates and his staff are terrific!
*Dr. Kesser is very good doctor would recommend him to anyone.
*Colleen Green is the most informative dr. I have ever seen. Excellent dr.
This was my first visit to *Dr. Patterson's office and I am so glad that she is following me for heart health very
impressed!
*Lisa was amazing. Answered all my questions. Think you are lucky to have her on your staff.
I have been seeing *Dr. Lipston since 2004 and have always received excellent care.
I like & have _____ in *Dr. Ballew
*Dr. Calland is a fantastic surgeon who clearly addressed my issues and provided excellent instruction and
discussion. He is an asset to UVA.
We appreciate the time and travel that *Doctor Norwood puts into the visits. He is friendly and explains things
well. His letters provide correct medical terms that allows me to know what is going on as well. A truly
wonderful and experienced practitioner.
Thank-you for all your help!!! It is very important that I talk to *Tom Cook as soon as I can! Have a nice day!!
I actually never had a regular doctor before, I am comfortable and glad to have *Dr. Dowdell as my doctor.
I cannot say enough about the outstanding care that I have not received from *Dr. Gimple and the entire team.
World class care!
*Dr. Wilder is caring and highly competent. I would recommend any loved one or friend see *Dr. Wilder if
needed. I have also seen *Dr. Larry Merkel. I have the same high opinion of *Dr. Merkel.
Would recommend family or friend to *Sheila Vance colonoscopy was explained step by step staff was very nice
and caring.
*Dr. Frye was very concerned about finding out what my problem is and said she would do whatever it takes to
find out. I was very impressed.
This was my first visit so not having my medical record is because of me, not *Dr. Kirby she was awesome & I
have already referred other patients to her.
*Dr. Pappas is a wonderful dr.
I truly appreciate the way *Dr. Hedrick has communicated back with me in looking for a Dr. to help me and when
sending pics/info by email. She truly seems to care & interested in helping me.
I was so pleased with *Dr. Pumphrey that I plan to make appts. with her in the future. She took the time to
listen to what we had to say and as a result we were able to figure out what had been going on for months. She
didn't rush us off to a specialist, and the medicine she prescribed worked. Even if I went past my appt. time, it
will be worth it because she takes the time needed to help her patients.
I have never experienced such care, attention to detail, patience and focus as I did w/*Dr. Okusa & his team. I
drove from DC and *Dr. Okusa exceeded every expectation. *Dr. Okusa, *Dr. Matt (his resident) and all the staff
at the Kidney clinic were absolutely exceptional.
See *Dr. Jones every 6 months for a chronic illness. He and staff do a great job.
*Dr. Bauman and all of the drs. and staff at Northridge are excellent professionals and high quality human
beings. I continue to feel I am receiving the highest quality medical care by the most competent doctor team I
have ever experienced! I am so thankful to be in their care and that of the V. VA Medical System.
The breast clinic is on amazing place: Everyone is friendly, understanding, efficient, and capable. *Dr. Showalter
instilled me with confidence the moment I saw her!
Our "provider," *Amy Hill, literally saved my husband's life. The entire staff moved as one to get him the help he
needed. What more can I say, except "thank you!!!"

I really enjoy *Dr. Showalter and the staff. She puts me at ease, and listens to what I have to say and respects
my wishes!! Thank you.
*Dr. Green is a wonderful doctor who always has time to explain things to me.
I'm very grateful to all the care I received under *Dr. Justin Smith and his staff. I feel if it wasn't for the care I
received I would not be able to walk or do some of the things I can now do. As to when I first met him in 2013.
So I thank you and may God keep blessing your whole staff. Thanks.
*Dr. Potter has been great! I have recommended him to two of my family members. Hopefully I will be able to
have him as my regular provider. He was wonderful with me at every visit PLEASE KEEP HIM!
I am very grateful for UVA Hospital because they have took good care of me and my husband for last five years.
We like the way they work on us. Its staff are very caring and compassion esp. heart & primary section. Thank
you for your good work. *Carolyn Brady & *Jimie Kennedy I will never forget you in my life. May the good Lord
bless you all. Amen!!
*Dr. Pushorodsky focused on my arthritis problem and clearly explained treatment options. Which have
tremendously helped my issues. He is very efficient, skilled in profession, and easy to communicate with. I am
very satisfied wit her medical care.
*Amy Hull is a very knowledgeable professional. Her assistant *Leslie is also very efficient & pleasant. All the
office staff are helpful.
*Dr. Elias and his team are awesome.
Excellent care polite & courteous. Seemed very concerned for my well being. Couldn't ask for a better doctor!
Thanks for everything *Jodi!
*Dr. Vranic diagnosed a rare disease of my lungs which is very rare. I trust him 100%. I had hand surgery @ UVA
3-2-15 & had to return for a post op visit at the hand center. *Dr. Vranic told his staff to change my ROUTINE
follow up visit to the same day of my post op visit so I would not have to make a separate visit. This was his
suggestion, I did not request it. He was on hospital call and came to the clinic to see me. HE GOES ABOVE and
beyond. And he always spends the time I need with him *Dr. Carson excellent, very comparable and caring whole staff excellent, caring and friendly.
*Dr. Brown & staff at the orthopedic clinic were all excellent in every respect.
*Dr Paphitis is a very good dr & so is his staff. I would recommend him to anybody.
No problems at all dealing with *Dr. Frick or his staff.
Very happy with *Dr. Ragosta and the heart team.
*Dr. Pannone is very competent, professional and an excellent listener and communicator. Her staff mirrors her.
*Dr. Wolf & his staff were wonderful.
Wonderful practice. *Dr. Battle and his nurse are exceptional!
We LOVE *Louise Norko! We love the Battle Building. Everyone there is very nice. We wouldn't change a thing.
My son likes going to the doctor now.
*Dr. Behm & his nurse *Beth Woodward are both wonderful! I have been so impressed with my appt's with *Dr.
Behm. He is caring, concerned about my health and it shows. I have never had such an attentive doctor. He
always ensures all my questions are answered.
Thank you *Dr. Mason for such a great job.
I felt very at ease with *Dr. Ryan Smith. I will definitely be seeing him again!
*John Forbes has been my doctor since he went in business in Stuarts Draft, VA. He has always showed concern
for myself and family. We have always trusted him with all health concerns. We respect him as a physician and
friend.
*Dr. McCarter and the entire staff at Stoney Creek are pleasant, thorough, and concerned about the patients.
During the last snow storm some of them called me from home regarding the status of my appointment.
*Dr. Kennedy did my R & L heart cath. Very efficient doctor!

*Dr. Grosh is the most concerned, empathetic, caring and knowledge professional possible. Love the man for his
complete care for me.
*Dr. Heald is an outstanding doctor and could serve as a model for other doctors who wish to achieve to the
highest levels of medical care which he exemplifies. I feel blessed and lucky to be under his care!
*Dr. Warren and her staff, as well as all the physicians and workers at UVA Health have been excellent knowledge, courtesy, patience, and concern. They always seem to go "out of their way" as if I was their only
patient.
*Dr. Mark Lepsch is an excellent doctor - That's why I go to him.
*Dr. Luna very knowledgeable, concerned, and professionally, courteous - Referred patient to *Dr. Bilchick
when he felt my condition warranted this.
*Dr. Lewis always answers my questions and is concern about my health.
*Dr. Grice gave me one of the best physical exams I've ever had, and focused on minimally invasive remedies.
His 'bedside manner' is very good. He always promptly responds to emails.
This is the best thing *Dr. Pollart did for me! She really listens! The specialist I've seen most is *Dr. Henderson,
heart & vascular.
*Dr. Levin & his medical team are A+++.
My wife and I have been extremely pleased with *Dr. Densmore, his assistant, the staff and the Infusion Center.
We feel fortunate to be near the VA Hospital as everyone we have seen has been very competent &
professional.
Very satisfied. Glad we did not change when *Dr. Stubbe, who we also liked, retired.
*Dr. Mosteanu is concerned for my health and give me good advice. He always give me the best treatment
every, 3 months. I'm grateful to have *Dr. Mosteanu as my doctor.
I felt good to have *Dr. Hole in neurology to take needed time to hear my problem. Such a "jewel" of a doctor
and solved my problem w/medication that no one else could do!!
*Dr. Russell - provided exceptional care and concern during a VERY LONG Mohs surgery.
*Dr. Tom Brown, and his staff are top 5.
*Sarah Jones is the best provider possible.
*Dr. McLaughlin is very thorough and attentive to patient needs, as were the other staff at Crozet Center.
Overall my husband & I were impressed with the care & concern I received at your facility before, during & after
my surgery. *Dr. Chhabra was the best - very informative & caring!
*Dr. Park was very understanding about my feelings about pain.
I love *Mrs. Jennifer Kirby. She has been an excellent doctor to me and her staff is great. Thank you.
The doctor *Dr. Kirby and staff are wonderful to me always helpful and always a great visit. Thank you all so
much!
*Dr. Jones is a great doctor! I am lucky to have him as my neurologist! Thank you _____.
Nurses were wonderful. Foot injury, very concerned about me falling *Debbie & *Sabrina went about & beyond.
*Dr. Lepsch is the best doctor I've ever had; he always takes the time to explain things and makes sure all of my
questions are answered. He shows genuine concern and empathy to his patients.
*Sarah Roberts is amazing. She truly cares about her patients & wants the best for them.
I am satisfied that I receive the best possible care in a kind, considerate professional manner. Thanks to *Dr.
Max Luna and his team.
My son looks forward to seeing *Dr. Middleton every 8 weeks. *Dr. M. has a wonderful personality & seem to
honestly care about his patients health & personal lives.

As my husband's care taker, I want to take this time to express my deep gratitude for the attention & care he
received from *Dr. Escanellas. He took the time to call me after hours on a Friday evening to share the results
from his tests. This was above and beyond my expectations and highly appreciated. *Dr. Escanellas is a truly
caring asset to our community.
*Dr. Gwathmey was always very courteous and made me feel comfortable that I was receiving the best possible
care from him. Staff was always courteous as well, and I never waited more than 10 minutes to see dr.
Extremely pleased with our overall experience and feel grateful for *Dr. Jansen.
*Dr. Diane Snustad is a fantastic doc, in every sense - UVA Health System is extremely fortunate to have her!
I visit *Dr. Prum for exc. care. Very satisfied with complete _____ & *Dr. Prum.
Great job *Dr. Lanan *Dr. Baker - fellow and nurse *Yani.
*Dr. Yates has cared for patient's eyesight for many years and his family feels patient has received excellent care.
We love *Dr. Thomas she is very thorough with information and always calls us w/care and concern.
*Dr. McDaniel is fantastic, an absolutely wonderful doctor - thorough, caring, concerned, super bedside manner,
a treasure. We trust her with our daughter's life.
Very pleased with *Dr. Soloman and staff.
*Dr. Kellams was very helpful with our lactation consultation and we were glad we went to see her.
.. over come by the superior quality, compassion and concern from *Dr. Kant Lin!
I hope the UVA Hospital realizes the quality of personnel they have in *Dr. Martof and dental assistant *Brenda
Carter. I thought I would never say that a trip to the dentist would be an enjoyable experience. The team work
between *Dr. Martof and *Ms. Carter is something special.
Dr. *Addington was great!
*Dr. John Mason is a very kind and caring physician. Always makes time to listen to me and explains procedures
thoroughly.
*Dr. Ferguson, *Gay, *Pattie, and *Kaaren are extremely caring providers. They always show personal concern
towards me and my unborn child.
*Dr. Kyin is excellent!
I see a variety of specialist from multiple health care systems. This office is the best GP practice in the world.
*Dr. Hostetter is fabulous and his team is outstanding.
I would certainly recommend *Dr. James Browne. Very impressed with him.
I love *Dr. Fountain. He has helped me SO much.
The Pediatric Endocrinology team, *Dr. Thomas, *Eva and *Erin all provided my child with wonderful care.
I had a serious operation an never had to take NOT one pain pill. Thank you *Dr. Trowbridge.
Staff was very courteous, efficient, professional. They always make me feel my concerns are important and
address them thoughtfully. *Dr. Rembold is the best. He helps with all my medical concerns. Even those NOT
heart related.
I love *Dr. Kyin's knowledge and concern for my asthma.
*Dr. Susan Kirk has been my endocrinologist for 16 years. She is an excellent physician. I am thankful to the
University of Virginia for having such a caring and professional physician on their staff. *Dr. Kirk is truly
concerned for each of her patients and makes the best decision for their health and well being.
*James Shorten is the most outstanding man I have ever met in 78 yrs. He is kind, sensitive, treats you like he
has known you forever, makes you feel that your problem is a concern of his and wants to help their is not
enough words to describe *Jim.
Our family absolutely loves *Dr. Martinson. Her care & compassion for our 2 children as well as her knowledge
& time spent with us goes above & beyond!
*Dr. Goodman is a wonderful doctor his nurses are great too.

My husband and I are very grateful for the care provided by *Dr. Hainstock - She is an excellent clinician with
wonderful demeanor.
*Dr. Borowitz is a great doctor who shows care and concern for his patients and their families. We enjoyed
seeing him.
*Dr. O. is awesome. Very knowledgeable in her field and shows compassion for patients.
I was extremely impressed with *Dr. Park's professionalism and sensitivity to my medical issue.
*Bamama Post is the best. She always responds to questions or concerns very quickly. The staff at Northridge
Internal Medicine is great.
*Dr. Dean was remarkable. Went out of his way to show & explains things to us.
*Dr. Jaffe was kind & considerate - as was her staff.
*Dr. Norwood & *Christine (ed. consultant) are excellent and very helpful in assisting me with my concerns.
I am very satisfied with this provider, have been going to *Dr. Davidson & office for many years, they are always
prompt and caring about my needs.
*Kate Becker is the best!
1 provider is excellent cardiologist. *Dr. Thomas... brought *Dr. Escanellas into the valley. I get blood work
every month. *Dr. Escanellas sees fresh specimen and monitors or change meds. Whenever I fee *Dr. E. my
request is palpable & reassuring.
Dental reception staff, *Dr. Leinbach & *Evelyn Grant are wonderful. *Amy Radigan in Hand Clinic is too - Also.
*Dr. Wilson in Dermatology & *Dr. Pinkerton in Women's Center @ N. Ridge.
*Dr. Ranney is superb! All 3 of my children like and trust her. She is the gold standard of clinical care.
*Dr. Archbald is an excellent, caring, compassionate physician.
*Dr. Grosh & staff were excellent! The flow from check in to dr. visit was very smooth. We could not have asked
for better care.
*Victor is a very professional nurse who demonstrates great follow up. *Dr. Foff is very wonderful doctor always helpful & caring about changing medical & neurological needs.
Excellent experience so far with appointments with *Dr. Hall. He is caring and acts like he only has time for me.
I gave *Dr. Martinson a 9 because this visit was the only time we have dealt with her. She was very nice, calling
our son by his first name when she entered the room. She was very good about listening to me as I explained his
symptoms. She had me look into his throat and explained what we were looking at. I would definitely schedule
an appointment with her in the future.
*Dr. Maughan has taken great care of my son and I for about 3 years now and I can always turn to her to answer
all my health questions. I love her!
*Dr. Brenner (Laurie) was professional, patient, well organized, knowledgeable she also has easy interactions
with our son and put him at ease. I also felt she advocated for our son in her role as a provider. She is
wonderful!
I have been very pleased with my care by *Dr. Gibson's and his staff.
*Dr. Ramirez was very helpful and understanding. She took the time to explain diagnose in "human terms not
clinical terms. Very satisfied.
*Dr. Marshall is a wonderful doctor who knows your problems, listens to your concerns and answers questions.
I always leave feeling all my questions have been answered. Also, *Dawn Shaver works w/*Dr. Marshall & is
wonderful. She always answers questions or finds out for me in a timely manner.
My experiences with *Dr. Smith were excellent.
*Dr. Prum has been my ophthalmologist for approx. 15 yrs. I have many difficult eye problems which he has
dealt with very skillfully & much empathy. I think very highly of him.
This is the best experience we have had with a children's hospital in the 5 years we have been dealing with
another hospital. *Dr. Intagliata is an excellent doctor!

Everyone on staff with *Dr. Shaffrey is professional, respectful, and caring. I would recommend them to anyone.
I am very thankful to all of them. *Tanya Nguyen is an absolute delight!
*Dr. Tripathi was great!
We only had to see *Dr. Dean once for a cardio concern, but he was awesome & did very well with my difficult
10 mo. old who didn't want to cooperate.
*Dr. Duska and the whole cancer center is a GREAT place to come to if you need to. They are so caring about
you!
I love *Leigh Isenhower. The office staff we deal with so we can see her.
What I appreciate the most is the quick response I receive from *Dr. Williams whenever I email a question or
concern.
*Dr. Clebak - excellent.
*Dr. Gypson was excellent and helped me understand my pain and also helped me to get over it. I was very
impressed with him & he was a great provider, as was his resident & nursing staff.
*Dr. Hennessy is the best doctor in the world.
Everyone was very nice and helpful - Just time seeing *Dr. Tripathi, I liked her very much. I would recommend
her to others.
*Dr. Black is a dermatologist and I am a new patient. I was impressed with his friendly approach and medical
knowledge. I will continue to visit his office for my skin care.
*Robert Davis was always available to answer questions or take care of my needs.
We are exceptionally happy with the care that our son gets from *Miriam Halpern. She has been very
instrumental at increasing his mental and physical condition because she has been so astute in her evaluation of
his issues. We cannot thank her enough for helping us navigate Autism during these teen years!
*Dr. Mendelson is wonderful - the reason I keep coming back to UVA Peds!
*Dr. Sawyer is an excellent doctor that always shows concern for my care. He is such a busy man, yet he always
has time to make sure I understand everything that I am experiencing. His staff is just as caring, *Chanel _____
and *Hope Hancock are so helpful each and every visit.
Thank you, *Dr. Middleton & staff for your care & services.
*Dr. Lyons is the best internal medicine doctor I have ever seen. Her upbeat attitude and care she gives is truly
great, and very much appreciated.
VERY happy w/*Dr. Kirk & the whole team there.
I had surgery with *Dr. Dacus from an injury. I could not be more pleased with his care and my results.
Everything from the amb. surg. center to the hand clinic went great!
I owe my life to UVA for their care of my baby. *Dr. Belyea is by far one of the best & I have worked in a hospital
with docs for 15 yrs. Thank you.
*Joanne is a great listener and very thorough in following up.
*Dr. Eric Davis had obviously reviewed my records prior to my visit. He was informed, attentive and had good
eye contact. He was efficient, thorough and appeared unhurried.
*Carmel is an exceptional health care provider. She is extremely knowledgeable, kind and puts me completely at
ease.
We love *Dr. Early!!
I value *Dr. Dalkan's medical opinion & advice.
*Dr. Zaydfudim is one of the best physicians I have ever had. Keep him!
*Barbara Post is the most caring & knowledgeable primary care physician I have ever seen. If I could, I would
rate her 11 instead of 10. A friend & I who both have *Dr. Post as our PC were just talking about how wonderful
she is. We're both hoping that she never retires!
We have seen *Dr. Netland for 17 years. We now have to drive almost 800 miles to see him. He is the only
doctor we trust for her special needs. He is wonderful!

I think that the facility is great and the employees as well they treat you with respect as well as *Dr. Domson
very thorough.
*Dr. Schirmer, has a nice, clean office and his nurse *Anna is so caring and always helpful and very
understanding.
*Dr. John Leiner is an awesome doctor.
*DR. YOUNG was the doctor that treated me. She is outstanding. WELL DONE *Dr. Young!
I've never had to see a plastic surgeon before but I would recommend *Dr. Campbell to everyone. He is superb.
*Dr. Lyons is a very good doctor. I like her.
The team working with *Dr. Hedrick were professional and showed interest in me. *Dr. Hedrick sets the
example. It was as pleasant experience as possible.
*Elizabeth Sullivan is one of the best health care providers I have ever had.
*Dr. Park is very kind and so easy to talk to.
*Dr. Shen is the best overall - We were so thankful he was able to be there when we needed him so badly. We
were truly blessed.
*Dr. Evans is an absolute gem. He takes all the time we need to explain my daughter's health issues. If the
pharmacy has changed medications without his permission, he helps straighten it out for us. I hope that you
keep him as long as he desires to work - he realized and efficient and never makes us feel rushed. Our appts. are
always something that we look forward to.
*Dr. Erdbruegger is the best possible provider - and so is her entire staff.
*Dr. Levine is professional, patient, and compassionate.
*Dr. Compton is very nice and sweet and I like her as my dr.
*Dr. Matsumoto and *Dot Cage are the best!
I am very happy with *Dr. Landen and his associates.
I was very satisfied with my visit with *Dr. Miller.
Very professional, attentive office visit. Appreciated the way *Dr. Kollins explained what was happening with
our child to us as parents and to her so that she could understand, too. My daughter & *Dr. Kollins developed
together a plan of action for her.
*Mr. Thomas is a superior health care provider.
*Dr. Bailey and his staff are absolutely amazing!
This is only the first visit, but I feel that I couldn't get better provider than *Dr. Lyons and her team. They all
showed great concern and professionalism.
*Dr. Kirby is amazing. She understands & explains everything in a way you can understand. She's supportive on
medical choices you have to make, that can be hard. She talks to you & relates in a person to person way, not in
the typical doctor patient way, which makes you feel so comfortable. I recommend her to everyone with endo
issues!
Overall I have been extremely pleased with the care at UVA - Both Spine Center and Hand Center, especially with
respect to *Dr. A. Bobby Chhabra. I was referred to the Spine Center by him. He is the BEST all round physician I
have been with to the extent of my knowledge!
I specifically searched for *Teresa Artale and changed practices to stay under her care.
Every one I came across while at UVA Med Center was courteous & helpful. You should be very pleased with the
staff in urology. Excellent! What can I say? *Dr. Ryan Smith's card had his email and I chose to ask a question
about my visit. He was prompt, courteous, and helpful. Thanks!
I had a need to see a doctor before my scheduled appointment. I called UVA and got an appointment with
Urgent Care of UVA. The day that I went for my appointment, I saw *Sarah Dresen, nurse practitioner and *Dr.
Soukoulis; and they listened to my problem and I received the help I needed. Excellent experience.
*Dr. Johnson was WONDERFUL. His interaction with my child was great. I would recommend him to anyone.

Stoney Creek FP is an excellent facility with staff that is caring, knowledgeable and friendly. *Maura is a top rate
FP!
I have recommended *Dr. Lippert to my friends who have prostate cancer. The staff so helpful and friendly.
*Dr. Christiana Brenin is a wonderful doctor she is very thorough, holistic, caring & competent.
*Drs. Grosch is an excellent doctor. He & his staff & infusion ctr. are the best.
I have been a patient of *Dr. Miller for 2 1/2 years. She's a wonderful doctor. *Dr. Miller is one of the best
doctors, I ever had. I wish it was more doctors like her.
*Dr. Platts Mills and his staff ROCK *Dr. Stevenson is an excellent physician and I would highly recommend him.
*Dr. Zadrozny is an EXCELLENT cardiologist. Nurse was wonderful! Staff were great.
*Rhonda, nurse assistant is fantastic - She & *Dr. Bray work very well together. *Dr. Bray is very thorough and
took all the time I needed to address all my questions. She is a great doctor!
I been having my mammography with *Dr. Carmel Nail for some time and she explain things to me - She is very
good.
I love *Dr. Miller she is the best doctor anyone could have.
*Dr. Engel is very good. Try to help you nurse is great!
I have seen *Denise Bruen for over two years. I feel like she and the Neurology office take good care of me. I
am very pleased with the level of care I received and very grateful for it!
*Jacquelyn Sedlock was great and helped me with my injury. She was very professional.
Very fortunate to have *Dr. Escanellas.
*Dr. O. is simply outstanding. I have recommended her to friends in Richmond where I now live, and will bring a
friend to UVA for cataract surgery with her.
*Dr. Peter Ham is my PCP. I think he is wonderful, attentive, knowledgeable, etc. Very happy with his care.
Great service and care here. Have been seeing *Dr. Christopher for almost a year. Always puts me at ease.
*Dr. Foff is one of the best!
The time I called with a concern the NP got the info & called me back within an hour. *Dr. Barrett called me at
the end of the day.
After 4 different kidney doctors I am glad to have found *Dr. Alan Jenkins. He has been the only dr. that has
helped me.
*Dr. Jaffe is wonderful!
Thank God for *Dr. Bergin, wonderful! Has helped so much & always seems to understand.
Dr. *Marcus-Potter is a excellent doctor. She is very respectful and always listen to our questions. My son loves
her.
I was thankful for the time *Dr. Fu taken with me and knew what was wrong with me and gave me medication to
help the pain.
*Dr. Hall was very knowledgeable and showed genuine concern for me & my well-being. I feel very confident in
his abilities and his level of knowledge regarding treatment options. He made me feel very good. His bedside
manner was great!
I really appreciate *Dr. Repaske getting my daughter in for an appointment for the day after, that he heard of my
daughter's condition through her pediatrician. He was excellent with her and answered all my concerns.
*Dr. Martinson provided the most thorough exam I've ever experienced with a pediatrician. Her genuine
concern and complete understanding were very much appreciated.
*Dr. DeGeorge & the staff at the North Garden Family Medicine Office are phenomenal! They are always on
time, friendly & concerned about my health. I have referred many folks to this facility because of the excellent
care myself and my family receive from *Dr. DeGeorge & the staff of this office.
I am so impressed and grateful to *Dr. Hedrick.

*Dr. Quillian is awesome! She is personable, caring and knowledgeable. In our family's eyes, she is the perfect
pediatrician. Thank you for taking such good care of our family.
*Dr. Grosh is one of the best doctors I've ever seen. If you have to wait a little while he is spending extra time
with a patient that needs it. He will take time to answer all your questions. Cancer patients sometimes need a
little extra time.
*Dr. Asthagiri is a great doctor. She really cares bout her patients. She listens to your problems and will call
several times after your appt. to see how you are doing.
I visit on 6 months basis - @ least 2 times a year - everyone is great and I feel right @ home - *Dr. Courtney is a
great doctor!
We have the highest respect & regards for *Liz Crotty She has been exceptionally helpful & caring of us and our
health conditions. We are 100% satisfied with her.
*Dr. Hatter is wonderful: Very caring and very smart.
We love *Dr. Marcus Potter. She is very caring, professional, relatable, and friendly. No complaints except our
wait time was over 30 minutes during our last visit. Overall, we love all the staff and especially our doctor!
*Dr. Middleton and his staff are so wonderful! They are kind, compassionate, and gentle. I (the patient) am
always treated with dignity. *Dr. Middleton has always made sure I understand what's going on and what each
of my options means. He and his staff go the extra mile!
The care of *Dr. Kimpells office & the doctor himself are great. I have an issue with the waiting since I come
from another town.
*Dr. Jane & his staff are outstanding. Great coordination w/Pediatric Neurology!
*Dr. Worrall was excellent - Very thorough and caring This was my first appointment with *Jennifer Prol. it been six month since my last check up with *Dr. Reynolds.
*Jennifer Prol did a good job on my check-up, I will see her again in six months.
Experience was good, and pleasant. *Dr. Barrett was friendly concerned and did listen.
I saw *Dr. Johnston for consult. Her opinion was essential to my home (in WV) physicians finding the source of
my problems - she was wonderful!
*Dr. Rindos is just excellent. She carefully explained medications, tests, so pleasant, positive and sweet. Just a
pleasure to have her care for me. I was 20 minutes late for my appointment. She knew she would be on
maternity leave soon so fit me in.
I loved how *Dr. Kollins was able to talk, to me and my daughter about her heart murmur. We walked out of
then feeling confident that *Dr. Kollins was right about who & he told us.
*Dr. Maya & staff @ Hope take really great care of me. Always keeping me up to date. Great group @ Hope. I
will always appreciate the care and understanding of my rare disorder. They keep me alive & well.
"This provider" (*Dr. Laura Knox) even CALLED ME at home to check on my progress with a post-op
complication, HIGHLY unusual in this day and time.
I am extremely pleased that here in Farmville we the excellent care and services of *Dr. Todd Wolf and the HOPE
group.
*Dr. McDaniel is an excellent pediatrician. I trust her to take good care of our son and I'm confident we're in
good hands! She's the best!
*Dr. Eric Davis very engaged with patient. He definitely will be a TOP DOCTOR in his field. Very
bright/knowledgeable (5 stars).
*Dr. Burns is one of the best doctors I have ever known or seen. UVA and I are lucky to have him.
*Dr. Spice is an exceptional physician. He is knowledgeable and caring. I would recommend him
unconditionally. His assistant was very kind.
We found *Dr. Stephens so excellent we asked her to become our child's main doctor.
*Dr. Rodgers is a fine physician.
*Dr. John Voss is the person I every been 2 and I thank God for him.

*Mary & *Lauren were awesome! From the time we arrived until check out, they kept us updated and took
great care of my son. Awesome team!
*Dr. Richard Santen is the best dr. I have ever had. He is always concerned about his patients.
*Dr MacKnight is outstanding.
*Dr. Commins is an excellent, empathetic provider. More than any physician my daughter has seen, he really
understands and listens.
*Dr. Davis is very friendly yet professional.
*Dr. Bertram & his staff have given my brother OUTSTANDING care for MANY years. He is an excellent doctor
who provides superb, respectful & understandable care to him.
Thank you for taking such good care of my daughter & thank you to all the RESIDENTS including *Dr. Chet for all
of his help with caring for her medical needs. Both *Dr. Daniero & *Dr. Chet went above & beyond!
*Dr. Stephens and her staff are amazing.
*Dr. Kyin has been great! He is a wonderful additional to the practice!
*Dr. Gregg is one of my favorite physicians. She always is familiar with my chart and listens closely to me. She is
a thorough physician and a great advocate for her patients.
I always have a good experience in my visits to Pulmonary. Very confident in *Malpass and his
knowledge/opinions. I am pleased that he is my dr.
*Dr. Krupski is the BEST surgeon we could have asked for.
*Dr. Lather and the whole ortho team have been awesome! The man who fitted the brace was so friendly.
*Priscilla (at UVA employee health) was so cheerful & full of energy. Made me feel better even where I was
congested, coughing, and had no voice. We need more LPN/RNs like her!
*Dr. Eric Davis took a lot of time to ask questions, listen and make suggestions. He has been very responsive to
questions I had after the visit. I am very pleased to have *Dr. Davis as a health care provider and would
recommend him to others.
*Kelsey was excellent at helping my child through this ordeal. She was very pleasant and made my child very
comfortable. She explained things to her very well. We would highly recommend her!
*Dr. Clebak seems to be a very knowledgeable and caring dr as well as person. I am very comfortable sharing my
medical or personal information with him.
This was my first appointment with *Dr. Shami. I was impressed by her knowledge and caring attitude!
*Dr. Cantrell provides the highest caliber of medical care. (STaff included.) Always, clarity of medical goods, with
excellent follow-up. I feel like I am in a "boutique" oncology practice. Words do not express the excellence of
medical care I am receiving *Dr. Dalkin is the supervising physician in the endocrinology dept. He comes in after I'm seen by the fellow *Dr.
Hutchens. Then the 3 of us confer about questions I have and *Dr. Hutchens' recommendations. *Dr. Dalkin &
*Dr. Hutchens - you can't really separate them. They're a team of specialists & so once a _____ with my...
*Dr. Thomas L_____ provides excellent patient care. I am extremely satisfied and happy to be his patient.
*Dr. James Reid is a very kind, concerned & caring dr.
*Dr. Domson was excellent with him and his nurse, *Trina, has regularly touched base. The MRI and
anesthesiology staff were great with him.
*Dr. Barrett is a superb physician. He is always attuned to my needs and appropriately responsive.
*Dr. Levine was great. He is knowledgeable, friendly, and patient. *Dr. Levine listened carefully and made sure I
understood everything related to my diagnosis. He set me up for same day scans and biopsies. And the results
to those tests were within several hours. He is an asset to the UVA staff.
*Dr. Brown, the nurses and staff are always very friendly and professional. They readily answer questions and
put the patient at ease.

My doctor at UVA, *Dr. Douvas, is the most caring and concerned physician. I ride almost 3 hours each way just
to see him and his staff, and will continue to do so as long as he is there. He is outstanding - no complaints!
*Dr. Nass is the BEST doctor I have ever been to. He truly is interested in/cares about & LISTENS to his patients.
He is encouraging & truly made a difference in my health/life. Thank you *Dr. Nass!!!
We travel 3.5 hrs to see *Dr. Sutphen. His practice is wonderful! Always available to answer questions and most
professional! Thank you!
Loved *Dr. Hamill.
I saw *Dr. Jameson regarding a problem he dealt with three years ago and had reoccurred. He gave me the time
that was needed to discuss my problem and come to a mutual solution. I would definitely recommend him!
*Dr. DeSouza and the nurse, *BJ, were very helpful and followed up promptly.
I think *DR Brenin is an excellent physician - very compassionate & caring.
*Mary Chandler is very knowledgeable & personable. *Latoya is super sweet & efficient. Both are assets to the
hand center. I would surely recommend to others.
We really like *Pam Bailey as our NP!
*Dr. Smith did an exceptional job, before, during, and after my surgery! I was very impressed (as was my family)
with his knowledge, manner, and skill!
We love *Dr. Simmons and the staff at Augusta Pediatrics!
*Dr. Christophel is an excellent doctor and I would not hesitate to recommend him to family and friends.
*Dr. Heald is an excellent PCP; my husband and I hold the utmost respect for him.
*Dr. Pinkerton is exceptional as a physician and a person *Larry Gimple is a super hero!!
*Dr. Whitehurst is an excellent doctor. He is not my regular physician however, I will request him every time I
need to see a doctor. He is wonderful.
*Dr. Green is the best doctor this facility has ever had.
*Dr. Krupski is an amazing dr.!
*Dr. Calabrese is an amazing doctor. You can feel that he cares about your health and concerns you may have.
He does not rush through the visit. He leaves you feeling very satisfied and encourages you to call if there are
any concerns. I was very satisfied with my care at his office.
*Dr. Heather Quillian is fantastic kind, hard-working, responsive and caring. We are so thankful she cares for our
children.
It is my pleasure to answer a survey about *Dr. Barbara Post and Northridge Internal Medicine. I have been a
happy and well cared for patient for many years. They are great.
This was my first & only trip to see *Dana Hannah thus far. She was pleasant & personable and she seemed
knowledgeable and competent.
*Dr.McCall is wonderful. He has great people skills. He is also one of the leading endocrinologist in the country.
*Dr. Kyin e-mailed me to follow up on my visit - a very pleasant surprise. This seems to be standard at UVA but
is still a surprise to me.
Working with *Dr. Christopher and everyone in the clinic was a great experience. Everyone in the clinic was
professional and was more than willing to spend time addressing condition - Would definitely come back and
recommend to others I had a virus. *Dawn Howell squeezed me in. Very much appreciated.
*Dr. Quillian is the best! Always spends so much time with us, and she never seems rushed. She's always very
punctual. Really cares about my kinds - Front office staff is awesome, too! Thanks, ladies!
Excellent care at Culpeper Pediatrics - We've been seeing *Dr. Werner (our children's pediatrician) for 15 1/2
years and she is outstanding, and so if her staff. They are knowledgeable, respectful, honest, and sincere in their
efforts to help educate, provider care, and evaluate the health of each child.

*Dr. Calabrese is one of the nicest doctors that I have had the pleasure to meet. He was very thorough. He took
his time to answer all of our questions. I am very satisfied with our care at his office!!
*Dr. Erdbruegger is the best!
*Dr. Simmons is so approachable. She has a great manner with my son and listens to my concerns.
*Dr. Purow has been a great dr. for me to work with through the tough times.
I love the convenience and personal attention I get at _____ Family Medicine. *Dr. Casey is top notch. Thank
You!
I see *Dr. Tara Mauro D.O. in Christiansburg, VA - she is very supportive, listens, and trustworthy.
*Dr. Cohen was always supportive and upbeat. He remembered me well seeing me once a month. *Annie,
*Ginger, and *Elizabeth all a pleasure to work with.
*Dr. Bruce Cohen was warm, extremely competent and truly cared about my recovery.
*Drs. Reno & *DeMarco were very pleasant and attentive.
Excellent care - *Dr. Ragasta is wonderful. *David Strider is fabulous.
I cannot say enough about how great *Liz Rabin is! She truly cares about her patients and desires them to get
well as soon as possible. She has gone above and beyond to make sure I am taken care of even after the tests
have been completed. Sending and resending test results... Emailing me back and providing recommendations
on who to receive further care... She's been GREAT!!!
*Lori Grove is extremely professional, knowledgeable, and was effective in addressing my problem/needs.
Looking forward to follow up with treatment.
Since my transplant, my *Doctors *Curtis Argo, his team was well as nurse *Amy Roman are exceptionally
wonderful in every way.
Everyone who works for *Dr. D. Duch is a real professional. He is tops.
*Liz Rabin was superb, knowledgeable. Her explanations were very clear.
*Amy Ladigan, P.A. has really helped me work through my broken arm. It's wonderful that *Amy listens to me
and explains/answers questions. GREAT PA that loves her job and helping people.
Best experience with a physician that I have ever had - *Dr. Solenski.
*Dr. Gibson is a wonderful doctor - he makes sure that I am well taken care of.
An extremely good experience. Saw *Dr. Malpass very quickly and he was very solicitous and gave lots of his
time. Greatly appreciated!
I feel this department is run very efficiently & personnel are most caring & work very hard. I am a transplant
patient & have total confidence in the team in particular, *Dr. Weber, *Beverly *Ryan & *Shawn.
*Dr. Avery Evans is the best in the world at what he does and I love him and *Judy till my death!!!
*Dr. Sheehan and his fellow were obviously interested in, and concerned about my UVA/medical experience so
far. They seemed to both be "people" persons, which you don't always find w/drs.
*Dr. Sheehan pushed me to spend enough time to make my decision on gamma knife, surgery and obviously
wanted me to not be intimidate by the whole process.
*Vanessa M was wonderful and so was *Dr. Been.
*Dr. Lippert & staff EXCELLENT & UVA staff.
*Dr. Radcliff is wonderful.
Loved *Dr. Sheehan - he was very prompt from my first email inquiry to shaking my hand on our way out - we
were very pleased.
I like my care each visit @ UVA. *Dr. Grosh is through, the folks in MRI are through, fast, sincere.
*Cooper and his resident were super!
*Dr. Tucker Gleason - Very thorough informative & helpful - In my understanding of the test - EXCELLENT CARE!!
*Amy Marks is very helpful.
*Dr. Sheehan and *Charlie are excellent in what they do!

Everything from my test to the doctor's appt. went very well. I felt very cared for. Thanks so much for your care
& professionalism during my MRI & visit to *Dr. Xu.
I was very impress with professionalism of your staff. *Dr. Sula was committed to find out my cause of the illness
I was experience and I am grateful to received the medical attention at your facility.
The ordering MD, *Dr. Yu was so friendly & thorough as well.
I've been working with this team for more than 15 years. *Dr. Peter Lobo, *Barbara Burnett Fitzgerald and have
always sensitive, caring & life saver. I'm grateful for their professionalism & personal interest in me.
The resident *Dr. Rueb (sp?) was especially nice as was the tech (*Tony).
Most of this process was done through my (*Dr. Isbell) and his nurse (*Amy) very efficient!
*Dr. Northup & nurse *Cindy Williams do a great job at the transplant clinic.
*Dr. Sheehan and his medical team are very very good!!! *Dr. Sheehan, I know him almost 10 years, very good
to me like always, like he treat all his patients. Anytime I call (from SC) or email him, he always there, I don't
know when he get time to rest.
*Dr. Sheehan and his medical team, Gamma Knife Center, neurosurgery, radiology, all did best they can. I was
worry my phobia, anxiety can interfere to gamma knife procedures, but *Dr. Sheehan and all staffs did good job,
help me through! Thanks!
UVA Medical Center, Gamma Knife Center, all drs. and staffs, just like *Dr. Sheehan, I know him near 10 years, he
work for patients so hard everyday; when, anytime I have problem, need him, *Dr. Sheehan and team always
here, there, make me feel, my *Dr. Sheehan and nurse never take rest. They are my best medical care giver.
UVA Medical Center is the best! I recommend to others!
*Dr. Sheehan and his medical team, include _____, radiology drs., all nurses, practitioners like *Blair RN, *Selene
Evans NP, *Kim, *Greg Peterson (RN), all did very good job. Help me overcome the phobia, anxiety, prevent
panic, to though the surgery.
Nurse *Theresa Obrien and Dr. *Reardon have been wonderful- caring, compassionate, and responsive.
*Dr. Tucker Gleason is a true professional with heart. She cares, she explains, she instructs.
I have informed ALL of my doctors and friends of how wonderful my care was and how helpful *Dr. Gleason was
in remedying my problem.
I was told there was NO CURE for my vertigo (BPPN) by more than one physician - 4 to be exact. I walked out of
your clinic symptom free thanks to *DR. TUCKER GLEASON.
*Tucker Gleason was outstanding in all respects.
Nurse *Donna Lash attended all three radiation sessions, and she provided OUTSTANDING assistance and care to
me and lifted my spirits. She should be commended for the fantastic work she does as a nurse!
*Dr. Sheehan so very outstanding doctor.
*Dr. Jason P. Sheehan is very good. did gamma knife surgery on 12-3-2010. I think a lot of him.
I'm very happy with everyone I met. Everyone done a great job. You have a great team at UVA. *Dr. Ferguson is
very good doctor, I like him a lot.
*Dr. Kelly Gwathmey is absolutely outstanding. Could not have felt better about her care, communication and
genuine concern.
Again, I am very confident in the treatment from *Dr. Costabile. Always generous w/his time and thorough
w/his explanations.
*Dr. Ragosta is so wonderful!
*Dr. Park & staff most professional & patient with answering my questions & instructions @ home.
*Dr. Argo and *Amy are very concerned. 2 of the best health care professionals I have had the pleasure to deal
with!

I saw *Dr. Kirchner on June 3. She diagnosed the problem immediately and brought in another doctor who
confirmed it. She was able to get a scan immediately. She performed a biopsy on June 12. She left her assistant
to sew up the wound and immediately personally took the material to the lab and brought back their diagnosis
before I left her office. I was very much impressed with her efficiency and thoughtfulness.
*Dr. Kiser really explained everything from very beginning to very end! Very thorough.
*Dr. Kiser went above & beyond with everything & I couldn't have been more pleased.
*Dr Southerland very compassionate.
*Stephanie was excellent.
*Bryan & *Maggie were excellent.
We saw *Dr. Emily Finer & her nurse! They are AWESOME!
We have appreciated the knowledge & skill when we've seen *Dr. Emily Finer & her nurse.
After family practice & *Dr. Schmitz are the best!
Everyone my transplant surgeon, - Dr. M_____ and surgical assts., were always very nice & answered all my
questions in a way I could understand. My transplant coordinator, - *Martha Perkins, is always just a phone call
away & always answers my concerns.

